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NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 ....... Awnua, Gullderlllnd. N.Y. 12084, (518) 451-5371 
TO: Finance Colllnittee 
FROM: Robert R. Sacco, Director of Business Affairs 
SUBJECT: Report on Divestiture 
The chart below represents our activity in the implementation of our divestiture 
resolution: 
Bite Total Shares Held in 
(as of) South African Related Invest:Ents Market Value 
7/11/86 4·,400 shares $230,424 
8/31/86 1,900 shares 94,575 
10/22/86 1,050 shares :/: e-; :J>·.1~if. 70,275 
3,,a ;;i/(/°,lA- jv...,_; ::/,JJ,..v-.J 
The 1,050 shares represent our holdings in International Fragrance, Dun & Bradstreet, 
J.P. Morgan and Raytheon:P"we will begin trading these stocks as the market permits, 
and anticipate achieving a\full divestiture position by early su11111er, 1987. 
:ti .. ,, :J. 1-..-,n~ _j,V\.-»-J t., {.,,rl.w, ;fj-'>4h {[f,b-'jh 
,_-v,..,.,v I J ·•"• Cl\, vv U (, 
RRS:k 
10-2:J.;-86 
THE HEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 
Ramada Inn 
Albany. Hew York 
September 11, 1986 
PRESI.OIIG: Rita Reis Wieczorek, Treasurer 
I.· CALL TO ORDER: approximately 7:20 PM 
Attendance 
Committee Rita Reis Wieczorek. Chairman' 
Hettie Birnbach 
Barbara Knauer 
Claire Mu!"ray 
Ex Officio Ellen H. Burns, President 
Juanita K. Hunter, President-elect 
Starr Martha L. Orr, Executive Director 
Elizabeth Carter, Deputy Director 
Robert R~Sacco,Director of Business 
Affairs 
William J. Odendahl, Jr.,Financial 
Management Consultant 
Wendy M. Burbank, Administrative 
Assistant to the Executive Director 
II. RESIGNATION OF COMMITTEE MEMBER 
The Treasurer announced the resignation of Committee member 
Ann Adams in August. Ms. Adams had been unable to attend 
meetings. The vacancy on the Committee created by Ms. 
Adams• resignation will be filled at the Board of Directors' 
pre- or post-convention meeting. 
III. MIMUTES OF JULY 11, 1986 HEETIHG 
The following typographical error in the minutes was noted: 
page 2, v. B., line 3 - the numeral "3." should be 
deleted 
Ma. Orr noted that language in V.B. on page 2 which 
attributes the projected :1986-87 budget defi oit to one-time 
capital expenses 01' otfio~,relocation and "data processing 
equipment pu·r:~h--~es" w~u:J:_d_. more accurately describe condi-
.. tiono if tbe;da1.a proceaa1·ng expenditure were referred to 
. . .. ·;:: ;.iiii~;W _ · · .····•·. · . . 
. •.• . . •• '' i }tt,&Ii,,si '> 
'l·it.-,·. 
•ft~citically as a final •balloon• payment on equipment 
already purchased. The Committee noted the minutes of the 
July 11 aeeting need not be amended to reflect this fact, 
providing tbe tact is recorded here. 
MOTIOJI Hettie Birnbach moved acceptance of the minutes of 
the July 11, 1986, meeting as corrected. 
Seconded. Carried. 
IV. AlULYSlS REPORT/COMPARISON WITH BUDGET AS OF 7/31/86 
The Treasurer stated the audit for fiscal year ended 7/31/86 
will be available at the pre-convention Committee meeting. 
Pending availability of finalized figures, the Committee 
exaained the preliminary analysis report/comparison with 
budget for income and expenses at year end 7/31/86, noting: 
A. 
B. 
For the twelve-month period the total actual income is 
$5,771,295 and total expenses are $5,684,186, bringing 
year-end net income to $87,109; this figure exceeds 
projected net income by $63,247. Total income fell 
below projection by $96,576, and total expenses were 
held at $259,823 below projection. 
Dues and dues-related income fell only $78,632 below 
projection. 
c. Other income fell below projection by $22,927, 
D. 
E. 
Administration expenses fell below projection by 
$68,059. 
Expense~ of all organizational units were held below 
projections. 
V. 1986 HYSNA MAIL BALLOT 
Ha. Orr reported to the Committee that the cost of the 
August 1, 1986 mailing of a second corrected 1986 mail 
ballot was $18,000. The Committee noted that $13,000 of 
this cost was an expense of fiscal year ended July 31, 1986, 
and, therefore, is included in the analysis report. 
VI. REVIEW OF MEMBERSHIP FIGURES FOR JULY AND AUGUST 1986 
Tbe Comm1ttee examined membership figures for July and 
August 1986, noting an August month-end enrollment figure of 
30,653, representing a loss of 167 compared with July 1986 
and a gain of 600 over August 1985. 
.2 
VII. 
VIII. 
The Committee noted that the reduction of 167 m•mbers 
between month-end July and August 1986 reflects manual 
elimination of duplicate records as a phase of the data 
processing membership records conversion. 
OTHER 
A. 
B. 
Requests from SHAs for Financial Assistance 
Ms. Orr informed the Committee of receipt by the 
Association of requests from two state nurses 
associations for financial assistance for purposes 
of application to operating expenses and funding 
an entry into practice legislative effort. These 
requests were received from Maine State Nurses 
Association and Nevada Hurses Association. 
In its discussion of these requests the Committee 
considered: 
1. Advice of legal counsel against providing 
financial assistance to an SKA for operating 
expenses because such assistance would be 
compatible neither with the Association's 
Articles of Incorporation nor with 
responsible fiduciary standards with respect 
to use of dues income; 
2. The Association's need to apply very limited 
financial resources to its own effort to 
enact entry into practice legislation. 
The Committee concurred that the Association must 
decline approval of these reques~s. 
Report£!!_ Divestiture 
Mr. Sacco directed attention to the Report on 
Divestiture. The Committee will review a full 
detailed report of divestiture and investment at 
its pre-convention meeting. 
DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
The pre-convention Committee meeting will take place on 
Thursday, October 30, 1986, at 10:00 AH in Lake Placid. 
RRW/HLO/WMB/b 
10/25/86 
(E:F1) 
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QUIPS&BITS 
TO MAKE YOU SMILE 
Presented by Beverly Jones 
Candidate: Cabinet on Nursing Suvit:f!S 
,Apil 17. 1989, CUI-IN 
suscain existing donors' commit-
ments to their local chapt~. 
··We don't do saturation mailings," 
says Joe Su.ira, manager of Direct Ap-
pmacft_ ··-we I.U»et our prospect mail-
ings toward a Red Cross audience:• 
Much of the Holiday campajgn's 
success is due to the flexibility of 
Direct Approach. AU production is 
maoagcd in-house, alJO\\inglea.ers co 
be tailored ro meet the specific 
demographic and geographic needs 
of clients. 
served 14 years as director of Person-
nel for the Los AngeJes Chapter and 
Los Angeles-Orange Counties Blood 
Services Region, and two years as the 
region's assoda.te administrator. She 
joined national headquaners in Sep-
tember of 1988 as director of Benefits 
and Compensation. 
ment will leave Red Cross national 
headquarters with three senior vice 
presidents (Barker, Richards, and 
Tills), and five vice presidents 
(Campbell, Hutchens, Krueger, Mac-
Rae, and Miller). Under the previous 
structure, national headquarters had 
twoseniorvice presidents and ll vice 
presidents. The changes in senior manage-
G 
Dobbs emphasizes dw in addition 
to providing chapters "-ith state-of-
tbe-an direct mail sen.ices, Direct Ap-
proach should be a pan of each 
chapter's fund.raising plan. For ex-
ample. repons generated by Direct 
Approach can hclp chapters targe1 
major donor and planned giving 
prospctts. 
"We're helping chapters look at 
the other options that build upon 
direct mail," Dobbs s.avs ... Fund rais-
ing is a dynamic force; ~'el)'body and 
his brother is competing with the Red 
Cross. The flexibility of Direct 
Approach. as well as its many applica-
tions, can help our chapters find their 
niche in this marketplace ... 
For additional information about 
DircctApproach, caUJoe Suarez at na-
tional headquaners at (202) 639-
3423. 
<:ontlnu«Jfmm JJOBe I 
Schubert Resigns 
Committee for Blood 
Scrv.ices Mission Meets 
TheAd Hoc Committee for Blood Ser-
vices, chaired by Board of Governors 
member Joseph F. Abely, Jr., held its 
first meeting March 17 at national 
headquaners. 
The committee held a daylong ex-
ecutive session during which it dis-
cussed approaches to its three-pan 
charge. That charge is as follows: 
• To define and reach broad agree. 
ment on the mission of Red Cross 
Blood Services 
• To review options for achieving the 
mission 
• To recommend any changes 
needed to achieve the mission 
The committee asked senior vice 
president Gil Tills to serve as its liaison 
with headquaners and.field resources 
and to coordinate staff support to the 
committee. The committee agreed to 
meet again at national headquarters 
on April 21. 
Food and Shelter Board to 
Sponsor Convention Booth 
The CMIS functions ""ill be trans-
fered to the Finance and Systems 
l>epanmcnr, which is headed by vice 
president Jack Campbell. The cor-
porate pbnning functions will be 
merged 1'ith the government rc.la-
tioos duties to form a new unit, Public 
Policy and Planning. which. will be 
mmaged by Fred Gervasi. Genasi 
senm as dilfflor of Planning at na-
tion.al headquarters from 1982 to 
1984, and most recently served as 
Golocmmcnt Rdaiiom of1ktt 
The human rcsoucccs functions 
will RIQain in a separate departmem 
under the direction of a new vice 
president, Janis MacRae. · Macllae 
Representatives of the Emergency 
Food and Shelter National Board Pro-
gram will staff'abooth at the 1989 Red 
Cross National Convention to discuss 
the program and answer questions. 
Nearly 2,000 Red Cross chapters 
have panicipated in the National 
Boan:l Program since its illception in 
1983. During that time, the program 
has disbursed more than 1600 million 
to help the homeJess and hungry. 
Congress is considering transfer-
ring the National Board Program from 
the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) to the Department of 
Housing and Urban Development. 
Program representatives will discuss 
this issue with convention delegates. 
Addenda to V2000 Study 
Distributed to Field 
Volumes II and III of the Volunteer 
2000 (V2000) Study were distributed 
to Groups I, II, and III chapters, SAF 
stations, Blood Services regions, field 
service teams, regional management 
teams, and operations headquaners 
in late March. 
Volume II is a reference document 
that presents data on social, 
economic, and demographic trends 
in the United States, and on trends 
and resources affecting volunteerism 
inthenonprofitsector. Volumellalso 
provides survey-generated informa-
tion on volunteer panicipation in the 
American Red Cross. 
Volume III presents the histoiy of 
volunteerism in the Red Cross. 
Copies of Volume I (ARC 4704), 
Volume n (ARC 4705), and Volume Ill 
(ARC 4706) of the V2000 Study are 
available from GSD. Volume I 
presents the principal findings and 
recommendations of the srudy. 
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From the Chairman: 
One of the tests of an organiz.ation is how well it 
n:spoods -when its leadets change. As Dick Schubert 
stq:15 down as P1csidcot, t:bc American Red Cross will 
passthattcstbccmscofitscapablevolunteerandpaid 
stafflcadcrsatevny level of the mga.nization, from the 
smallest chapter staffed by a few volunteers to our 
-~cbaptersandlWiorudhe:Klquartc.."S. Thedepth 
and breadm of Red Cross J.eadeahip means that we 
willDC'l'l:l'lcucnourmmmitmentorslowtheprogress 
wcarcmakingrowarofulfillingourmissionofservice. 
1be 1980.s brought bom challenge and accomplish-
mcm:.i>r the Amcric::an Red Cross, and we can thank 
Dick Schubert for having helped bring us so FM. I will 
miss his leadership, but I .am very pleased that he will 
CXlOtimJe to serve the Red Cross as a special assistant 
supporting me on intcmational matters. 
To find anew President, I will appoint a search com-
miuee and ask them to look wilhin the Red Cross as 
wdl 25 outside the organization. Meanwhile, I have 
appointed a speci3l management team to work with 
me. 1be team members are 
• GwcnJackson. National <llainrum of Volunteers 
• StcWe llidwds, senior vice president. secretary, and 
general rounsel 
• Gil 1ills, senior vice president 
will rely bemly on Gwen Jackson, who became 
our Nanonal Chairman of Volunteers on January 1. 
Her ICSpODSibilities for Red Cross efforts in volunteer 
.recruitment and dewdopment will continue. Steve 
Ridwds will be responsible for the public support. 
ht11D2n rcsoua:es, finance, systems, public policy and 
planning. and internatiorud services functions, in ad-
dition to bis previous duties as secretary and general 
oounseL Gil Tills will be responsible for the three Red 
Cross operations headquarters, as well as the blood, 
tranSpJantation, 2J1d programs and services functions. 
his timeto12ke inventoiy. to plan our future wisely 
and with the input of all members of the Red Cross 
&mny. Now let's get on with building the Red Cross 
of the 1990s. 
C--mpAlaedcallllocdCl:olllcldenacnloCdol~dodojlm,:-
illpolic:irs.p,..-,a:masaodprodl.a&~wilhlbclcdCl'OD.Q,HJS 
a pul,tillled l,r lbe Jmerml 0-,1nlcariom Dlmioa, Americm lied et.., 
19 DC20006. 1clepl:,ooe: (202)63~. 
lldlr.or CopyJ!dirol-
saartHalcs Midad1'tffcr 
April 17, 1989, CUE-IN 
From d,e President: 
Six and one-half years is at once a long and a short 
period of time, depending on the context. And arguab-
. Jy, for some things, it is just right. 
For me, 78 months was" just right" for building an 
unshakable loyalty to and confidence in the American 
Red Cro~. the rightness and nobility of its mission, 
and the quality and compassion of its people. I will 
forever be grateful for the opporrunity to have been 
involved. 
It has been my unique privilege to be a part ofleader-
ship in a time of probablyunprecedented self.analysis, 
renewal, regeneration, and empowerment all of 
which adds up to the challenge of change. I am satis-
fied that the directions set are basically right for bring-
ing this organi7.ation to its proper.place in the next 
decade and the century that will follow. Among the 
most important directions are-
• The reaffirmation of our historic emergency focus. 
• The recognition of the overriding importance of 
strategic planning for every level and unit in the 
organization. 
• The need tobring,byaccountability, the macro goals 
of the organization down to each individual mem-
ber of the Red Cross family, volunteer and paid. 
• The necessity for customer, client, and beneficiary 
services to drive the organization. 
• Theobjectiveofgeningtherightproducttotherigbt 
peopleattherighttime, everytime, with excellence. 
• The diversification of our fund-raising base to 
support our objectives. 
• The diversification ofourhumanresoun:es to match 
the changing complexion of society. 
• The recognition of one Red Cross worldwide, as 
well as at the community level. 
It remains for all of us to see that the directions on 
which we have found this common ground now be 
translated into higher levels of compassionate ser-
vice-more for more. Perhaps never has there been a 
greater opportunity for the Red Cross, the "big plus," 
to reach out as a change agent from literally the cradle 
to the last steps of senior dtizeruy. I have every con• 
fidence that the torch will be carried a little higher and 
· bum a little brighter as a consequence of some of the 
things that we have been able to do together. 
I thank you most since.rely for that chance. My 
prayer is for God's richest blessings for each of you, 
your families, and the American Red Cross. 
~~I).;(~ 
. Richard F. Schubert e 
President 
.... ,···•.·.·.:.·•·, ...I··.·' 
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The Address of the President of the 
New York State Nurses .Association 
Jwmita K. HunJu, EdD, RN 
11 
•• the professional 
nurse acts in the pub-
lic interest locally and 
globally ... 11 
was truly necessary to 
invest so much of our 
physical, emotional, organ• 
izational energies and re-
sources in addressing these 
cum:nt issues. As I sought 
to answer my own ques-
tion I referred to several 
important and historic 
nursing documents. 
Two ycars can be al once an e:cmity and a 
flcelingmoma11intimcdcpcndinguponthccon-
renandooe"sperspeaiveonagivcnsituation.As 
Icomplc:remyll:mlofoffiecaslhc:37thPrcsidcnt 
of rhc New Yark Swc Nurses Association and 
prcscn1 ro you my last presidential address, I am 
fiilcd with asemc: of accomplishrncnt and regreL 
And the words wludt I will share with you have 
been frmlcd by the challenges, successes. fail-
mes and above: all the: hope dial I have: c:xpc:ri-
cncc:d and lhaI I c:ontinuc ro hold for the: profes-
sionof nmsing andthisprofcssional Association. 
It has been my privilege to se:vc: as 1hc: president 
of lhc: leading and largest nurses Association in 
lhc:swe. 
Clulllenga 
During thl:sc past two years we have collec-
tivdy shared lime and tak:nt to face recuning 
issues svchas rhcllmSing shortage:. declining en-
rollmc:nts in nursing schools, rhc Labor Hc:alth 
IndusttyTukForc:eRc:port.thc:tbn:aloftheRCT 
proposal, the LPN imravcnous t:hcnpy issue, the 
nurse praaibOlll:I" lcgislalion and 1hc: question of 
who shall be lhc: member of ANA. Each of these 
issues individually znd collectively has had the 
capabilityofscuingncwdinx:tions inheallhcarc, 
nursing philosophy.nursing pnctice,andnursing 
education Thcsec:hallc1gcs have been ongoing, 
awesome at times, and have on occasion evolved 
inrospccif1Copponwlitics foraeatlvcleadc:rship 
and cxcq,tional adiicvancnlS by this Associa-
tion. 
As I have: iccemty rcflccu:d cm thc:sc: past 
c:vmts and lhc:ir' omcomes as I prepared this ad-
dress. I have asked mf$df more than once if it 
The primary source: I 
utilized was !he ANA 1980 Nursing: A Social 
Policy StatcmcnL Within thls document, profes-
sional nursing is described as a social contract 
between society and the nursing profession. It 
further stales: ·• •.. Society grants !he profession 
authority over functions vital to itself and pcnnits 
them considerable autonomy in the conduct of 
their own affairs. In return, the professions arc 
expected to act responsibly, always mindful of 
the public trust ••• " 
This social contract reflects the interdepend-
ent nature: of the: relationships between the pro-
fession and !he: society it serves. Thus, the pro-
fessional nurse acts in the public interest locally 
and globally and contributes to health care im-
provements and the nUISing profession. This 
document mandates collective professional ef-
forts in behalf of ourselves and our clients. 
A second source I utilized to answer my 
question was the New Yorlc State Nurses Asso-
ciation bylaws. State muses associations per-
form an csscruial function in articulating, strcngth.-
ening, and maintaining this social contracL The 
swe nurses associations, and in this instan~ 
NYSNA, funher specifies this work in bylaws 
which state that the functions of this Association 
shall be among others, to: a)promotcnursing and 
health services of a nature commensurate with 
human needs; b) propose and effea a system of 
delivery of nursing care; c) identify and promote 
standards of nursing education, practices and 
services, and research; and d) act and speak for 
nurses and nursing in the state. 
And my third source of reference was the 
book authored by Dr. Veronica Driscoll, Legiti-
mizing The Profession of Nursing: 11u! District 
Mission<.{Th,eNew YorkStauNursu A=iation 
(1976), which records the history ofNYSNA. In 
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this book, Dr. Driscoll summarized the leader-
ship of NYSNA in fulfilling the social contract 
bctwccnnursing and society. This leadership was 
demonstrated through the care with which the 
first SNA (NYSNA}, fonncd its organization and 
membership structure in 1901. Organization and 
membership in 1901 were perceived to be issues 
which would have implications for the future of 
other state and national organizations. These 
issues proved to be controversial in 1901 and 
continued to be so in 1987. 1?88 and 1989. 
Further, this history documented that NYSNA 
led the movements to secure: (a}statutory recog-
t"Jtion of the profession of nursing {I 901-1903); 
(b)resniction of the title "nurse" (1913-1920); 
( c )control of the practice of nUISing (1933-1938); 
and (d)delineation of the independent and dis-
tinct practice of nursing. 
After a brief review of these three key sources, 
I concluded, indeed it was necessary to expend 
those energies over the past two years on those 
issues whichclcarlyrcflcctourpurposc.mission, 
and philosophy about the profession of nursing. 
By engaging in thescactivitics,NYSNA has con-
tinued to demonstrate a unique ability to pinpoint 
and isolate the imponance of and to influence 
!hose critical incidents. These events then have 
the potential for directing actions to alter or 
change the cunmt situation in the direction toward 
positive gains to achieve professional status and 
a health care system commensurate wilh human 
needs. 
Successes 
At the &ginning of my term of office, I 
pledged to worlc on lhrec goals I outlined for my 
presidency. They included: (a) improve the im· 
age of the professional Association; (b} develop 
a liaison with key consumer groups; and (c) de-
velop coalitions with other nurse organizations. 
Throughoot lhc two )'C3IS WC have achieved 
many successes and have made great strides in 
our ability to communicate wilh our many pub-
lics beyond lhc language of nursing, panicularly 
with consumers and to dialogue about common 
interests and concerns wilh other health care 
professionals. Of panicular significance is our 
"We increase our power when we 
reach out, include others, extend 
ourselves beyond our organizational 
b ..1· ,, ounuaries ... 
Cincrcascd positive dialogue with the LPN educa-
; tors, the Medical Society of the Stale of New 
'York. 
Likewise, we have increased our collabora-
tion wilh o!hc:r nurse organizations and have 
· demonstrated an increased willingness to share 
information. resources, and sometimes power to 
achieve common goals. This has been demon• 
strated through legislative initiatives, co-spon-
sorship of various programs, and suppcxt of public 
· rallies. We have developed and supporu:dstrong 
· consumer advisoiy councils at both state and 
district levels. However, we have only scratched 
thc, surface of this new way of doing business. 
Change is often painful and accompanied by 
strong needs to preserve the staIUS quo. You, the 
membership, have continually offered sugges-
tions for expansion of these efforts and I thank 
you for those suggestions. 
I am proud that we have established a mentor-
sbipprogram. a studentnurseaward, and that our 
outreach to nurses outside of NYSNA has in-
creased. We should all feel proud that NYSNA 
has maintained a high visibility throughout these 
past two years inadrlressing thcmirSing shortage. 
The Arden House Consonium Report was out-
standing and it continues to serve as the prototype 
for outlining the steps to resolving our rccruit-
mentandrctcntionproblcms. Wehavetrulybccn 
leaders in charting the funue course for health 
care and have assisted others to articulate these 
same concerns. 
We have increased our visibility and interac-
tions with key political and other leaders includ-
ing Governor Mario Cuomo and his staff, and 
Chancellor Bruce Johnstone in !he State Univer-
sity of New York. These doors have been opened 
to us because of our persistence and persever-
ance. We have expanded our interest in mentor• 
ship to include panicipatlon in !he New Yorlc 
state mentorship Program. The potential for fu-
ture and funhcr opponunities to enhance the 
image of nursing and NYSNA through such 
efforts are limitless. 
My goal to inctcase communication with 
membership was implemented in several ways. 
First, the President's Column in Report met the 
original goal of ongoing dialogue wilh thcmcm-
bcrship but also evolved to include: opponunities 
tosolicitmc:mbcrinputregardingcum:ntimpor-
tant issues. Secondly ,my travels todisnictnurse 
associations, aldlough costly in time and finances 
proved to be a very worthwhile endeavor. These: 
visits reaffurned that there is a need for the: 
elected leadership to participate in regional and 
local activities to discuss andtobccomcappriscd 
of the specific needs of our members. These 
v!sits also provided a mechanism for minimizing 
the gap that exists between wtincn information 
made available to our membership, and incorpo-
ration of that information into district profes-
sional activities. The face to face dialogue be-
tween lhc president and the: district membership 
led to improved collcagucship and mutual prob-
lem solving. Additionally, these visits have 
highlighted the existence of geographic vari-
ations within New Y orkwhichreprcscntphysical 
barriers to collecti vc: actions and thus sc:parate us 
physically as well as psychologically. Continual 
attention should be given to developing alterna-
tive available strategics which not only recognize 
these barriers but will encourage greater partici-
pation of NYSNA members who reside in rural 
areas and upstate New York. NYSNA must be 
perceived as an organization which equally rep-
resents all30,000mcmbcrsrcgardlcssofplaccof 
residence:. or race or ethnic background. 
Further, I believe our relationship wilh the 
district associations should continua!ly be n:-
fmcd, improved, and developed into a model dial 
can be adapted for use with olher professional 
nurseassociationsandforpotc:ntialcollaborative 
relationships with other organizations. The dis· 
trict are the link to the gra.ssroots wilhin our 
profession and can and should be considered and 
utilized as the vehicle: for lc:adcnhip develop-
ment, professional socialization. inctcased 
membcrship and incn:ascd leade.rship wilhin 
NYSNA. 
Unjuiished Business 
The mingled sense of regret which I experi-
ence in leaving the office of president can more 
appropriately be articulated as "work in prog-
n:ss" or "unimished business." As l have 
attempted to summarizr: and evalww: these two 
short years. for my professional life and for the 
life or this organization. it is appropriate to SWl 
this reflection from the pcnpcctive of the past. 
pn:scnt. and future. The NYSNA of the past has 
been the leader. the ln:ndscru:r and has earned 
this n:puwion with dynamic. bold actilJJIS and 
outstandingleadcrship. ThcNYSNAoflhcpres-
cnt continues in this tradition but certain events 
wilhin the past two years suggest the need for 
timely reassessment. reconsideration. and some 
modification of the image weholdofoimelvcs in 
relation to others. Also. we: must realistically 
assess our ability to independently effect pro-
active: change in the health care delivery syscem 
and IO determine how WC should approach plan-
ning for the funue we: hope ID acau: for profcs-
sional nursing andhc:allhcarein the 21stccnrury. 
We have ten short yeaIS to engage in these readi-
ness activities. A vision of that tomorrow must 
be concrctizcd in some form of a strategic plan. 
Funher,lhatfurmeplanmustincludc:othcrnursc 
colleagues and in particular, the specialiy nurse 
organizationsandnUlSCSatOlhcrlevels. Wehave 
yet to formally recognize this po1cntial for in-
crcasing nursc powerwilhinNew York state.. We 
increase our acrual and potential power when we 
reach out. include others, extend ourselves be-
yond our organizational boundaries. and recog-
nize their contributions to the healthcare system. 
Further, we must increase mc:mbcnhip and 
iruacst in our professional activities through 
creative and mcani?gful outreach to all nurses in 
New York state. An aJU'lual ?CpOrt card to every 
nurse in New Y ort state might be a stan. Lead-
ership development wilhin our Association must 
become: a priority if we wish to attract and excite 
nurses about working to achieve the goals of this 
professional A!sociation and demonstrating our 
own identified philosophy of encouraging cor-
dial relations among nurses. And so I leave you 
this unfmished business. 
To Dr. Naegle:, inc;.oming president, I hope 
youwillshan:myh?veofnumng,mycncrgyand 
persistence in completing work started, my ina-
bility to readily accept no for an answer and my 
dream of a truly powerful pmfcssional nurses 
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ISSlx:i•ioa mNcw Yeck SUdlC. 
To t.bc board ra din:dms.l hope )'Oll will continue my c::ommianent IO 
t.bcgmlsda~mocillion anda aruepannaship betwecnela:aed 
ctrJCialsanclswfwidun.dti..""gar1imioo t.tsobvcmyhapetbateach 
boaldoC direcr«s will accq,t the dwlenge and responsibility 
cofosacramamnmiJy ol amsing within 1his Stale tocngqe in critia1 sc:lf-
appraisal. to apcn)y. objectively. and ntdessly work roward n:solulion of 
a:mmon problems wilholha'nurscs and fwtbc:r, IO boldly and creatively 
build.Oil our glorious past ya design and implc:mau: new models for inte-
gration widun rmrsing. the pmfmional Associarim, ror ht:llth cm:. and 
fornmsmgcareoft.bcflllmc. 
Tot.bcmc:mbashipllcavcmybcliefthatyouact.bclcEypmicipantin 
the lbrmt for a man: p,werfo1 NYSNA. By your-, praaJCC him: you 
hPe di A-MIiied your-faith iD )'OQl°pn,fessioa. a befu:f in idem, and• 
WJ1Jingncssropanicipateifo actuaJizingmc:DOl.ianofcoUccdYepower. You 
havcdicambarity10dcctAssociarioa Lo:adezsioactinyourbdwf,tospeak 
faramsingiDlhisswemdrogwdeanddilectyourinpul.involvancntand 
decisioa-makmg. Sdcct your Jcadas wisely. Excn:isc your power of 
participation. YouarclheambassadmsoflhisAssociation,therolemodcls 
for this professioaand you arc the essential components in !his business we 
call numng. 
In summuy, during the past two yeus NYSNA has faced many 
chllh:ngcs which thrJealenal our ability to have appropriate amlrDI over 
nmsingpndice.numngeducacionandthcfurureevolutlonofnursingcare. 
Our efforts lo confront lhc5e iitualions have brought new opponunities to 
increase our cffccdveness and to broaden our sphere of intluenc:c: within 
New York state. Curren1 trends indica1c that we must continue to re-
examincourn:lalionswilhothcrnursesandinc:rcueourouueachefforcsto 
effectinaeued nurse power. In doing this, wchaYC the opportunity to share 
our professional dreams and idea.ls. I leave you with th= words from Cad 
Schun,lnd I quote: "Idem are like sws. You will not succeed in touch-
ing than with your hands, but like lhc seafaring man on the desert waters, 
you choose them as your guides and following dtcm. you rcat:11 your 
destiny.•• I thank you once aga.in for the opportunity to serve u the 37th 
presidqit of this great Association. 
........... 
"The Air Force discovered a way to 
detect lupus anticoagulants · 
with a spider's venom-
and I found a breakthrough 
. 1, m my career. limnam~Saiano 
Iuce tedlld,gists found that the YBDn ct a brown reduse SJd![' can help 
detect q,uc: arli:mgldarts. Its a meakthrough! Am it highlights a benemJS 
emin:uned ir a mrsing ptt:sSDial. where the learning nerer stq,s and the 
v.ukinga,rvtitms ;n-e exoeUert I disaM!red scmething else, too: a i!eling of re-
spect. a kmwledge that my skills are vakled. • 
lbeNr Jme seeks many~ ct lllI'Sing specialists- OB/GYN, pediatri:s, 
aiestlle'iR, medi:aVsurgi:al alli othe[s. Discover the Air lute~-i~ Call 
' ' .. USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
315-455-7060 
Collect or Station to Station 
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. NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIA~ 
•••• , •• ~.. 1Q/1t 
To: :}kif 
· From: Jn;lb 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
PRE-CONVENTION MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
BEVERWYCK ROOM 
ALBANY HILTON HOTEL 
OCTOBER 26, 1989 
TENTATIVE AGENDA 
1ESIDING: JUANITA K, HUNTER, PRESIDENT CALL TO ORDER 
/2, MINUTES OF SEPTEMBER 21-22 MEETING 
/3, ANNOUNCEMENTS 
-~ l?II/N 
CONVENTION/VOTING BODY MATTERS :!>ebbl e fnATTeR.SON 
JA) REGISTRATION PACKET ENCLOSURES 
PROPOSED ORDER OF VOTING BODY BUSINESS (ACTION) 
HONORARY RECOGNITION RESOLUTION (ACTION) 
OTHER 
COJ114ITTEE ON FINANCE 
/REvIEW OF ANNUAL AUDIT Robeat :Gola o. Nd 
12.obeilt V ac..errft 
J ..•fh ..... l} ..... ·t. 0L· .. N\LOJ~ ... ~~·lo4Nft~ 1i@ 
vi--.., J iv PN J.i~ 
6. AMERICAN·NURSEs• ASSOCIATION MATTERS 
JA) NOMINATIONS FOR 1990 ELECTIONS 
we iJ)lLL.. ;..l~vE ct u}O(Z\C':';(jeel of ~LL 
no.rn,-1:>.:t-no1'.Js ft?, e leot,oru. and 
a.ppo1Nrmerot )t..) JbL oetZS. 
ifB) . NOMINATIONS FOR ANA REPRESENTATIVE TO COMMISSION ON 
GRADUATES OF FOREIGN NURSING SCHOOLS 
Jc> 
.Jn> 
NOMINATIONS FOR APPOINTMENT TO ANF BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
NOMINATIONS FOR APPOINTMENT TO ANA COMMITTEE ON 
CREDENTIALING, DELEGATE CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE AND 
COMMITTEE ON IMPAIRED NURSING PRACTICE 
NOMINATION FOR ANA REPRESENTATIVE TO JCAHO HOSPICE 
PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
STATEMENT OF UNDERSTANDING (j,l:,;m : 4 oh;J, AN h t 
AN IP s Rese_ol\)S€ to ol{ tz. Lerre e. ,~ . 1 N ~, · · 
f~LDet2s ... .1. l-ONT1·f\Jue i-o .tecomn1ef\JO{ 
-rhet-t we do ~i' e xecufe docu nverut-
s IS· 
la. 1990 CENTER FOR WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT CONFERENCE 
FOLLOW-UP PLAN , 
Jo~ wiLt. flli1S(=>fot plaN fo( 12.ed,s.-rr2ibichotJ 
<?f Le3 WDQC~l-lDf rnoN€::J, Boatd ,>-pq,£iovcd 
1s i1eeded. 
9, OTHER ITEMS : hw ... Jx-1# JA-jw.L/1' -ti,,/,-,., 
PROPOSED BOARD POLICY ON OFFICIAL TRAVEL, 
REIMBURSEMENT AND HONORARIA FOR BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
B. Perrarto . • . l\cno1'l Re 'fuest"?cL . 
i 
vo) BOARD COMMITTEE ON APPOINTMENTS . _ .,:;.,>l1~v 
J). iviiltorns .. - f\.,ye. f2e_cpor-J~J l2ev1ew 'TuAm. 
l; a&uri\J 12e v,ew T~a. m . 
(:,(jf\j'S,U ffJ't7f' t1.d\J J Svf2~ C.ou.,ne. d 
/C) MSSNY LOMBARD I SCHOLA~~fp s. l'ew; D<2.· j-)J ct N N t NCJ 
Board a.f f.P..oua_l -h:> l\d n1, rv,sTe.a.. . 
£,01ola ~shzp 1 s Needed j _ also 1 s<!m e 
d tSCit~ s, Of\) oJ how 1.,v e w, '-L d.o ih ,s . · 
!o"-'!.,L fut. fJj.(J~ - &% io ~iUJpw,zlt/.J~ 
3. 
RATIFICATION OF REFERENDUM VOTE ON NJSNA NOMINATION 
. FOR ANA HONORARY HUMAN RIGHTS AWARD ... (urvgvc.His-,,D . 
· IJbw ·-m hcavdle /rlAN hbmoX)c.rhoN 
Le ffeR b J. S--<-r po rt UJll s g e {\j 1-. 
b~ PN/l, . ? 
h4f <~~IH/~ _,J/ i P,v ?tp,d --
.· f ~,,12, Yr~~ (J/.J1/Jw~l.t/if;t/4 · 
flO. ADJOURNMENT . 
~c Jb,,;J;1i;, a,,_M,.,J, 
.. ti 
JKH's.announcement to the Board of Directors re NJSNA's nomination of 
Peter J. Ungvarski for the ANA Human Rights Award: 
The Board voted to endorse the NJSNA nomination for the ANA Human R·ights 
Award. ·Eleven board members voted in the affinnatfve. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS - ReferendU111 on endorsement of the nomination of NJSNA 
of Peter J. Ungvarski for the AHA Human Rights Award 
Juanita K. Hunter 
Madeline A. Naegle 
Joan A. Lynch 
Maggie Jacobs 
Nettie Birnhacb 
Erika Baker 
Janet Arundel Cadogan 
Mary Eileen Callan 
Jerold S. Cohen 
William R. Donovan 
Miriam Gonzalez 
Bonnie Perratto 
Dorothy M. Williams 
Endorse NJSNA 
oamioatjon 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Abstention 
Yes 
Make the 
nomination instead of NJ 
Yes 
THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
PRE-CONVENTION MEETING OF BOAR'O OF DIRECTORS 
Beverwyck Room 
Albany Hilton Hotel 
October 26, 1989 
TENTATIVE AGENDA 
Presiding: Juanita K. Hunter, President 
1. 
2. 
3. 
ca11 to order 
Minutes of September 21-22 meeting ,. 
;J ,....,..,_. .(II.,..... (!/_1. :J,i,I 11 
Convention/voting body matters 
a) Registration packet enclosures 
b) Proposed order of voting body business (ACTION) 
c) Honorary Recognition resolution (ACTION) 
d) Other 
4. Conmittee on Finance 
Review of annual audit 
s·. Report of the -executive director 
6. American Nurses' Association matters 
a) 
b) 
C) 
· .. d} 
e) 
f) 
g) 
Nominations for 1990 elections 
Nominations for ANA representative to Commission on 
Graduates of Foreign Nursing Schools 
Nominations for appointment to ANF Board of Trustees 
Nominations for appointment to ANA Conmittee on 
Credentialing, Delegate Credentials Conmittee 
Nomination for ANA representative to JCAHO Hospice 
Professional and Technical Advisory Conmittee 
Statement of understanding 
Request of Task Force on Strategic Planning and 
Reproductive Health 
7. State Board for Nursing proposal for mandatory continuing 
education 
8. 1990 Center for Women in Government conference 
follow-up plan 
[continued over] 
9. 
i~v~ 
J,~.,,t"-J'V 
other items 
a) · Proposed board policy on official travel, 
reimbursement and honoraria for board of directors 
b) Board conmittee on appointments 
c) MSSNY Lombardi scholarship 
d) Ratification of referendum vote on NJSNA nomination 
for ANA Honorary Human Rights Award 
. .Jf,,;,.,,/j_piJ u .A.u,,l,~_Lv.. U,f/)l/ i'l'llt .t/4-d ,,/.A;'u 
AdJournment ;. . . /1'1,,· _- -~ ..;-L _ . _ ,,._ ·- .,, 0J·caif'{ih1./;i--,-· · -hJ Mv M1 /h,ftnw;-~wv 
#J.l,,v~~ ~~~~...did'd- ' 
v1Prv/,d./ hv O.(JjiJ'~.½-~,~ /4 Cf,,-,-.~~£' 
fj {I) 4wl,vU~ /31 /) a~;~ J,r~ 
J'.td µldt;,v fu-rn NYrfN# ~kv/~~-t"7 
? i? &r~1 u~J ;d»b 
10/11/89 
board/oct-ag 
10/18/89 
II. 
AGENDA #5 
. ' . 
TBE.NEWYORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
REPORT TO THE BOARO·OF DIRECTORS 
EXECUTn7E DIRECTOR 
October 26, 1989 
·aernard Mccann, Associate Director 
Legislative Program 
Larry Marin, Programmer/Systems 
Analyst, Data Processing 
PamelaYakymyshyn, PC Coordinator 
Data -Processing 
MEMBERSHIP FIGURES 
Membership in the Association was down 91 members in 
the month of September. For the calendar year 
September, 1988 - September, 1989, membership gained 
632 • 
. · NYSHA LAWSUITS PERTAINING TO LPN REGULATIONS 
Revised regulations were adopted by the Code Committee 
of the State Health Planning and Review Committee. We 
have received confirmation from the State Education 
Department that Regents adopted the resolution 
affirming the authority of the State Education 
Department on this matter. (See attachments.) 
Since the conditions specified by the Board have been 
•et, BYS.NA legal counsel will be asked to withdraw the 
pending litigation. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF BOARD ACTION 
A document has been prepared to accompany the 
transmittal to AHA of the Board's actions pertaining to 
the AHA. Institute of constituent Member .. Collective 
Bargaining Programs. (See attached.) The purpose of 
·thedOCUJDent is to present the rationale and concerns. 
of the Association in an educational format. 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S CALENDAR, November -·December 
Nov. 1-2 Pennsylvania Nurses Association Convention 
Nov. 6-7 ANA:.Meetingof SHA Presidents and EDs, 
SNAs with Collective Bargaining Programs 
Nov. 12-15 International Association of Benefits 
FUnd.s, Annual Meeting, Orlando Florida 
Nov. 16-24 Vacation 
Nov. 28-Dec. 1 ANA Constituent Assembly, Kansas City 
Dec. 2 ·Meeting of SNA Executive Directors. States 
with Collective Bargaining Programs 
Dec. 4 Committee on Bylaws Meeting 
Dec. 5 Board orientation (Proposed date) 
Dec. 10-13 ASAE Management Conference, Dallas 
it 
raii-) 
taRl!IZO,~ 
1lE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT /TH!: IJNl'~l<SITV OF THE sr;..~ OF NEW YORI< I t.:.3ANY. N.Y 12234 
0FRCE OF:THE COJNSa_ 
George W. Harder, Esq. 
Harder, Silber & Bergan 
275 1/2 Lark Street 
Albany, RY 12210 
Re: lffSBA v. Azelrod and Sobol 
Beberl: v. belrod and Sobol 
Dear fir. Harder: 
September_ 28, 1989 
As we discussed, I enclose herewith minutes of the July 
27, 1989 Regents meeting, reflecting adoption of the 
· resolution concerning the scope of practice for the profession 
of licensed practical nursing. I have also enclosed copies 
of the June 14 and September 20, 1989 State Registers, setting 
forth the text and notice of adoption of the new Department 
of Health regulations. 
In light of the above, it is the hope of the Education 
Department that we can continue working with you toward a 
11Utually agreeable resolution of these matters. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
£1~ -~~::1 
-Senior Attorney_ 
EBR:mbt 
Encs. 
> 
' 
'REGENTS COMMI'l"l'EE 011 PROFESSIONAL PltACTI:CB 
Action Taken on July 27, 1989: 
APPROVED RESOLUTION !'O CONVBHB IB EXBCUTXVE .. SESSXOR 
Approved that 1:he Committee on Professional Practice convene 
in Executive Session on Thursday,. July 27, 1989 for the 
purpose of considering the professional discipline of 
particular persons 
Actions Taken on July 28, 1989: 
APPROVED THA'l' TD BOARD OF REGENTS GltAlff TSE APPLXCA'fiOH FOR 
MODIF:tCM'IOH OF TERMS OF PROBATION OF MARKS. GOLDMAN (PPC 4) 
APPROVED THAT THE BOABD OF REGENTS DEHY.'t!IB PETITION POil RBS'l'ORA-
TIOH OP TBE MEDICAL LICENSE OP MAURICE NILLEll (PPC 5) 
APPROVED 'rBAT. TBE BOARD OF REGER'rS STAY THE REVOCATXOH OF 'rBE 
PODIATRY LICENSE OP MICHAEL BERRSTEIH .ABJ> THAT BE BE PLACED OH PRO-
BATION FOR TWO YEARS UNDER SPECUIBD TERMS ARD CONDITIONS (PPC 6) 
APPROVED THAT THE BOARD OP REGENTS GRADT 'fBB PftITIOR POR llBS1!0RA-
TIOH OP '?HE LICEHSB AS A PROFESS!OHAL ENGDIEE1l OF IIILTOH COSTBI.LO 
(PPC. 7) 
APPROVEll REAPPOINTMENT TO THE STATE BOARD FOR CBXROPRACTIC FOR 
SERVICE OH LICENSURE/DISCIPLIRARY PANELS (PPC 3) 
Approved that Kenneth w. Padgett (Chiropractor, Romulus) _be 
reappointed for a term beginning October 1, 1989 and ending 
September 30, 1994 
APPROVED APPOINTMERTS TO THE S'!'ATE BOARD FOR PODIATRY FOR SERVZCE 
ON LICEHStJRE/DISCIPLINARY PANELS (PPC 9} 
Approved that Martin Mussman (Podiatrist, New York City) and 
Paul B. Hershey (Podiatrist, Syosset) be appointed ~or a 
term beginning August 1, 1989 and ending July 31, 1994 
APPROVED RESOLO'l'ION RELATING TO THE SCOPE OF PRACTICE FOR TBE 
PROFESSION OF LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSING (PPC 8 Revised) 
LICENSE REVOKED 
Cal. No. 6961 - Justiniana Oribello Cabanit, R.N., Elmhurst -
revocation (may apply for restoration after 1 year under Rule of 
Board ot Regenta) 
Cal. Ro. 7495 - Duane P. Howell, c.P.A., New York - revocation (may 
apply for restoration after 1 year under Rule ol Board of 
Regents) -
Cal. ~o. 1545 - Robert Lee Lowry, R.H., Brooklyn - revocation (m~y 
apply for restoration after 1 year under Rule of Board of 
Regents) 
(tif•l 
1Wlft111•U"""11C 
lt£ STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT/THE UNIVERSITY C•F THE STATE OF NEW YORK/ ALBANY f'l 'f 12234 
AND auun- COte••·IONlft '°" UOA&. AffAllla 
TO: Regents Committ~e on Professional Practice • 
PROM: Robert E. Dia2 By: Elizab,th H. Russell l . 
SOB.JEC'l': LPH litigation 
. . 
:••. ---
DATE: July 26, 1989 
There have been several developments in the L~N-intravenous 
therapy litigation since distribution of my memorandum to you 
dated July 6, 1989. 
On June 7, 1989 the Appellate Division, Third: Departm~nt 
·beard oral argument on the two article 78 proceedings which are 
pending against C011111ission~rs Axelrod and Sobol. The question of 
•atanding• was the only issue on appeal. As you may recall, 
- Court d~smissed one proceeding on the ground that 
petitionera, registered professional nurses, lacked standing to 
challenge regulations governing the profession of licensed 
practical nursing. A different judge sustained standing in the 
aecond, proceeding. · · · 
The Appellate Division rendered a decision on July 20, 1989, 
holding th•t the registered professional nurses, in both 
proceedings, have standing to challenge the disputed Department 
of Bealtb regulations. If SED is unable to secure petitioners• 
to discontinue the litigation, the matters wi~l 
therefore proceed on the merits, in the near future. 
Aa I indicated in my July 6, 1989 memorandum, discontinuance 
of this litigation will depend in par~ upon DOH's promulgation of 
the autually agreeable, amended regulations. The proposed amended 
regulationa were published in the June 14, 1989 State Register, 
in nearly the same form as bad been initially approved by SEO. 
One cti.nge create• an exception permitting LPNs to perform 
intravenoua therapy procedures in the course of chronic 
heaodialysis tr•atment. The Office of the Professions and the 
Office of Counsel have reviewed this change, and consider the 
••rvice permitted thereby to be properly within the scope of 
practice for the profesaion of licensed practical nursing. The 
proposed Aaendmenta are being submitted to tbe Dep~rtment of 
Health's Code Committee today, and should be promulgated officially very soon. 
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-=In light of the developments I have described. it baa become 
neceaaary to revise .. the resolution which I tranami tted to you 
. with ay July 6, 1989 aemor&ndwa. I attacti. a revised reaolutiosr ·. 
herewith, for your consideration. 
Accordingly, I recommend that you take tbe following action: 
va.rm that the Board of Regents approve the following 
reaolutlon relAting to the acope of practice for the 
of llcen••d practiCAl nuraing -- -
- . - . 
IIBERDS, the Hew York State Department of Beal th, -through • 
the Stat• Hospital Re-:;iew and Planning Council, promulgated -
-- reg11lationa on .January 18, 1988 permitting licensed practicai -~ 
· nur•••. to intravenous therapy procedure• in facil 1 t tea. .:: . t · 
.under ,he jurladictlcn of Public Health r..w articles 28, . 36,; :and .. · ; · 
40, •nd . 
... -~. said regulations were set forth at 10 NYCRR 400.lS-~; __ _ 
and 10 HYCRR 100.,, And 
- _ . _WHEREAS, the Board of Regents and the State Education ~-- . 
Department objected to said regulations aa~ pe~mitting the' . -
,perforaance ot services which exceed the scope of practice for . :;. 
tbe profesaion of licensed practical nuraing, specif le.ally in .. -
tbat ••id regulations permitted licensed practical nurses to 
provide total parenteral nutrition therapy, to perform 
inte:mittent fluahing of intravenous therapy devices and to 
central venoua line procedures in home-care settings, and 
· lfBEREAS, t~e-Sta~e Department of Health has concurrent 
jurisdiction over practice in facilities regulated by the Public 
Bealtb Lav but lacka the authority in the ex•rciae of such 
jurisdiction.to adopt regulatione which aie inconsistent with 
proviaiona of the Education Law·, as interpreted by ·the State 
Education Department. and 
WHEREAS, the State ·oepartment of Health agreed to modify the 
regulationa set forth at 10 NYCRR 400.15 and 10 NYCRR 700.4 
following diacuaaion and consultation with the State Education 
Department, and 
lfBDEAS, the S~ate Department of Health has proposed to 
amend said regul.ationa to accommodate -the interpretation of the 
State Edumtion Department concerni~g Education Law S 6902(2) and 
the acope of practice for the profession of licensed practical 
nuraing, and 
WBEllEAS, the proposed amendments are consistent with the 
interpretation of the State Education Department concerning the 
scope of practice for the profession of licensed practical 
·· nursing, in that they require appropriate training and 
auperviaion and prohibit the performance of central venous line 
procedure• by licenaad practical nuraea in home care settings, 
I~ IS llESOLVED, that the proposal of the State Department of 
Bealtb to the regulation• set forth at 10 NYCRR 400.1S and 
10 HYCRR 70J.4 is hereby accepted, as set forth in the notice of 
propoaed rule making which appears at pages 23-25 cf the June 14, 
1989 Hew York State Register, and · 
7 89 nc a.2 
. IT IS FURTHER RESOLVED, that the procedures perl'-itttld under 
aald regul&tiona, aa amended, vill be within the acope of 
practice for the profession of licensed practical nursing, aa 
such ia defined pursuant to Education Lav S 6902(2). 
Attachment 
App~oved by COlllllissioner for 
aubmiaaion to Board of Regents 
c011111lssloner of Education 
Date 
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pr,sor, d111blr for fHl.1"'f'IIIS m11M by Su,tt iottr11mrn111I lllttlC'tts or>-
p/lLWb/r to ,,,,,_,s ,,,,,11,e Jar wwdlCIII OUUlll>KT ,,,,n,111111 to n,k XI 
of Artie/, J of IAt 5«illl ~a l.llw slllllJ il'ICl11<N ll S11Pp/tmtflltlry bod 
.,,, """c#Joru:, ~•rr «ljllSltMIII dtttr"'i"td ill flttordilntt ,.,,,,. Sll'1di• 
nsio4f (bl of rltis s«flOlt. Suc.t lll/illStlflllll SMII bf "'111/t pro11idtd llrt 
Sl111r ,,,_,,_,,,Ill llftllq or,,,, 1owr11m,111 of,,,, COIIIIIY '" wlticlt lltt 
llosp,tol a loulrd or 1/w ary of Nrw York for o ,rnn11/ ltmpitol o~-
111rt1 by tlw Ntw Yod Ci1.1 Hrollll ond Hospitols Co,por,,.1ion Jitn wirll 
IM CommlS.UOWr"' ..,,,,;,,, GA mcli<>" for s11clt tldj1U1mt111 by ~p,,,,,. 
- I. 1919/or 1/ttpmod April I, 1969 throuili D«tmbtdl. l989ond 
by OctolJQ ,,. 1m for tlw p,nod J11111111r1 1. 1990 1hrou11t Dtnmbtr 
JI, /990 Jo, Uld ,,.,01 for t«lt period. ~Ir d«tiOlf iJ $11/Jjttl 10 
,_ opprow,I of IM Slr,i, Dir«IOI of,,., Budctl Olld conrinitnl Upofl oil 
/tdtrol opp,o'll't1& tt«aStlf'J' b:, frdtrol low and "'In for /tdtr11I fi,ionriaf 
/#Ultt:tpQIIOII for mnlicol assisU?na 11ndtr Til~ XIX of I~ fnltrol Striol 
Sta,ri1." An bllJff upt:)11 ,,., odjus11,,,111 pro~idtd lltrein flS o compotlffll 
of SIICJi ptl_f_,,IJ btilll 1rontn/. 
lbJ TM Sflppkmm,or_r bad dtbt ond chori1_1· can odj11Stmtn1 sholl bt 
d.-tnmill#d fa, __ ,. p,nod bflsffl "" 1hr t1muu11, ,11tn1/111td b.v s11b1r«t• 
"" 1t,r _,,, pn,j«ltd to be> diJrrtbultd 10 s~h nrojor public horp11ot.s 
P,,nutlttt lO s«ttOII '6-l.6$ttHIJ of this Subp,ut for s11ch twriod /ram 
fllf omo,,r,t ct1ln,/Q1td as lht p,odan of tM P,OJttttd bod dtbt 11nd chor-
tt_r "'" _, p(l_rmtlfl 111no,,1tt t:owrttit rar,o for JUCh prnod for 
TOlanllllJ' s«tor Jiosp1111ls flS dtfllltd in s«IIOII 86-l.6S(c/11} of lhts Suo-
p,pt mull,plt«I b_r 1/tt bou .>Nr bod dtbl afld chant_, c11rr ,mputtd ,ion,. 
i-1 1H1.rmr111. -ou111 for S11Clt mojar pubfir ltaspital drrrrmintd ,,, 
«TOrd11na .,;,t, s«tion 86-l.6$(rJ af tlriJ Subpart for 110lim111r.• s«tor 
/tospi1'1ls. TIit COlfl!Tlllt r111io JMII bt compulffl QI '"' rtllio bttkWII tllt 
Sllm of JIit dollor 1111/ur of 1bt 11mou111 rommllltd 10 tltt "tionol pools 
ill ll«Ordlltla .,,,,, J«IIOIU 16-l.65(t) and 66-l.6S(o}(}J o/lhu Subpart 
for tht ratt /Nnod rlul1 WOM/d l1t o/locmtd 10 yof1m111r.v s«ror hospilols 
4111d 1/w lHlst .IIH' nom,ul P11.rmr111 11mo11n1 for such hospitals. This 
lldditiom,I 11moun1 sh111/ bt tlflOCllttd to ant paJlllftlll and tz:tmpl units 
oit thl baJtS of rnmb11n11blr C'OSI "1ld dividtd by Mtdicoid strvict 1111,u 
lO ,unr,r Ill ii C'QSl ptr llnll of srrvitt. 
(cl TM svpplt,n,11111,y bod dtbl ilnd choril." c11rc- tldjustmrnt provtdtd 
"' «cordtlncr wull tha s«1iofl slulll bt ildjusrtd 10 rt/1tcl ocr1111f diJ1ri-
bl,1,on.s punuo11110 s«tion 16-/.6SttJ of tllis Subpan. 
Tru., ,ro,o,td rrdr. flt, trfNIOl'J" ia,p«t Sl&ltllltttl, If •n,-. and,,,, 
~OI) llnillililJ· •nlJ"Jls. ii ••T. _.,. bt 061•/anl fro•: Donald 
MKdoaald. Dcpanmen1 or Health, Bureau of Mana1cmcn1 Services. 
CominsT-. Rm. 2230. EmpircSta1c Plaza. Albanr, NV 122)7, (,111 
474-1734 
Dar•. tirtrs « a,..mcars .. ,- 6t St1l111Di11NI lo: Same as abo,·c. 
Rr,lllal«, &,ptl(f Sutr__, 
Scuutory Aut'-il)' 
The a111borirr ror cbc Jub,i= rc1uta1ioru is seaion, 2803{21 and 2807(31 
of lhe Public: Haith u.- •hicb awhorirc 1hc S1a1c Hospital Rcvi- and 
Plulnins Council tSHRPC), subject to 1hc approval of the Commissionn 
or Hcal1b. 10 aclopc and mimll rules and rquwions fot hospital rcim• 
bulKfflCIIJ talcs 1ha1 uc reason.able and adequa1c 10 mca the cous 1hat 
IIIUSI be iacumd by cff!Cfflllf and economically opcr•1ed facilities. Pub-
lic Health Law. scaian 2I07-c, authorizes the Commissioner ID establish 
and make dlSlributioa, from rqional and s1a,_idc bad deb& and charity 
cvc pools. l1lr dislribu1ioas 10 major public and ¥Dlun1ary scc1or hos• 
piaals ate also specifitd. Recau amcndmcn1s ID Public Hahh Law 2807. 
c (Chapccr 7' or the La"" of 1919) authorize 1he Commiuione, or Heallh 
10 provide an adjusunen1 10 major public hospitals' rares of payment 
sudl aha! 1hcy •ill rcteiwc an amoun1 for bad debt and chari1y arr need 
as if 1bc)' wur to ra:eiwc funds from the rqional bad debt and charity 
care pool oa tbc same basis u the wol11111ary scaor hospi1al1. 
l.qislalitt Objeaiwa 
TM Pfopmcd ameudrnat110 Subpan I'- l or Tia~ 10 tHeallhl or the 
Ofrteial Compi!llioll of Codes, Rules and Rqulations of lhc S1a1r of 
New Yori: arc illlcoded '° pnlWidt ao adjusuncnl 10 majo, public hOl• 
p.&ab" nta or payinffll coosi11cna wi1b abc rcquircmem, or chc revised 
Public Hcablt law 2I07-C(I ... I. 
Nccdsandlad"IIJ 
Currmrly. major public: saieral hospic.b rccciwr cli1uiba1ioll$ Crom 
the rcsioul bad debt aocl charity care pool on 1hc basis or ii• Don· 
Median aocal reimbursable coses. Vol11111a.ry woo, bospi1m arc pio-
disuibuuom OIi 1hc baw of uoaacc we! deb! ud cbaritr care 11ml. 
RULE MAKl~G ACTI\UIES 
This mechanism proudn a h11hcr covcrasr rauo or bad debt and dmu,-
urr for 1hr volun1ar) vc1or hospitals. 
RKcnl MnCndmcnh 10 Ille case PilYfflCftl illlUlft prov,dc I supple• 
IIICIIIU)' bad dcbl and chilOI)' care adjuumenc 10 1hc Mcdtcald l)IJfflffllS 
made 10 major public hospitals for 1hr pt'riod April I, 1989 throu1h 
December JI, 1990. Tllr rM1or public l11np11al1 mull 1o«k 111th an ad· 
j111tmen1 rrom 1hr comm1ssionrr providina the appropnaae doi:11mcnu-
1io11. The adjuS1mcn1 11rill made i)ro,idcd the app,-owal of 1he St11e 
o;,eaor of the Bud1c1 and federal ao,crnmcnc with 1e1pcct 10 federal 
financial panidpacion hnc b«n 1ran1cd. 
. The adjustment •ill be ha~ on Ille amouni 1h11 major publi;- hos• 
pi1ab, •ould have rllli:ci,.cd rrum the bad debc and charily care pool if 
they had been 1rca1cd as wol1111my senor hospi1als for pur~ of dl.-
uibucioM from chc pools. Such an adjui.tment will rcnca a'1ual dillri• 
bulio111 made 10 major public hospi1a1, from 1h: resional bad dcb1 and 
c:hari1y carr pools. 
Chaf)ler 14 of the Lav."' ol 1989 also 11ipula1a 1h11 rcs011rm needed 
10 make 1hl'lC addilional Medicaid hospical paymencs will be based on 
SO percent federal rina11c11I p1rtidpa1ion and .10 pc"cm lu,;al shrc. 
There arc alw prowiliom ch.I s11pula1c v.·hich IOC"alilies arc rnponsiblr 
(Of 1hc local share whrn a p111m1 rccti\'ts mpauc:nt sc:n·iccs from a public 
ho!.pi1al not in 1heir home ca1chmen1 area. 
Cost, 
Cent, 10 Staie 1o•crnmrn1: 
Therr • 111 no COIi 10 Smc sovcrnmen1. 
COlti 10 local ao,ernment: 
Local 10.-cmmenas .. ~,h maJor pubh, hu1pi1al1 under 11\cir jumJ1c11on 
arc expected 10 provide SO i)Clcen1 of 1he Medicaid suppkmm1ilr)· bad 
dcbl and charity ca,e adjustmcnc made 10 major public hospuals. For 
che period April I. 1919 chrou1h Dccrmbcr 31, 1989 the lotal 1owcrn• 
mrms -will be responsible for appro,imaacl)· ss.a million of thc 10111 ad-
justment. For the 1989 ra1c period (April I, 198910 December ll. 19891 
major public hospitals •ill r«r1ve approximaccly Sl08 million as a rrs11ll 
or this rule. 
Coiu to private re1uLa1cd par&ics: 
No addicional COSIS arr an1icipa1cd. Major public hospitals' m·cn11n 
will vary dcpcndin1 on a hospi1ars specific bad debt and charity care 
need relative to the rqaons bad dcb1 and charily care need. There v.ill 
be no impa~'I on IM diJlribullOM made 10 voluntary scaor hospi11b Crom 
1hr bid debt and charily ca.rr pools. 
COSIS 10 the Dcpanmcnl oC Health: 
There ..-m not be anr additional co11 to the Department or Health for 
implemcn1a1ion or adminimacion or che proposed ruin. 
Papcnworl,; 
Major public hospitals rcques1ina 1hc s11pplcmenury bad debt and 
charily care adjuwmcru m11>1 1ubmi1 such a rrquat in writin1 10 1hc 
Commissionrr of Health. 
Dvplica.1ion 
Th~ rqu!a1ions do not duplicate ex.is1in1 State and federal re111la• 
tiom. 
Ahcrna1iwes 
No alternafr,n 111tcrc considered. 
Rr,ulator,· Flc:.ubilil1 Aul1J!s 
for 1hc purposes of d1i1 rc1ula1ory ncxibili1y analysis small businascs 
•nc considered to br scncral hospitals 11ri1h 100 or less full time equi"• 
alc:nu. The p,oposed amendments will 101 apply 10 any small buiincu. 
Public Health Lav.· 2SOl-c(l41 defil!Ci major public hospi1ab u all stale 
opcra1cd 1eneral h0pi1ab, all Jl!neral hospital, opcr.ucd by thl! NC\I' 
York Cit)· Health and Hoipica.ls Corporation and all 011\cr public general 
hospitals havin1 annual inpatient opcra1in1 com in cxcrss of 125 million. 
Chapter 74 of the Laws of 1989 pcrmiu che supplementary bad deb1 and 
charity arc adjustment 10 br made 10 all major public hospitals. 
Faalitia wi1h less 111.ln 100 full time cqui.,alcn1s do no1 mca the def• 
ini1ioo or major public hospitab. Thu1, 1hc propo5Cd rule does n01 imPKt 
the ffllall busincu community and a reculatory ne:itibili1y analysis is not 
rcquirtd. 
PROPOSED RULE MAKING 
NO IIEARl~C(S) SCHEDULED 
Urrnsed Prattle.I Nunn aad lacraYtnous Thtrapr Procrduru 
I.D, No. HLT-24-19..00051-P 
PURSUANT TO THE PRO\'ISIONS OF TH£ S111c Adminis1ra1ivr 
Procrdurr Act, NOTICE it h«cbr aivcn or the follo~ins propo~ rule: 
Pt~ actJo.: Amendment or HClions -400.U and 701>.4 or Tille 10 
NYCRI. 
RULE MAKING ACTIViTIES 
si.,_,.,,- s:,16«flr- Public Hallh La-tr. IICClioM 2803(21. 3612(51. (61 
Md .eGI0(,1) 
5-a}«'I: Uc-ctucd practia! 111111G and illltavCIIOUI therapy procedure. 
,-,,,..: To atablilll profcssiaoal Mandards or nursin1 praaicr for 
LPN, prrfonnia& IV lhnlPJ proccovm in W1lin11 and hdilh 
faalilin.. 
T,ru of ,ro,ot,l'd tak: Scaioa GUS of Pan 400 or Anidr I or Sub-
dlaJ,lcr A or. Ch:q,ccr Y or Tak 10 is berct,y AMENDED 10 rud as 
rauo.-s: 
400.15 TM rok of 1ht liccmld praaical nurse in in1rannous lhrrap)· 
procedufn. 
ca, Far pufPOM$ of 1h15 scam 1an1,1. faciliry lhaU man anfyl cn1i1) 
lia:nwd Jar ccnirocdl punua111 io Arlidc(sl 21{. l6 or .OJ or Ille Public 
Hcallh u•. 
(bt (TbeJ A facilil)' may aUow specially trained licensed praaical 
lllltSCI. ufllkr ,,,, S,,~GIOII of. qdlifwd rr,istnffl profasiDllfJI lllll'S# 
or plr.;m,tlflll. 10 perform all iacrawcnous therapy procedures csccpl for 
the admillistrarioa of blood arid blood p,odi:ct1. in1111vcnous (dlemo-
lhcApy) 111111-MOp/GlK .,ttrtS, ""'1 a bolul or mcdica1ion by intravenous 
push Mrtlns «lminartrtd.!r l'hrqni( Ag,,odiolnis trtttmfflt I, and c:er• 
wa oclicr p,ocedura ID rial Cffllnil ttn0us !inal. 
(cl The f~cility wll amin: llW liccased practical nunn allo-ed 10 
pcnon11 wraYfflOIU 111crapJ promlum have satisfaaoraly comptaed a 
Ulllnina prOlfmi. rcca,,cd 111pcrYixd diAical upa-icnce$ and demon• 
samed c:ompciena: in the pcdormaacc or io1rawcnous rhmipy proce-
dures. 
(di Tbe traiamJ PIOIRl'I for illlra-,, 1berapy shall indudc as a 
minimum instruaioa ill: 
(I) dac faciliiy's policies md procedures rcla1cd 10 inua,·cnous tber· 
apy; 
(2) die facility•, qualily - and rm manaacmcsu P,OJram: 
Cl) -om,- and pb,sialoo rda&cd 10 inln- 1hcrapy; 
c•t ahe solurioal ad cltup used ia inlra- thenpy. 1hcir phar-
macolosial actioo &111 lbcrapculic c«ccu: 
CS) procedures uscd fot mwq ia1raYC11011S medica1ions and sc;ilu• 
lions; 
(6) ahe sips ad sympclllllS of complications and ad,crse rcac:1ions 
IO 11.UIVCIICIUS abaapy; 
(7) the rtmaioal. me Md maialniaocc or i111ravcaou1 devices and 
equipmau; illld 
(I) infcaioc c:oouol 
tel The facilily sbaJI cmurc di&! all imravCIIOUS 1hcrap)" procedures 
performed by 1he licaucd prlClical aurse arc provided in accordance wi1h 
'1illta polic;ia and proa:dum (approved by th«" nursinJ ~ice. phar• 
maccuaical Kl"Yia. admiDis&nliaa. IIICdicaS dircalll". or where appligblc. 
aw medical Maff, and oilier profmional 11afr as needed. The faciliry 
shall ensure that policies and proadllrcs for inlr•venous therapy arc 
clcwdopcd. impkmellted and) -.uA l1ll rmcwed and updal.ed as needed. 
but II leaSI annually. 
cO TIie CKilil,- lbalJ cmun dim 1bcff is docualCnWion ill 1hc Jic;cnscd 
ptlClial Dlll'K·s pcnoancl Ilk wtuc.b iDdlcalc:. die u.iaitlJ proaram 11-
1Cllda:I. awabef of boan aad COlllllll of the Pl'OSfllll, supm,iscd clinic:al 
apcnmas aod •pprowal 10 pa(- imra1r- 1hcrapy procedures. 
(II lmcrviu cducatioa prvpama sis.al lit- COlldllClcd 10 update and 
inform the 1iccnsed praaiQI - of new 1111nvenous 1hcrapy procc• 
durti. ~• uil ll!Ntic:ariom land 10 ttaluarc continued com~• 
ICDCCJ. TIie pn)JCIIIIS wil becoaduaed U oflCll ll necessary bu1 a, least 
oa &11 arusual bull ad lit- dommcmed ill the pcnolllld me of the licensed 
praaical Dunc. 
l(la) TIie liccmcd praaical DllnC approyed 10 pafomi iaUllrCIIOllS thcr• 
apy proc:cduta slaaJI be 1llldcr die dircaioa of a rqi$1cred ptofcssional ...... 
Scaioa 100., or Pan 70D cf Anick I or Svbdlapier c or Cllapicr v 
o1 Tide 10 is hcrn, AMENDE> IO rad u followl: ,m_, Tlw role or tbc licc...t praaic:al nnc ill inlravcnous 1llcrapy 
poceduru. 
cat Far purposa or dais ICClioll foalfl. (fac:ilityJ ~,q "1&11 mean 
MIJI catily tic:cmed. 1111horizal or califlCd to opeWC puf5111111 10 Af. 
lidcs Ill.I J6 or 40 of tbc Plllllic Hcalall La•. 
CIIJ (1llcl A• tracililyJ -,.c, 111117 allow specially trained licensed ptK• 
lial W'1CS,, lldld« ,_. n 1 :&IOI of• qwdifll!d rr,islBrd pro/tmionol 
_,.., pltpiria. co perform• iaUawaous &huapy proccdurn csccp1 
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for lhc admini11ra11on of blood and blood produas. inarncnous lthcm• 
Cl(berapyl •llfi-tff'OPMlSIIC fJftllts. 1 bolus o( mcdica1ion t,y iniravcnou\ 
push Uflltss it lS W"IIIUJltrtd I ,,,, r llf'St O ,h,o,r,r htmod111l11SiS trtOI• 
mr111 a 111 ,,, ro ro II a this Art,r/t. and (ccr1am 
04bcr proc urn 1nwol\ln1 ccn1Jal 1ttnous lines. 
(t:J 111 ordrr lo 1111/1:r o li<tnJtd Pf'Otlkol 1111rst to p,rform intrownous 
tArrop_r proad11m ut II llomr Jttllllf. IM IIJtnc, SllfJIJ rtqllirt l"'11: 
(IJ lht liulllftl f/t"«IKIII nllrst llfJS Slltis/«toril_r compltttd " trOln• 
inl PfOlfrJffl tllfd lollf}tr"rud c-/1nicol tzprritnt:t ill intrownollS lhtrop_r 
procrdurn irt II Jtrttrol llosplltJI 11nd is 11.SSiJnttl to ptrform s11cA prorr-
dllrrtS only Jar pt1tinlu •llo art consulrrtd 10 M mtd1e11.l{1t stllbltt: 
11) fJ rr,isttnd pro/rssiOll41 n11ru initilltts and mo1111ors t1ll ntto· 
in1rovrno11s thtrfJP.• mttl1t:1111ons Ille ptltitnr r«riw:s and .-ontinua to 
odmilrutrr ntbuqrunt dosn if ii is dttrrminffl 10 n«tSSQry by lllt 
rqistrrtd proftsSIONll 1111,u; 
(JJ fJ rr,isruw/ pro/as1011t1I 1111,u who is comptltnt and know/. 
tdtt11blt abo111 rtw «lm111utrtJt1011 of mtravrnous mtdictJlions •11d fa• 
milior with 1hr potit11r's t:onditio11 br ovailablt immtdialtl_v to tht 
liarwd pr«lll:td ,,_ b_r 11frplt0ttt for ttJ11S11lttJlio11; and 
(4) lil'MSltd p,tlttical 1111rsn nol 1w 11.SSiln«I 10 hllndlr an_v ctnlrol 
-0111 lint pr«tdu". 
(dJ ((ell The JfKlli1JI Olttle)' shall ensure 1h11 licensed prac1ical nursn 
allowed 10 perform intra~cnous 1hcrapy procrdures have s.11isfac1orily 
comple1ed a 1rainiD1 proaram. received supervised clinical c1pcricncrs 
and dcmons1ra1cd c:ompacncc in 1hc performance or inlrl\·r:nous 1herapy 
procedures. 
(~J f(dll The 1rainin1 pro1ram for inira•enous therapy shall indudc a, 
a minimum instrllClion in: 
(I) lhe (facilily"sl 111rncy's paliciu and procedures rr:la1cd 10 inira-
vcnous therapy; 
(211hc (facili1,-•,1 01rnt'y'.s,quali1y auurance •nd risk mana1crncn1 
pro,ram: 
(JI anainmy and ph)~ioloay rcla1ed to inlravenous 1hcrapy; 
(41 1hr solu1ions and druas used in in1ravenous 1hcr1py. 1hcir phar-
macolo,ical action and 1hcrapcu1ic: e((ca1; 
(SI procedures used for mi1tin1 inlnvenous medications and solu• 
lions: 
(6) the sians and symprom or complica1ions and adverse reactions 
10 inrravcnous therapy; 
(7) 1he functions, use and maintrnancc or iniravenou, daices and 
cquipmcn1: and 
Ill infcaion conirol 1echniqucs. 
UJ ((ell The lfacili1yJ 111rnr_l' shall ensure th.at all in1ravcnous 1hcrap)· 
procedures performed by 1hc licensed praaical nurse arc provided in 
8"0fdantc with wrillcn Policies and procedures [approved by the nursinJ 
scr-ricr, pharmaceuucal str-ricc. adminisararion. medical dircaor. c, 
where applicable. the mcdi,al s1afl. and other professional staff as 
accdcd. The facili1y sh.all ensure 1ha1 polkirs ilnd procedure for inua-
venovs 1hcrapy arc dttclDpcd. implcmcmcd and) wllicll or~ rtticwcd ana 
upda1ed II needed. bur 11 least annually. 
(IJ (lnl The (fatilityJ "'""'" shall ensure thill 1hcrr is documen1111on 
in 1hc licensed praaial nunc's personnel file •hich indica1es 1hr training 
prouam a11cndrd. aumber or houn and c:on1rn1 or 1hc proaram. super• 
vised cbn1cal upmcnces and approval 10 perform intravenous 1hcrap)· 
prOCcdlllCS. 
(AJ 11111 lnKl"Yicc educa1ion proaramJ sh.all be: conduard 10 updaie 
and in(or111 lhe liccMcd J)tlctical ftUUC or ne,r, inuaVCIIOUl thcrap,. pro-
cedures, rquiprMftl and medications (and 10 culu11c con1inurd compc• 
tcnccJ. The proa,uu sh.aU be conduc:tcd as of1cn as IIC«Ulry bu1 11 lcas1 
on an unual basis and be doal111C111cd in th«" personnel file of 1hc licensed 
practical nurse. 
!Chi The liccnlcd practical nurse ar,proved 10 perform in1ravcnous thrr-
apy procedures shall be undcf the dircaion of a rcaismcd professional 
nurse.) 
TUI of ,,o,ou-4 ndr. Ill«" rqulalor, hllPICI su,,,_.,. ii .. ,. •el lllr 
rr,.Wory lk.&J6ilil1 ua/Jtll, ii u,-• .. , w obW/Htl lroa: Donald 
Macdonald, Deparunai( or Hcal1h. Bureau of Man11erncn1 Scn,iccs, 
CorninJ Tower, Rm. 2230. EmpitcSlalc Plaza, Albany, NY llll7,(SII) 
474-1734 
0.1a, rbs or,,,., • .,.,, .. , w subailttd lo: Same as abo-rc. 
.... 
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R11l11lalfHJ" lmp•tt Sl•lllllffl 
Slatu1ory Aulh0nlY 
The au1hori1y for 1hc promul1a1ion of 1bc subject rr1ula1iom is con• 
rained in wbdivision (2)(11 of ICClicn 2JO.l, subdivision (S) or JCCtioa 
3612 and subdivision (4) oflCClion -4010ohhc Public Hcallh law, which 
au1horizcs 1ht Slatt Hospi1al Review and Plannin1 CC!llftCil 10 adopa Ind 
amend ruin and rc1ula1ions, subject 10 lhc approYII of 1hc COIIUllis-
sioncr. 10 implcmcn11hc puftJOSCS and provisions ol Anicla 21. l6 and 
40 or 1hc Public Hcallh Law, and ro atlblish minimum siandards of 
opcra1ioo ror hcal1h arc fac:ili1ics. home catt services a1cncics and bo5· 
piccs. The Commiuioncr is 1111horizcd in subdMsioa (6} of sectioa l612 
ro amend rules and rqulllioal pcrtinau 10 11aadatds of care ol licaucd 
home care scnic:cs •1mcies. 
Lqisla1ivc Objmiwc 
The lqislativc objmivc of Anida 21. 36 and -40 of 1he Public: Hallll 
Law inc:ludu 1tlc pr01eaion and prOIIIOlion ol 1he htalth or 1he inJl.ab. 
i11n1s or the s111c 1hrou1h auurin1 the efficient pro-risioa of hcald1 SCJY• 
ices and SJancurds or care of hiJb quali1y. 
Needs anil Bcndi" 
In January 1988. rc1uta1ions dacribina 1he role of the licensed PIK· 
1ic:al nurse CLPNI in inlra\'tnOUl (IV) 1hcrapy procedures were added la 
Parts 400 and 700 of 10 NYCRR. These rqula1ioll1 allow hcal1h care 
racili1in and home care SCfYICn a1cncin 10 ani1n in1rawCIIOU\ ll1crapy 
prcxcdurn ro LPN's who !taYe completed a 1rainin1 proJfam. rct:n'fal 
supervised clinical upcrimce and dcmonsirated compccmc:y in lhosc pro-
cedures. TIie rqula1ions were ~oped in conjunctioo wi1b 1bc IScw 
York Stale Board for Nursin1. 
Sinc:c 1he devclopmrn1 o{ &he rqulalions. 1hcrc has beat an int:muinJ 
shifl in 1hc prol'ision of health care servkes fr0t"il llw: acute an hospital 
10 primary hcallh care and home llcallh ca1t scninp. Wi1h 1he c:urrm1 
prospective paymrn1 sy11cm ia acn,cral hospi1als b.ued on di.11nom re• 
lated 1roup,. pa•imll •re rxpc-rienanJ sboncr Slay, in IMispitals ud arc 
bcina discharacd home wi1h for con1inucd bcaltb care stnices. 
Hcallh care scmc:es provided in the home have become iacrusia&Jy com-
pin and include sctvi.."CS such as dlcmOlhcrapy. transfusion and inira-
vcaous therapy. 
In li1t11 of 1hc 1row1n1 aumbctl and 1ypcs or i,aticnrs bc:in1 1ruted 11 
home and 1hc rapid c1pansioft of home hnl1h care str11ias.- 1hctc has 
been a 1rowin1 concern. np;cucd by 1hc Slau: Board for Nursina, lboua 
rqulalory owcr1ip1 or LPN, pcrformina IV 1bcrapy procedures iD Ille 
home wi1hou1 on-si1c availabi!ity of phyiician or rqiSlcrcd pcoressioaal 
nurse (RN) supervision srafl u would be round in a JCQCral hospi&al or 
nursing home seninp. 
The proposed rqulari:lns amend 1hc c:urrcn1 rqulalions by addiaa 
addi1ional ~iric rcquircmcn11 in Section 70CJ.4 or Part 700 chat m1111 
be met in order for the LPN ro perform IV procedures in lbe home 
K1lin1. These further protfflioas were m:o111mcndcd by 1hc Slate Board 
for NursinJ. They will help 10 ensure 1bc delivery of home bcakb care 
in a safe. cffeaivc manner. 
The propolcd rqulations slipulatc 1hat before any home arc sctVicc 
aJcncy or Lona Term Home Health CMc Proar:un or bospice allows 
LPN1 10 perform JV therapy procedures a IJle home. acb LPN 111W1 
have sa1wactorily completed a 1raiDifta p,oaram BIid supcrviad diaical 
apcricnc:c in a aaacral hofpilal. T1lis infonna1ioo m1111 be: dOtVIIICllted 
in the LPN•s personnel ra1c. 
Abo in a home scttina. a RN mllSI initia1c and moni10t response 10 
all new IV mcdica1ions tbc patic!II rccciva in order to cvllllllC an, ad-
verse pa1icn1 rcaccion 10 1ht mc.ticalioo. 
The home care services a1CIIC)' mllSI make anan1cmct11s ro, a rqis-
trred professional aursc to be immcdialdy available by pbOGC ia a.sc the 
LPN needs additional infomwioll « assillancc. Thll RN mllSI be 11-
miliar wi1b the palicnl"S medical coadilioD Incl also l;aowlcd1cablc about 
1ypa of IV fiuid and medication lbc paticnt ii rcccivitll--
Cosu 
To d•c Sllllt 
CONS 10 lhc S111t QIUIOI be admatcd. The number or hotM llc:alll, 
c:a,c a1cndcs presently usinJ LPN"a ID perform IV lbcrapy is DOI k_. 
bul is lboulhl 10 be Vet)' faw. The COSIS auocialcd witb IIIJ Deeded 
hospital 1raiDin1 or the LPN'•• of back-up phone ccrvnqc 111d of iq. 
istcred professional aursc Sllpervision ol utilial .admilJUlratioa or a -
medication canno«, 1llcrcforr, be csdmatrd. 
To loal govcrnmcDI · 
RCLF. MAKISG ACTI\'ITIES 
COits 10 locaS 1o~crnmc111 cana« be: cstunated as npwnm •~c. 
To rrJula1ed p.anics 
Cost, 10 rqulaled parties CIIIIIOl be oainwcd as nplaiMd abo'oc. 
To Ille Dq,.anrncat 
There arc ao cosu 10 lbc Dcpanmcna of Hcakb. 
Papcnork 
There •ill be 110 mcrcaic ill lhc paperwork for bomc care ~i.;n 
aacnacs,. 
Duplic;plOll 
The propmcd rqulatiom do 111111 duplicate Ot COllffia wilb Ill) Olber 
rqulaliom. 
AJicruh'ICS 
This -as aHtSidacd Ille - rcasoaabk alu:nmivc. 
Rq1Ul1117 nni6ilil7 .......,,_ 
Errca oa Smal! Busmcu 
MOil bomc are scnica aaaacs ate small busincuc that wdl be 
affcacd by 1his rqulatioa. 
Compliucc Rav,ircmcalS 
1bc proposed rqulat10m supulatc tlw befOfc 111, botllC ca,e scn..:c 
a1cncy or Lona Term Home Hcakll Care Proe,vn 01 llo,,pa .uo-, 
LPNs 10 pcrfom, I\' thnaps proccdufu ill &be home. ridl LPN must 
ti.we sa1isfaQordy complatd a anmaa1 p,c,snm and supcnucd ctuu,;al 
npc,ICDCr 1n a Ir1cral llolpual. nu. infonnat- atUll be dOC:UfflCDlrd 
in 1bc LPN's pmoaact me. 
Also ID I home SCIIIDI. a RN IDll1I !Diliale and DIG~ rapomc 10 
all - IV media•- Ille pallall l'CCnVG ill orda 10 C\ahaat« Ill) 14• 
WCfK pallC111 rcactJOn 10 lhe mecficali•M 
The heme can SUYic:cs a&CIICJ mus& m.akc a.mmacmnu r01 a rc;u-
tucd prorcuional nurse to be~ aVlllablc by pbODC isl ca.se Ille 
LPN omSs addilioaal or USISWICC. Thal RN llhUI be fa• 
miliar wilb lhc paailffla•s mcdlcalcGDdiuoaallldaho ~ledscabk abou1 
types of IV fluid 1114 malial!CXI •IW palscal is fCCCIYUII-
Pro(cuional Scmca 
In order ID comoly wG Ille proc,o,cd n.lc. 1111111 will aced 
lhc scrvices ol a rqisccrcd prof~ mm.c 10 imtwe aad IIIOllllor &II 
- mcuicaJJOIU lbc patical rcanocs aad 10 be a-ailablc by ldrpboAe (o, 
COftSuJllttOa 10 Ille ticCIIKd pramcal IIUnC. 
The smaD busi.acu •ill also attd ao arnnae for profmioul SCfY1CCS 
in a 1mcral hospdll because 1lle licascd praaaal nunc - CGOtplac 
lhe rcqwed uuwic proara,n and diflic:al apericnca for inln•CIIOIIJ 
lllcraPJ ID a &mcnl bolpual. 
Compliance Cosu 
Tbcccmpfwk:ccomwouldm,catially be tllcWDC foruu& busi-
as larac busincucs al a llomc c.arc scnica aaac:, d«idcs 10 aJlow LP!"s 
10 pcrfana IV thcRpy proccdala. Dcre ma, be cost"' auoc:iab:d •itb 
the bospltal bucd tnmin& pracnm r« 1k LPNs wboarc lamiaa aboul 
IV 1hcnpy proadura. 
Tberc •ill be cosu assocwcd "W!IJI Nd-up pllone co..aqc by die .RN 
and Cor 1k ini1ialion aad moaitoriaa of new amtitalioa by tbc RN. 
Minimizia1 .W-raw lmpaa 
The approacha SUIJCSlcd ia lhc New Yark Swc Pro, 
c:cdurc Ao scaioa 202-b(U II.awe bccD aad (oaad IO be i.o-
applic2blc. The p,oposal Nie wu wriuca 10 miDimizc ecoeomic impacs 
by allowin& ror minimal opcra1ionll and SUpcm10l'J rcquircmcms •ludl 
UIC COIWSlffll Wllh lhc pa0¥Uioa of quali&y KrVm 10 paticau ll bolllc. 
Small Busmcu Panicipa1ioa 
Small bl.lS:JICSIG have baa p-rcft aa oppor111Diay IO p;uticipuc ill I.lie 
dndopme111 of 1bc ccpWioa u copies of 1bc r:,rcpc!Kd rqul&tioa have 
been shar«"d witb inlcrrs1ed panics 111d witb 11W1J indusu7 ltadc orp• 
nimiolls wbicb acu.dy rq)mlCllt IIOIIIC care services •poaa. 
DIVISION OF HOUSING 
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la order 10 oticaifl Ille additiollll mmbimrman, fxililics will be re• 
quired 10 maia1&ia 111e nccnsarf rlll&QCial rccord5 required ror 1hc tott 
R(ODCilialioa ill propottd s«tiOll 16-1.Jl(d}. The Smc wiU aho have 
m;,oe:ib?ilJ for cmbliihinl aDCl mainginisl& 111 IHCf f,111ue Aide 
dt,11 will lisa all iadividalb wbo lla\'C sadsfactorilY (Olllplclcd a 
-
... ;aide &niaial aad cu,mpcsctlCY evalllllion prosnm. 
These ame,d ....... l 4o oac daplicale any oisUltl IWC or federal la.wt. OilplicltioD 
A1lcfoMim No siplfc:IAI .iwuu.n were 1es1cd. .....,.,,,...,,A.ulJ. 
Effect oe S-.U BuliftlSI far abe purposa or lllil rca111at01Y fic:111,ility autyii). small bl&Sincues 
.a& a,midercd ro be fCSideMial llcalth care facilities widl 100 or fewer 
full~ equifllad'- Bui:d GIi n,:ical fmancial and ,aaautical dalt P· 
UJIClcd ,,_ CV lt.HCF-A COSl rcpan. ll' ,~ial 11alth care facilitiei 
.ere idallificd u ciaployilll rcwcr 111M lCIO aap1o,-
COIIIPli•DCC lcq1PJCSIICllll OlbCr rqu1aliom n:qojfc lhc arabfu,hfflCftl ud ifflptcmcnlation of a 
aunt aide campclC1ICJ' prosram. wbicb inc:illdcl die a1&blishfflCIII of 1hc 
New Yort SWc RHCf NIIJW Aide aqisuJ. Rcsjdffllial hclltb care fa• 
cilisics an: required by Public Health ta• 2SOJ.j 10 pay a fee for the C05' 
of ror II least one coinlJClcncJ cumi1111ioll for any nurse 
aide ..tla wU employed oa or bcfacc Jane JO. 1919- In order 10 receive 
for lbcsc (CC$, faciliiiu will ba~c 10 mair11&in rccorcb of 
dlc(copaid-
Profasic,llal Scrwicc5 No - profcuioaal SCfVice5 stioulcl be accdcd lO maintain I record 
ofdlcfecspajcl. 
eompti•ocr There will be incrcaKS in rcffllll01D ,aidcnlW hcal1b care facililics 
fortllc~oflbcauncaidccompftCflCYC'ltluationPrOJraffl. 
Thi$ picadsDcSII lO Subpart 16-2 of Tdlc 10 (Hcalllll ii intcodcd 10 rcim• 
tiunc facililies me rcasonebk cosas or rqisualioll ror u 1eu1 one com· 
pclCDCJ aasninalioll roe 1111 nurse aide wbo wa, employed on or before 
Jl&IIC 30. )919. 
M,nimuinl Ad~cnc lmpacl Tbc ainendmcnli wsll be applied 10 all Iona term care racil• 
isics. Tbc DcparUIICGI comidcrcd tbc apprOKhcl specified in SAPA KC· 
lion 202-blll and rowid tbcm inapplicablc-
OpportuailJ' foe Small fks5illCSS Panicipa1ioll 
All small haYe bcell 1101ificd directly of 1he proposed amend· 
111a1u to dlil rcpwioa tbrouah • trammitw liitia1 me Dcpanmcnt's 
ialcm to tDOdifJ thii rqulalioa Mid islvitinl a,mmcnu. The rule will 
lllcel all SAPA reponinl rcquircmetll• and be on die F'ual Policy Com• 
min« ta Co1111111nce or tbc swc HcKpitel llC\'1CW and Ptannins Council) 
qcnda for infonnatioa and adol)uoA for 1wo coasccutivc mon1lu. Our· 
iDa d>ae p,&blic -iop, die iadl1111Y is inwitcd 10 disc\lU ill co-nl 
rcprdial the proposed rule and pemcipaae in aay decisions rcprdin1 
tbc final implcfflenlation of tile rule. 
NOTICE OF ADOPTIOS 
UcftlSCtl Practical Nanes aad latrannoa1 Tlterap) Procedures 
U,. .. HLT•l~l-A 
fiDIIIN., 2007 
N"iS Regis1cr/5$p1tmber 10, 198.! 
Telll r,f tu~, IM tt•lfld rqolal017 lmP•ct S1,1t111c11I. If 11111, fh rtdd 
ff1ublal'7 IJollliUl1 1P1Jtb, ii ••T• ai,11 Ille !l~nr ol po.UC ca•• 
_.,, II ao,-, ••>· k o&lahtt:d f,o,a: Donald Ma,don:dd. Dtp&r1mcnt 
or Hcallb, Burctll of Mana1c111cn1 Services. Cornina Tower. Rm. ll..'O, 
Empire Stau: pt,u, A!b&llY, NY 12237, (511\) ,,,.a,H 
~• al Public Tile Dcpanmcn1 of Hnllh rei:cived wriucn commenll fr_om home 
ticallh pcovidcf ,uociationl and • n11rsin1 uY>Ciation. 
There were • number oC comments on the rqulztioM whidl 1.mcnd 
ICCUOft 700., for home hcal1h aaendCS- Scvctal of thc rcquirtmcnlS bcina 
quelioncd addrcucd rcvisio111 whi<:h wetc '"ommcnda1ion1 trllldc by 
the New York State Board for Nunini at the Slate Education Deptrl· 
meat • One commcntCf fd1 th;II the 1qulation rcquirinc ho~pital blled uain• 
ins pro1rams foi til:cm.ed praciic:al nursa (LPNsl cmploytd by hO!M 
health asfllcic:s wu 100 rC1.ui..1ivc. ThCfc al'e a aumwr or reasoa.s she 
scncrel bospi1al was ¢fled as 1hc si1e r01 uainina LPNs 10 prrrorm 
i11tra"cnou1 (IV) therapy procedures in the home. Ho1pi1als vwtr< i.peti· 
rial bcellU~ they otfCf a more ,onccn1r1.ted and divcr)C p11icn1 pop11-
latio11 than home beallh 1,minas. Abo, bo1pi11ls muSI keep a~tivdy 
abrnw of the 1cchnol01Y iovolvcd wi1h IV 1hcrapy, includin& ta:hniqucs, 
cqllipmcnt and mcdicatiaM. Coe commenter qucs1iom:d 1hc rqula1ion requiring the LPN 10 be 
il5Sisncd 10 perform IV procedvrcs only ror pa1icnu considered 10 be 
mcclicallY stable and quo1ioned "what mcdicall)' stable may mean for 
any specific home arc patient condition." The requirement rcprdina 
~celly s&able patien1s ..,;as incorporated into rqulaiion on 11\c rec• 
omJ1-.a1dalion of the State Board for Nunina. Tbc 0epar1men1 upccts 
• dcUtffUnalion tbll 1. p1.1icnl is "111cdically stable" 10 be b&Kd on zn 
•ucnmcnl by a ph)sician and rqistcrcd profcssioHI nurse. Sued on 
clinical findinp. diaanosu end symptoma10l01Y, tht patient may be 
round 10 be medically 11able. Alw. the rqulation rcquiro 1bzt the patient 
s.how no unusual or untoward cffCCI to medications and trcaiments a, 
determined by the phy1ici•n and a rqistcrcd professional nurse tRPN) 
berorc bcin1 assi1ncd 10 an LPN for an intra'l"cnous chcrapy procedure 
in the home. It is not eaptetcd thal problcmm1.tic. unsizble paticntS would 
be 1ssi1ncd 10 the LPN. A bomc care provider auociation made a rccommcnd:nion about the 
provision in the rq11la1ion that spcalr.s 10 a hospital pro.-iding thc LPN 
with orientation 10th,: fa.;ili1fs policies and procedures for IV thcrapy. 
The commcn1cr fd1 that the tninin1 pro1,ram ~ould not include oricn· 
tation 10 Ille htnpi1al'i. poli.:ics and pro,:cdurcs but instead orientation to 
the home ~th 11cn•") poli.;cs and procedures. tPN's enrolled in a 
h0tpi1al's IV uainin& program will be rccci,;in1 supe~iscd .:lini.:al c11.• 
pcricnCC and vwill al.a pra.."ti« in the hospital. Therefore, the LPN must 
be familiu with the hospi111's policies 1.nd procedures for IV 1hcrzpy. 
The ()cpanmcnl c,.pcc1s 1ha1 any new employee will be oriented 10 a 
recili1y·1 or aft agency's policies and pro.:~ures related 10 1hc indi'l"idual 
employcc'1, job 1.nd area of 1opon)ib1li1y before being a~signcJ 10 1. 
facility or home care patients. The LPN must be oriented hl 1hc poli.:1es 
ud pro.:edur~ whi.:h appl) in ca.:h )(1tin1, 
Another commeri1cr .. as .:on.:crncd about 1bc emp!Qyin1 home .:arc 
•1cnc:y not bcin1 abk 10 rc.:ci~c a "1tani,crip1 or curriculum" from 1hc 
hospi1al pcovidini the tr1.inin1. The Department find~ thal the .:ontcnt 
or inloCfYicc 1ninin1 prop-ams is usually d~-umcntcd in an oullinc trpe 
of forffllll whicb would nOI constitute a formal c:urri~-vlum plan. There 
shol,lld be no problem (or facilities or z1er.cics mcctin& the rqula1ion 
wilb chis IC'ld or doL-umcn1ation. fa.a dale: Sept. 5. 1919 
Eff«li.C ale: Sepe. 20. 1919 
PURSUANT TO THE PIOVl!ilONS OF THE Si;;u: Admini'1rtlivc 
Prc,t1Cdurc Acl. NOTlCE is hereby pen or the follo111i111 action: 
Atdo• 111d: Ameodflial of MUlOlll ..00-U and 700.4 G~ Title 10 
A commenter wu ~-on.::crncd tlial home health a,cn.;cs zre not cur• 
rcntlY 11,in& or planninii 10 use LPN, ro, IV therapy pn,.;cdura in 1he 
h()me. Abo, of concern wu the Rf'h rnponi.ibility for supcr•i~n& 1he 
LPN. The rqulation" are pcrmisi.i,.e 1.nd allow health care pro.,iJcu the 
opeion or 11i.in1 LPN, 1i, perform lV PfOCcdurn with .:crtain zddcd re• 
quiremcnts in home )(t1ing1,. Thi: reaula1ioru. .,.en: wriucn for 1hc purflO!oC 
or darifyin1 and -.1anJillrdi.t111S the role of 1bc LPN 11i1h IV shc:r.ip) 
pro.:cdurcs. rrom one si1e or !oCttin& to znOlhcr- Home .:arc aa.tnda .&re 
I\Ol required to use LPN~ to prrform lV therapy pro.:cdurn. 
l'IYCRR. SU,llfelY Ndffrir- Pu* Hcalm law. scctiOllS 2801(2), 3612(,),(6) 
IJld-'Ol0C') S.)jrd: U,tcmcd llunc:I tnd intta11C110U5 therapy proccdura. 
r~: To ,:stablisi. profcuioul sa•ndatds of aursin1 Pfactice ror 
LPNs pcrforminl IV tbcr&PY proccdurft ia bomc mtinp and health 
fac:ilmn. c/'11'1 _,.,.,..,ill tbe DOliccofproposcdl'lllcffllkin1, I.D- No. HLT• 
2U9-(Wl0St•P. luuc of JDDC 14. 1919. 
F",al r.- • lflti ,,..- n,1#: No subUanti•t c1111t1cs. 
12 
Also. in a,:cordani:c with 1he Nurse Practi« A,.,-c. ~1ion 6901. 1be 
LPN is required 10 1110,k under the dirccuon of a reai)ttrcJ prormional 
nurse or ph>sici1.n. DirrctiOfl for pllrposn. of ttl<'5C rqul:11ion~ means 
"under tbe s11pcr11ilion of• rc1istcred professional nunc". As •ith the 
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· As aandated by the 1989 Bouse of Deiegates,. through· adoption of the Report of 
the Ccw,fssicmon Organizational Assessment arid Renewal, the. Committee on 
Bylaws will present,. to the 1990 house, bylaws amendments to streamline the 
AHA Bylaws~ The committee appreciates your consideration of this charge when 
forwarding additional proposals for bylaws·amen~ts. 
Please sulmit proposals for bylaws amendments to the attention of Marty 
Welliagton,. coordinator. Office of Governance, at ANA headquarters by December 
18» 1989. If you have anyquestionsabout the process, please do not hesitate· 
to call Mrs.. Wellington. . . 
BB:MV:dg:934 
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Pamela Cipriano, M.N., R.N. 
ANA Treasurer 
October 3, 1989 
Implementation of Dues Related Policies 
.. ! , .; 
ACTION REQUIRED BY 
JANUARY l, 1990 
At ANA•s June 1989 House of Delegates, two dues related policies were adopted 
as described below: 
ANA's Dues Conversion Factor was increased from $55 to 
$70 effective July l, 1990; on July 1, 1992 the $70 will 
be increased to $85. 
An SNA membership incent:ive program was adopted · that 
establishes a cap on the amount of dues the SNA pays to 
ANA each year. 
Implementation procedures for each of these policies are described below. 
Increase in Dues Conversion F,actor 
Attachment l is the dues assessment: policy adopted by the 1984 House of 
Delegates. It requires that a Conversion Factor Percentage be calculated for 
each SNA which would be applied to SNA dues revenue. The Conversion Factor 
Perce!ltage is calculated by the following formula: 
ANA Dues Conversion Factor 
ANA Dues Conversion Factor+ SNA Dues Per Member 
Conversion Factor 
Percentage 
The •ANA Dues Conversion Factor" is presently $55. In July 1990, this changes 
to $70; in July 1992 it becomes $85. The •SNA Dues Per Membern is the amount 
an SNA charges as dues to a full-pay member less district dues, the "ANA Dues 
Conversion factor- amount. and an,y other assessment or contribution such as 
bargaining unit fees. PAC donations, etc. 
As an example. ass1.1111e the total amount your SNA charges to a full-pay member is 
$165. O! that $165. $10 is for district dues, $55 is for the •ANA Dues 
Conversion Factor•. and $100 is for the •SNA Dues per Member". This example 
asSU11es chat no additional fees for bargaining units, PAC donations, etc. are 
ANA - An Equal 0pportundy Employer 
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collected. In this example, the Conversion Factor Percencage is 35.481. 
calculated as follows: 
sss - 35.481 
$55 + $100 
In July 1990, the Conversion Factor Percentage will be recalculated. Some SNAs 
will pass along the ANA Dues Conversion Factor increase to its members; some 
will not. Following are examples which cover these situations: 
Example l • ANA Dues Conversion Factor Increue is Passed Along 
Assume the same circumstances cited above. The Conversion Factor 
Percentage will change to 41.181 calculated as follows: 
$70 • 41.181 
$70 + $100 
Note that the denominator totals $170 which equals the nev amount 
being charged to this SNA's full-pay members for the •ANA Dues 
Conversion Factor• and the •sNA Dues per Heaber•. 
At each month end. the amount of dues received by the SNA from individual 
members in payment of the •ANA Dues Conversion Factor• and the •SNA Dues per 
Member" will be.multiplied by 41.181 to determine the aiilOwit due to~-
Example 2 - ANA Dues Conversion Factor Increase is~ Passed Along 
Again assume the same circumstances. The Conversion Factor Percentage 
will change to 4S.161 calculated as follows: 
$70 - 45.161 
$70 + $85 
Note that the denominator still totals $155 which equals the amount 
that this SNA continues to charge full-pay JleJlbers for the •ANA Dues 
Conversion Factor• and the "SNA Dues per Member•; remember. in this 
example the ANA Dues Conversion Fact:or increase was passed along 
to individuals. The net result in this example will be that this 
SNA will no longer retain $100 for each full-pay member; instead, 
$15 of the $100 will go to ANA while the SNA retains $85. 
At month end, the appropriate dues amount vill be mw.tiplied by 45.161 to 
determine the amount due to ANA. 
In the Spring of 1990, ANA vill provide each SHA with its calculation of the 
Conversion Factor Percentage for review and verification. 
Membership Incentive Program: 
Attachment 2 is the Membership Incentive Program adopted by the house. Each 
year the dues payment to ANA by the SNA vill be capped at the level· of ANA dues 
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paid for t:he previous calendar year ending December 31. For the period January 
1 - December 31, total dues payment to ANA will not exceed the annual payment 
detemined for the prior year ending December 31. If the dues revenue remains 
at the base as detemined on December 31, or decreases during the year. the SNA 
pays ANA based on the current dues conversion formula. Once the SNA has paid 
AlfA in an aaounc equal to the cap, all additional revenue for that calendar year 
vi.11 remain vit:h the SNA. 
Each year t:he dues assessment will reflect t:he increased SNA dues revenue. if 
any o.-:cur, and vill become the new annual assessment base for that SNA. In the 
event of any increase or decrease in the ANA Dues Conversion Factor, the 
annualized change in percencage will be applied to the dues paid by the SNA in 
t:he previous year prior to che establishment of the cap. 
this progrma will be illplemented July 1, 1990, to coincide wich the dues 
increase iaplementation date. The first period will be for six months and. then 
t:he option will 'become available on a calendar year basis. 
Al'IA will provide a calculation of the cap for each SRA's review and verification 
in die Spring of 1990. For the first period, July l, 1990 through December 31, 
1990, an adjustment will be made in dues received. by ANA during 1989 to account 
for the $15 increase in che MIA Dues Conversion Factor. . · 
The policy indicates that an SNA will notify ANA of its intent, in writing, to 
participate in the Membership Incentive Program prior to September l of the 
preceding year. Since the first period begins in July rather than January, the 
Sepcember notification date has been extended to January 1, 1990. 
Should your S1IA desire to participate in the Membership Incentive Program for 
die July 1. 1990 through December 31, 1990 period, the attached notice 
(Attaclment 3) muse be returned to ANA no later than January 1, 1990 to the 
following address: 
American Nurses• Association 
2~20 Pershing Road 
Suite 500 
hnsas City, Missouri 64108 
Attn: Corporate Finance Membership Incentive 
Program 
If you have any questions or comments regarding the Dues Conversion Factor 
increase or the Membership Incentive Program, please call Kenneth E. Dyer, 
director of Corporate Finance, or Karen S. Tucker, Senior Staff Specialist, 
Financial Planning and Analysis. Corporate Finance. we appreciate your· 
input. 
XED:11s 
c:\worcf\llsS\mailsna.mem 
100389 
AOOPTEO A-84 
Subject: 
Introduced by: 
Referred to: 
AMERICAN NORSES • ASSOCIATION 
Assessment of ANA Dues from SHAs 
california Nurses Association 
Reference Colllllittee on Finance 
(S1.!san Barris, B.S.N •• R.H •• Chairperson) 
ATTACHMENT 1 
1 tn order to provide the financial resources necesaary for the effective 
2 execution of the functions of the American Nurses' Association. it is 
J necessary for the house to adopt policies related to assessment. 
4 
s Bylaws Authority Related to Assessment 
6 
7 The American Nurses• Association is composed of JDe!lber state nurses' 
s associations (SNAs) that meet the qualifications and responsibilities 
9 specified in the ANA Bylaws. (Article II, Section l) 
10 
ll A constituent SNA is an association that provides that each of its members 
12 either has been granted a license to practice as a registered nurse in at 
13 least one state, territory or possession of the United Sbtes and does not 
14 have a license under suspension or re90Cation in any state. or bas 
15 completed a nursing education program qualifying the individual to take 
16 the state-recognized examination for registered nurse licensure as a 
17 first-time writer. (Article II, Section 2c) 
18 
19 The House of Delegates shall establish the dues. (Article III, Section l) 
20 
21 ANA dues shall be paid in accordance with policy adopted by the Bouse of 
22 Delegates. (Article III, Section 4) 
23 
24 
25 
26 Past House Action: ANA Bylaws as revised July l, 1982, Article II, 
27 and as amended June 27, 1984. Article III. 
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The 1984 House of Delegates adopted the following recommendations and 
provisos related to assessment. 
'l'he method of assessment is based on two principles: Cl) that each state 
nurses• association bears an equitable obligation to provide the resources 
needed to execute the functions of ANA, and (21 that within a federated 
st~ueture, AHA has an obligation to assure maximum flexibility within 
which members can fulfill their obligation to the American Nurses' 
Association and to each other. 
l. '!bat: JIRA. recognize tbe SBA• s ::ight to estabJ.ish dues categories. 
Ratio~ale: Permits llexibility among SNAs in designing membership 
recruitment and retention projects in terms of amount of dues. 
2. ftat: Ala dues be based an a percentage (1) of total. dues fnccae 
CDllect:ed br eacb SIi& per the comrersioa factor foraala. • 
Rat~onale: Provides the payment of dues to AHA in accord with a 
variety of dues cateqories established by the SNAs and on actual 
dollars received by the SNA. 
3. flle aaaant of Sia clues Olfed AD be adjustf!d _,.tbly based on the 
actaa1. dues doJJar received as of 12:01 a.a. aa the day following 
tlle last day of tbe amt:h. 
Rationale: .~ows .for the adjustment of dues owed ANA by the SNA on 
a monthly basis in order to advantage ANA and SNAs in terms of 
membership and_dues income fluctuations. The uniform application of 
the monthly adJust.ment assures equity for all SNAs. 
4. ft.at: t:be aaaant of dues OIIN!Cl JIRA. by t!Je sa be due and payable by 
day of the aontb following aontb for vhicb the SRA is 
Rationale: Clarifies date upon which dues are due and payable. 
• '.l'be conversion factor is defined by the following formula: 
ANA Dues Conversion Factor 
AHA Dues Conversion Factor+ SNA Dues per Member 
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s. That .m rellit dues c:oll~ed an bebaJ f of tbe SD to tbe Sia b:r tbe 
1ut day of the aanth follcllring the a:mth llbic:ll the cmes hue 
bem collected. 
Rationale: Clarifies date upon which ANA will remit dues collected 
on behalf of the SNA. 
6. '!!lat all ms provide docs aentatian am verifieat:ian of tot:al stat:e 
daes revenue and the dues reai.tt:ed to m :for tbe fiscal. year. 
written vedficati011 of tbese Eave.me xecmda sbaald be done by a 
prof'essic:mal. auditor or outside oE SBA ace -watant 'lttl!zing 
generally accepted accounting principles anil prcce,a,.u:es. Uthe All& 
Board o£ Directors baa questicms abaat de> ... -- n+-..atim and verifica-
tian of dues. ™• at: it:s 01111 ape1111at' aay conimct an independent 
audit. . 
If there is an overage or underage in payment of ARA dues :for the 
fiscal :,ear, the Sia and Ma vil.l recanct le t:he accoant within 
60 days of the aadit:or'a/ac:1COW1t.ant: report to tbe AD clirect:or:, 
Division o£ Piseal. Aainistrat.ioe. 
Rationale: 
authority. 
Provides for verification of income by an outside 
7. '!bat any change in the a-.:xmt: of ARI. Dues Omversion Pactor-
estabU.sbed by t:he Haase of !Jel.egates beccae effective January 1. of 
the c::alendar year: following the date an vbic:b it was enacted bJ' the 
Bowle of Delegates. 
Rationale: Provides ANA and SNAs the appropriate lead-in time for 
implementation of a dues rate and provides opportunity for financial 
planning and budgeting. • 
a. 'ftat: any sa which doa not pay its dues within 20 days foll.owing 
tbe date on which they are due, shall pay a late charge of interest 
at the rate to be detera:laed by the AM Board of Directors. Pay-
aenta received shall be applied to tbe oldest aatstaacting balance. 
AM aball send a past dues not.ice to tbe SIR president. treasurer, 
and ezecut.,::e dir..c:tor on tbe day uter tbe dues are payable. 
'!bat AD, if t.ming, collect:ing and disbursing dues on bebaJ f of an 
Sia. pays interest at the saae rat:e of intftest applicable to the 
SRAs an the unpaid balance AM 011eS to tbe Sia if MIA does not reait 
dues OIied to the SHA within 20 days follolling tbe date on which the 
dues are payable to the SRA. 
Rationale: Provides an incentive for timely disbursement of dues by 
ANA and payment of dues by the SNA. Assures that 5NA officials and 
staff are aware of dues delinquency. 
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1.'llat an SRA •. whieb at ay tble falls three- (3) maths in arreua on 
dDee PllJWtS am/or -interest owi:t to m and •·11a.e not entered into 
• agz•e at aat:aally acceptable to m and tbe Sim ~r satisfying 
. tbe obligadcla. sball be caasidered delinquent: in PIIJWWWt: o~ dues 
to AD.ana subject: to 4uc:tpJ1nary act:ian in accordance with ARA 
Bylns,, policies aDII pr:ocedures~ 
Rationale: Tb.at ANA Bylaws as revised July l, 1982, (Article II, 
Section 2£), note that a constituent SHA is an association that is 
not delinquent in paying dues to ANA. Should an SHA become delinquent 
in paying dues to ANA, the SNA is subject to disciplinary action by 
ANA. (AHA Bylaws as revised July 1, 1982, Article II, Section 5) 
Proviso: .'l'hat the Dues Conversion Factor.Formula approved by the 
House of Delegates on June 26, 1984, for payment of dues to ANA by 
SNAs effective July 1, 1984. 
l. 
American Hw:ses' Association Aff.ACB!l!lff 2 
· Membership Incentive Prograa 
. Adopted by June 1989 House of Delega-ces 
The dues_ paid_. by an SNA for the year prior to the date of impleaencation 
will establish the cap for the implementacion year. In the first year 
the amount of dues paid by an SNA to ANA shall noc exceed the cap. 
2. In each subsequent year that: the SNA dues revenue remains the same. the 
cap does not change for the following year. 
3 . In each subsequent year that: the . SNA dues revenue increases. the cap for 
the following year would reflect the increased amount:. 
4. In each subsequent year that the SNA dues revenue decreases. the cap for 
the following year would reflect an amount based on the decreased amount:. 
5. In the event of any increase or decrease in the dues conversion factor. 
the annualized change in percentage will be applied to the dues paid by 
the SNA in the previous year prior to establishment of the cap. . This 
applies to the. first and all_ subsequent years. 
Conditions of Implementation include: 
l. The option will become available to SNAs beginning July l. 1990.* 
2. 
3. 
4. 
In order to participate in the option for a given year the SNA shall not:if_y 
AN4\ of its intent, in writing. to participate prior to September 1 of the 
preceding year. 
The SNA agrees to abide by established procedure to verify total state 
dues reve~ue for purpo~e of adjusting the cap. 
The ANA Board will evaluate the impact of this option with a report to the 
House two years after implementation. 
* •· The House concurred_ with the request .of the treasurer that the effect:ive 
date be July l, 1990 for a six month period and then the option will become 
available with the caps set on a calendar year basis. 
KED:lls 
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AMERICAN· 50Il.SES ' ASSOCIATION 
American .Nurses' Association 
· 2420 Pershing Road 
Suite 500 
X.Uas City, Missouri 64108 
AffACIDDqn3 
Attn: Corporate Finance • Mellbership Incentive Program 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Option to Participate in Membership Incentive Program for period July 
1, 1990 through December 31, 1990. 
'l'h1a must be ret:umed to AHA uo later than January 1, 1990 if you vish to 
participate in the Jfeabership Incentive Program. 
Yes, our SNA wishes to participate in the Membership Incentive Program for the 
period .July 1, 1990 through December 31, 1990. I understand that ANA will 
calculate and distribute cap amounts in the Spring of 1990. 
Signed: SNA, ______________ _ 
By_,.. _____________ _ 
SNA Presideilt 
ICED:lls 
c:\word\llsS\aipresp.aea 
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ON ' WELL-BEIN 
:rs. OFA SURVEY OF NEW YORK STATE 
NURSES·· 
1bornes F. · Reed. Ph.D • 
. · Jennifer M. · George. Ph.D. 
Department of Management 
. . · .... Texas A&M Untverslf¥ . 
College. Statton. Texas . 77843-4221 
. . ·. 409-845-3233 
Karen A. Ballard. MA. RN 
Jessie Colin. MSN. RN 
. . Jane FlekHng. Ed.D •• RN' 
New York State Nurses Assodatton 
· . 2113 Western Avenue 
. Guilderland. NY ·.12084 
. .. 51&.456-5371 
· · nm AJDS EPIDEMIC AND rrs IMPACT ON NURSES':WEf.L.BEING: 
. RESULTS OF .A SURVEY OF NEW YORKST.ATE NURSES. 
1bls report presents IODle preBmlnmy raulta from· a study.of· 
the effect.a of the AIDS epidemic on members of the New York State 
Nurses A"SOdatlon. In 1989 1,500 randomly aampled members of the 
· Association recelved a mail aumJy. Tao hundred 88:y-mz.- (17%) usable 
surveys were returned •. nm report contains Information on the 
respondents' demographic charactmsUCs and some preUmmmy 
ev.tdence of the Impact of AIDS care-gtvtng on nurses' well-being. 
Mar1ta1·status: 
Single 
Married 
Widowed 
Divorced/Separated 
Female 
Male 
# Nurses %·Nurses 
83 32.896 
135 53.4% 
6 2.4% 
29 11.5% 
, .. Nurses CJ6 Nurses 
. 243 95.7% 
11 4.39ft 
40•yeara 
11.09 · 
• Hispanic 
· Years·nursing experience: 
. Average experience 
Standard Deviation 
Range: 
· #Nurses %Nurses · · 
41 16.196 
28 10.2% 
3 1.2% 
183 71.5% 
2 .8% 
15 years, •6 months 
2.81 
7 months··- 48 years 
The nurses who responded worked for a number of different 
· fadlitles around the state. Information on these facllittes Is presented 
below. 
# Nurses % Nurses 
· .•Hospital 220 86.6% 
Clmic e 3.5% 
· Nursing home 4 1.6% 
7 . 2.8% 
Other type ·of facOI~ 4 1.696 
.. ' Other facdl~ 3.9% 
Locauon of the f'acil1t;y: 
Downstate 
Upstate 
Number of employees: 
Mean 
Standard Deviation. 
Range: 
Number of Beds: 
Mean 
Standard· Deviation 
Range: 
I Nunes 96 Nurses 
185 74% 
65 25~4% 
1S22 
1631.51 
3- 7000 
578 beds. 
355.17 
20 - 1300 beds 
The respondents· also were asked questtons dealfng with· the 
percent of their patients who have AIDS, the percent of Ume they 
cSpend with AIDS patients. and the J'l1Jmber of years expertence they 
have working with AIDS patients. The results from this portion of the 
questionnaire are presented· below. 
Pti!rcentage .of patients with AIDS: 
Mean 12% 
· Staodan:l Devfatlon 
.·Range 
22.02 
o- 10096 
Percentage of time spent with AIDS patJent.a: 
Mean 
Standard Deviation 
Range 
15% 
25.06 
0 - 100% 
Number of years experience with AIDS patients: 
Mean 1.2 years 
Standard Deviation 3.36 
Range O - 8 years 
While there were nurses who ~ported having cared for persons 
with AIDS. there were sun a large number who reported not being 
exposed to these tndlviduals. Sixty nurses (23.4%) reported never 
·having had experience· working with AIDS patients, ninety-three 
(36.3%) reported spending of their Ume working with AIDS 
patients; and etgh~-Dlne reported 0% of their patients had AIDS. 
With this Information it was possible to perform analyses which 
looked at some of the relationships between many of these variables. 
In particular, we looked at dltferences between location of the faclllty 
(upstate vs. downstate), me of the facillty, the nurses' length of Ume 
working at that faclll~. and their experience working with AIDS 
patients. 
FIISt. a nurnber of differences between nurses at facl11Ues 
located downstate (New York City, Westchester, Rockland, Orange. 
NiiB88.U, and Suffolk counties) vs. upstate (all other counties) were 
tnvestJgat:ed. Nurses at upstate facllltlea reported less experience 
working with AIDS patients (F-S.83, p < .02). less exposure to AIDS 
4 
patients' body fluids (F•l0.74. p < .01), greater eattafacUon wtth their 
llves (F==S.64, p < .o 1). and lcH depression (Fa:4.63. p < .05) than 
their counterparts located at dOWDState fadlltle&. 
Nurses working at facilities With a large number of beds wue 
more· likely to report expertenelDg stress about AIDS (FasS.52. p < 
.01). and als~ reported a greater number of years experience canng 
for AIDS patients (Fal4.46. p < .01) than nurses employed at fadlltJes 
With fewer beds. 
Analyses were performed to Investigate dJff'erencea between 
individuals reporting very little experience (values below the median) 
working With AIDS patients and those reporting greater experience 
(values above the rnedian) working with AIDS patients. 1bose nurses 
reporting little experience working With AIDS pat!mts were more 
likely to report having greater organizational support (F-S.99, p < 
- .OS), feeling less depressed lF•7.47. p < .01). and feeling more 
satisfied with their lives (F-3.77. p < .05) than were nurses reporting 
greater experience workmg With AIDS patients. Also. nurses 
reporting little experience with AIDS patients had longer tenure With 
their fadllty than nurses with greater experience working with AIDS 
patients (F-S.40, p < .01). 
Although these simple descrtpttve statlStlca can provide useful 
mformauon about the nurses who parUc1pated tn tlJla study. care must 
be taken In maktng Inferences about the Impact of AIDS care-gtvlng on 
nurses' well-being. A muluvartate analya1s la needed to obtain st more 
precise understanding of the relationships among these factors. 1be 
table below provides some prellmlnary evidence of the impact of AIDS 
care-gtvtng on nurses. (See Table 1. page 9.) 
5 
1be · dependent vadable. or the factor we are trying to expJaln. Is 
the nurse's self-reported experience or stress dfrectly attributable to 
caring for AIDS patients. We.call this variable AIDS-SIRESS. Some 
interesting results are contained fn thiS analysis. 
We found that AIDS-S'I'RESS 1s reduced among nurses who 
report receiving much social support (SOCSUPS) 1n their lives. Nurses 
who are beneflclarles of cartng and aupporUve reJauonshlpa report 
Jess AIDS-related stress than nurses who have more tenuous 80Clal 
support networks. Although the ability of the AssodaUon and 
employing fadlittes to Influence the amount of social support received 
by nurses caring for AIDS patients may be limited. there are practical 
steps that can be taken to Increase the likelihood that nurses will be 
enmeshed fD strong and supportive networks. One obvious step would 
be to facilitate stable and predictable work schedules for nurses. Shift 
work ts stressful for nurses and their famllles; for single· nurses. shift 
work presents some unique problems In developing and matntalnlng 
relattonships outside the work place. lbe recJuctton of shift work may 
help nurses to buiJd and J>enefit from the soc1a1 SYRPPrt networks that 
wax be tmportant to tnsuJattn& nurses from some of the ru:gattve 
asm:ts of raan, for AJDS pattents, 
We found that AIDS-STRESS Is mtuced when the nurses receive 
support (ASOCSUPPJ from spouses/lovers, family members. and 
friends for their work with AIDS patient& 'Ibis relaUonships suggests 
that it Is Important for nurses who care for AIDS paUenta to receive 
encouragement and support for this work from slgnlflcant people In 
their Jives. nu: Apogagon and S'!JIUJ)qylnf fadlWs:s mu have an 
tmport&nt mJe to 11m 1n this n;gard bJ hdptng to educate and tofonn 
6 
wrnJJtes of nurses about the true nsu MM9f!e!ed llU1J AID§ can:: 
IJYini, 
We also examined the relattonsblp between AIDS-S1RESS and 
organlzaUonal support (ORGSUPP). or the extent to which nurses 
believe that co-workers, supervisors, and the fadll1y provide a 
supportive environment In which to work. Once again, we found that 
self-reported AIDS-STRESS was mJucaJ when orpntzattonal support 
was high. although the relationship was not lltatlstfcally atgntftcant at 
conventional levels. lbe Association and cmpJo.nnl fldUUes should 
continue to encourage tbe 4evelQlllllent of sugporttye wprk 
environments for nurses. 
Exposure to the body fiulds of AIDS patients (EXPAIDS) 
significantly Increases reports of AJDS-srRESS among the nurses 1n 
·this study. Jbe Assodatton and emplqymg fadlittes should COQtlnue to 
encourage nurses to fuUv protect thcrnRJm from CIP9IJlR to bodY . 
tlutds that mu scm as veNcJes for tran57JJ1MIOP of the tbc HIV vtrus. 
We also ~rn•oed the n:lattonsblp between AIDS-STRESS and 
negative attitudes about IV-drug abusers (IVDRUG). Aa expected. 
nurses who had strong negative attitudes about IV-drug abusers 
experienced Increased AIDS-STRESS. lbe Au9cJaUon and cm;ployln& 
facllittes should constder educational IQtemnU0us to cm;ouraae 
nurses to confipnt theJJ: ucouve atHtudes abgut s:m:sn, for JY-drui 
abuser,, 
1be relationship between AJDS-SI'RESS and PERAIDS (percent 
of pattents usually treated by the nurses who are diagnosed posttlve for 
the mv virus) suggests that AID&STRBSS may be r,:duccd aa the 
PERAIDS Increases. Although thta telattonabtp ts not stattsucaJJy 
7 
. . 
_ .. · • :t•at conwmUona) levels,lt suggest& that nurses• AJDS. 
, .- . . __ may be reduced as nurses gam. more and more experience· 
.: _ :WC)(1r1ng wtth AJDS patients. 1Ne n;au1t mv·-tndlcatf; ·that· not PPl.v 
pat.tents hut aJso nurses max beneftt· form, the matton of AJDs-untts 1n 
-ho§r!fels: 
Surprisingly, there apparently Is DO relaUonshlp between AIDS-
STRESS and ~e about AIDS CIFAJDS). A True-False test was 
gtven· to the sample of nurses to determine their knowledge about 
-AIDS. One would ·ezpect. that AJDS.SmESS would decline as 
. ..knowledge about AIDS Increased •. Apparently ·thfs Is not the case. 
1wo additional variables were Included In the analysis. Neither 
_-being married. (WEDLOCIQ nor working In a large hospital (NOBEDS) 
appears to be acsodated with AIDS-SI'RESS. 
CONCLUSION 
This report contaJos some-pre)fmlnmy. evidence of the 
RlatfonsbJp. between AIDS ·care-glvJng and nurses' well-being. 
Interested readers should contact Pl'ofessora Reed ·and George_ to 
obtain subsequent. 8nal reports that may re8ne _some· of the .8ndlngs 
. ·presented Jn this ieport. 
SOCSUPS .·-
ORGSUPP -
EXPAIDS 
IVDRUG 
PERAIDS 
-.TFAIDS 
WEDLOCK 
NOBEDS 
F 
R2 
Adjusted R2 
-.105417 
.994220 
-.027303 
.619211 
.203584 
-.022843 
.048590 
-.205880 
-.001351 
7~377 
.40 
.35 
Slgratftcance 
.000 
.• ooo 
.094 
.042 
.015-> 
.080 
.415 
.808 
.245 
.000 
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Lil He Sh~ (staff)-
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Linda Muller 
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PTAC (appointed) 
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
MINUTES OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The Veronica M. Driscoll Center for Nursing 
Guilderland, New York 
September 21-22, 1989 
PRESIDING: Juanita K. Hunter, President 
I. .CALL TO ORDER - approximately 9:15 AM 
Attendance 
Board of Directors 
Staff 
Officers 
Juanita K. Hunter, President 
Madeline A. Naegle, President-elect 
Joan A. Lynch, Vice President 
Maggie Jacobs, Secretary 
Nettie Birnbach, Treasurer 
Directors at Large 
Erika Baker 
Janet Arundel Cadogan 
Mary Eileen Callan 
Jerold· Cohen 
William R. Donovan 
Miriam Gonzalez 
*Bonnie Perratto 
*Dorothy M. Williams 
Martha L. Orr, Executive Director 
Elizabeth Carter, Deputy Director 
Karen A. Ballard, Director, Nursing Practice 
and Services Program 
Wendy M. Burbank, Associate to the Executive 
Director 
Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education 
Program 
Gail DeMarco, Associate Director, Nursing 
Practice and Services Program 
Barbara Garrett, Associate Director, Nursing 
Education Program 
E. Joyce Gould, Director, Legislative Program 
Margaret Graham, Research Associate, Economic 
and General Welfare Program · 
Warren G. Hawkes, Director, Library 
Rosalyn Johnson, Nursing Representative, 
Economic and General Welfare Program 
1 
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··Nancy Kaleda, Labor Relations Representative, 
Economic and General Welfare Program 
*Debra Lamb, Assistant to the Director, Co~unica-
tions, Publications and PU.blic Relations 
Marilyn Levine, Nursing Representative, Economic 
and General Welfare Program 
Patricia Mahoney, Associate Director, Nursing 
Practice and services Program 
*Deborah J. Matterson, Director, Organization 
Services 
Bernard T. Mccann, Associate Director, 
Legislative Program 
Glennie Millard, Nursing Representative,. 
Economic and General Welfare Program 
*Janet Palombo, Director, Membership Services 
Kim E. Roberts, Administrative Assistant to the 
Executive Director 
Robert R. Sacco, Director of Financial Affairs 
Anne Schott, Director, Communications, 
Publications and Public Relations 
*present.for first day only 
II. MINUTES OF JULY 26-27, 1989 MEETING 
The minutes of the July 26-27 meeting were accepted 
with the following corrections: 
page 3, paragraph 2, line 3 - substitute "past 
activities" for "part activities"; 
page 15, paragraph 2, line 13 to line 14 - delete 
the words "the Board's" between "obligation to" 
and "the voting body." 
III. REORDERING OF AGENDA 
IV. 
The President announced that the report of the Board 
Cormnittee on Appointments would be given on the morning 
of the first day of the Board meeting. 
REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT 
A. September 14-15 Advisory Council meeting 
Dr. Hunter reported that the two-day orientation 
and business meeting included a presentation by 
NYSNA COnsu.~er Advisory Council chairperson about 
establishing district consumer advisory commit-
tees. Newly elected presidents participated in an 
2 
.. orientation to the structure, governance, objec-
tives and services of NYSNA, and DNA-NYSNA rela-
tionships. The business session included discus-
sions of major issues of concern to the profession 
and the organization. Advisory council represen-
tatives believe that the proposed bylaw amendment 
calling for substitution of the NYSNA bylaw arti-
cle which provides for the district advisory 
council would succeed in clarifying the group's 
role. 
B. Strategic planning 
The Board concurred that it would be appropriate 
and desirable for individual board members to 
engage in additional review of the Action Plan 
evaluation (summarized in agenda item iS[c]) 
before decisions are made. 
c. August 29 and September 12 meetings with MSSNY 
Dr. Hunter reported on the August 29 meeting at 
the center for Nursing with representatives of the 
Medical Society of the State of New Yorkr and Dr. 
Naegle and Dr. Carter reported on the September 12 
meeting at MSSNY's office in Albany. 
MSSNY's concepts of the level, nature and objec-
tives of recent joint meetings have been unclear 
to NYSNA representatives. NYSNA and MSSNY repre-
sentatives have met informally and without regu-
larity during the past few years. Part or all of 
the respective organizations' executive committees 
have participated in these meetings. Apart from 
this activity, the Medical Society established a 
group in September 1989 that it has designated the 
"subcommittee on crisis in health care." The 
Society has invited other organizations, including 
NYSNA and the Hospital Association of New York 
State to participate in the subcommittee. 
MSSNY representatives informed NYSNA representa-
tives at the September 12 mee~l=~ that MSSNY 
wishes to gather information about the effects of 
over-regulation on patient care. NYSNA represen-
tatives informed MSSNY representatives that NYSNA 
constantly monitors conditions that affect nursing 
practice in any way. 
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v. 
. The Board agreed that: 
L 
2. 
3. 
. 4. 
It would be appropriate to participate in 
continued informal meetings with MSSNY repre-
sentatives and other representatives within 
the coalition that the Medical Society forms. 
Information about nursing practice conditions 
that the Association learns from its members 
must continue to be treated with utmost 
discretion. 
The Association will request to participate 
in preparing agenda for meetings. 
The Association will inform MSSNY of the 
expectation that the Association's involve-
ment in decision making and in the develop-. 
ment and release of public statements must be 
viewed and.presented as equal to the involve-
ment of all other organizations involved. 
D. September. 15 meeting with SUNY chancellor 
Dr. Hunter reported that she and Dr. Crawfo7d met 
with Chancellor Bruce Johnstone and Ruth Baines, 
Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs. The Chancel-
lor was urged to consider increasing public sup-
. port of baccalaureate nursing programs. The 
Chancellor expressed·understanding of the 
Association's position; however, he made no com-
mitment to particular actions. 
BOARD COMMITTEE ON APPOINTMENTS 
Director at Large Dorothy Williams, chairperson of the 
Board conmittee on Appointments directed attention to 
the written report. The Committee met on September 20 
to consider necessary appointments to units for the. 
1989-1990 year. The Committee's recommendations and 
the Board's actions follow. 
The Board noted that it will be necessary for the Board 
to consider some appointments at the October pre-
convention meeting. 
Consumer Advisory Council 
MOTION The cormnittee moved the Board request 
that Lynn Evans be requested to se.rve as 
chairperson for the remainder of her 
term which expires in October 1990. 
• Carried. 
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c. 
Council on Continuing Education 
.MOTION The Conmi.ttee moved the Board request 
that Beth Quinn-O'Neil be asked to serve 
as chair for the remainder of her term 
which expires in OCtober 1990. Carried. 
MOTION The Committee moved the Board approve 
appointment of Rosalie Yazbeck to the 
Council on Continuing Education for a 
two-year term. carried. 
Council on Continuing Education Regional 
Review Teams • 
1. Central 
MOTION The Committee moved the Board 
approve appointments of Barbara 
Carranti and Margaret Vining for 
two-year terms. Carried. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
Eastern 
MOTION Ttte Committee moved the Board 
approve reappointment of Paula 
Hemmings for a two-year term, 
appointment of Jo Ann DiBlasio for 
a two-year term and reappointment 
of Joan Tompkins for a one-year 
term. Carried. 
Long Island 
MOTION 
Western 
MOTION 
The Committee moved reappointments 
of Emalyn Bravo, Lilieth Clark and 
Marie Remy for two-year terms. 
Carried. 
The Committee moved appointment of 
Harriet Seigel. Carried. 
New York City 
Appointments to the New York City review team 
:will be considered at the next meeting. 
D. Council on Ethical Practice · 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
MOTION The Committee moved reappointments of 
Terri Cavaliere, Carol Gavan and 
Kathleen Nokes for two-year terms. 
Carried. · 
Council on Human Rights 
MOTION The Committee moved.the Board approve 
appointments of Edna Neumann and'Pris-
cil.la Santayana for two-year terms .and 
reappointment of Carolyn Braddock for a 
two-year term. Carried. 
Council on Legislation 
MOTION The Committ,ee moved reappointments of 
Susan Fraley as chairperson, Louise 
Gallagher, Carole Kuzmack and Kattie 
Washington for two-year terms. Carried. 
Council !'n Nursing Education 
MOTION The Committee moved reappointments of 
Jeanette Coleman, Marilyn Jaffe-Ruiz and 
Cecilia Mulvey for two-year terms. 
Regional Planning Committees on Nursing 
Education · 
New York C1ty 
MOTION The Committee moved appointment of 
Barbara Cohen to the New York City 
Regional Planning Committee on 
Nursing Education for a two-year 
term. carried. 
Council on Nursing Practice 
MOTION 
MOTION 
The Committee moved appointments of 
Elizabeth Ayello and Barbara Joyce for 
two-year terms. carried. 
The Committee moved reappointment of 
Nancy McGinn as chairperson for a one~ 
year term. Carried. 
--
.. J • 
K. 
L. 
Council on Nursing Research 
MOTION 
MOTION 
MOTION 
The Committee moved reappointment of 
Willa Doswell for a two-year term. 
Carried. 
The Committee moved reappointment of 
Rona Levin for a one-year term. car-
ried. 
The Committee moved appointment of 
Linbania Jacobson for a two-year term. 
Carried. 
Committee on Bylaws 
MOTION 
MOTION 
The Committee moved appointments of Joan 
Hoexter and M. Elaine Wittman for two-
year terms. Carried. 
The Committee moved the Board request 
that Ruth Harper serve as chairperson 
for the remainder of her term, and that 
M. Elaine Wittmann be asked to serve as 
chairperson in the event Ms. Harper 
declines. Carried. 
committee on Impaired Practice 
MOTION The Committee moved reappointments of 
Miriam Aaron as chairperson, Brenda 
Haughey, Susan Kemble, Georgine McCabe 
and Karen Wolcott for two-year terms. 
Dr. Naegle requested Board consideration of stag-
gering terms of these continuing members given the 
previous service of three of them on the 
Committee's forerunner, the Task Force on Alcohol 
and Substance Abuse in the Profession. Following 
discussion, 
MOTION William Donovan moved to amend the 
motion by striking .. Brenda Haughey" and 
"Karen Wolcott" and by adding at the end 
of the motion "and reappointments of 
Brenda Haughey and Karen Wolcott for 
three-year terms. 
[The motion would read: " 
reappointments of Miriam Aaron as 
chairperson, Susan Kemble and 
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Georgine McCabe for two-year terms, 
and reappointments of Brenda Haug-
hey and Karen Wolcott for three-
year terms."] 
carried. 
.The main motion, as amended, carried by a vote of: 
11 yes; 1 no. 
M~ Editorial Review Board of JOURNAL 
N. 
MOTION The Committee moved reappointments of 
al~ members: Nettie Birnbach, Mary x. 
. Britten, Mary E. Evans, Charmaine Fit-
zig, Marilyn Jaffe-Ruiz, Janet Natapoff 
L. Sedore, Lillie M. Shortridge and' 
Elizabeth Dorsey Smith. Carried. Vote: 
11 yes; 0 no; 1 abstention. 
The Bo~r~ acknowledge<;I that frequent change in the 
composition of the editorial board would create 
obstacles to its effectiveness,as a working group. 
Following discussion, · 
MOTION Bonni~ Perratto_moved the Board develop 
a policy governing appointments to the 
editorial review board separate from 
existing policy governing appointments 
to ~ard-appointed units. Seconded. 
Carried. 
The Board concurred that the Editorial Review 
Board should have the opportunity to make recom-
mendations about the content of this policy. 
Committee recommendation about terms 
for 1990 appointments 
The Board noted that the Committee has recommended 
to the 1990 committee on appointments that effort 
be made to stagger some terms of . appointment to . 
ensure continuity within appointed units. 
REPORT OF.EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
A. Staff changes 
Ms. Orr introduced four ne~ staff members present 
· at the meeting: 
Rosalyn Johnson, Nursing Representative, E&GW 
. Program:• 
8 
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B. 
c. 
D. 
Nancy Kaleda, Labor Relations Representative,· 
·. E&GW Program; 
Marilyn Levine, Nursing Representative, E&GW 
Program; ' 
Glennie Millard, Nursing Representative, E&GW 
Program. 
Ms. Orr announced the resignation of nursing 
representative Bonnie Becker, the retirement of 
computer operator Ilse Leuchten, and the appoint-
ment of office manager Lorraine Charboneau • 
Membership figures 
The Board reviewed membership figures for month-
end July and August, noting August enrollment of 
30,554 - an increase of 142 compared with July 
1989 and an increase of 892 compared with August 
1988. 
LPN lawsuit 
Ms. Orr reported that regulations were adopted by 
the Code Committee and approved by the State 
Hospital Review and Planning Committee~ The 
regulations incorporate revisions recOimDended by 
the Association. Adoption by the Board of Regents 
of the resolution asserting the State Education 
Department's role and responsibility in defining 
scope of practice has not yet been confirmed. 
Report on ANA staff visit 
Ms. Orr reported to the Board on the September 11-
12, 1989 visit to NYSNA of ANA staff members 
Sandra Hoaglan, Director, Labor Relations Program, 
and Lawrence MacLachlan, Labor Counsel. 
_Ms.Orr directed attention to the Executive 
Director's "Report and Recommendations to the 
Board of Directors re ANA Institute of Constituent 
Member Collective Bargaining Programs." The Board 
gave careful consideration to the information and 
the recommendations contained in the report. 
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VIII. 
IX. 
Following .. discussion, 
·MOTION Nettie Birnbach moved the·Board of 
Directors approve the following course 
of action: 
1. The Association will notify ANA 
that NYSNA cannot participate in 
the Institute of Collective Bar~ 
gaining Programs at this time. 
2. The Association will request 
reconsideration of the ANA Board of 
Directors of the Appropriateness of 
the structural relationships 
between the Institute, the Congress 
and the Board of Directors. 
3 • The Association will explore the 
possibility of achieving a delay in 
the implementation of Article X of 
the ANA bylaws until these issues 
are resolved. 
Seconded. Carried. 
The foregoing decision will be dissemi--
nated appropriately. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Ms. Schott directed attention to the written report. 
LIBRARY 
Mr. Hawkes directed attention to the written report. 
ORGANIZATION SERVICES 
1989 convention 
Award Banquet Tickets 
Board members discussed briefly the expecta-
tion that Board members attend the Awards 
Banquet. Following discussion, · 
x. 
XI. 
MOTION Jerold Cohen moved the Board ap-
. prove provision of tickets for the 
NYSNA Awards Banquet for Board 
members. Seconded. Carried. 
Vote: 6 yes; 5 no. 
NURSING EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Council on Continuing Education's proposed 
revision of board policy on cosponsorship of 
educational programs (policy 1.11) 
Dr. Crawford directed attention to the Council's 
written request for Board consideration of revi-
sion of Policy 1.11 in the Board Policy Manual. 
The Board noted that the request is being made to 
meet reconunendations of the ANA Board on Accredi-
tation. Following discussion, 
MOTION The Council moved the Board approve the 
proposed revisions in Policy 1.11 in the 
NYSNA Board Policy Manual: Policy on 
Cosponsorship of Educational Programs. 
Carried. 
The revised policy is appended.to these minutes. 
LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM 
A. Council on Legislation 
Ms. Gould directed attention to the written re-
port. 
1. Proposed 1990 legislative program 
The Board considered the Council's recommend-
ed 1990 legislative program. These revisions 
were agreed upon: 
Addition of this phrase under "I. Con-
sumer Advocacy and Health Promotion/D. 
Support the Rights of Al.l Individuals": 
"Protect the right of all individuals to 
be protected from unsafe health care 
providers." 
Additio?l of this phrase under "II. 
Promote Control of the Environment in 
which Nursing is Practiced/F. Promote 
Professional Practice": "Support 
efforts to prevent and contain practice . 
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by health. care providers whose practice . 
is impaired." 
Following_discussion, 
MOTION William Donovan.moved the Board 
approve for presentation to the 
1989 NYSNA voting body the appended. 
proposed 1990 legislative program. 
seconded. carried. 
Proposed·participation in Center for Women 
in Government Conference 
·. Ms. Gould directed the Board's attention to 
the Council's proposal that monies budgeted 
for the 1990 legislative workshop and recep-
tion be used to fund: participation in the 
1990 Nurses and Public Policy Conference 
sponsored by the Center for Women in Govern-
ment; and a one-day workshop for the chairs 
of district legislative committees. 
In the course of the discussion, these mo-
tions were made. 
MOTION William Donovan moved the Board: 
not conduct a legislative workshop 
and reception in 1990; approve in 
principle use of budgeted monies to 
fund participation in the 1990 
Center for Women in Government 
conference and a workshop for 
district legislative committee 
chairs and postpone approval of 
specific plans for these activities 
to the October pre-convention Board 
meeting. Seconded. 
Jerold Cohen moved to amend the 
motion by striking the words "not 
conduct a legislative workshop and 
reception in 1990." Seconded. 
Lost. Vote: 2 yes; 8 no. 
motion lost by a vote of: 5 yes; 6 
Miriam Gonzalez moved the Board 
approve the Council on 
.·. Legislation's proposal that monies 
budgeted for the 1990 legislative 
workshop and reception be·used as 
follows (specific financial plans 
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will be presented by staff to the 
Board at its pre-convention meet-
ing): 
NYSNA representatives who make 
presentations at the Confer-
ence on Nurses and Public 
Policy should have their 
expenses fully paid by NYSNA. 
NYSNA members who attend the 
conference should receive 
stipends to defray expenses; 
special incentives shoul.d be 
provided to encourage grollps 
from NYSNA districts and CNPs 
to attend the conference. · 
A one-day workshop will be 
conducted for the chairs of 
district legislative commit-
tees. 
Seconded. Carried. Vote: 8 yes; 
1 no; 1 abstention. 
The Board agreed that it continues to be 
important to participate in events conducted 
by the Black and Puerto Rican caucus. 
Proposed participation in Campaign for 
Healthy Children 
Ms. Gould directed the Board's attention to 
the Council's proposal for endorsement of the 
Campaign for Healthy Children 1990 Legisla-
tive Agenda. Following brief discussion, 
MOTION Nettie Birnbach moved the Board 
approve the recommendation of the 
Council on Legislation that the 
Association endorse the Campaign 
for Healthy Children 1990 Legisla-
tive Agenda. Seconded. Carried. 
continued consideration of NYS-NPA requests 
Ms. Orr directed attention to the summary entitled 
"Requests.of NYS-NPA Pending Action of theNYSNA 
Board of· Directors" and Ms. Gould's memorandum tQ 
the Board containing information about nursL11g · 
PACs. 
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NYS-NPA requests that have financial implications 
were considered and resolved by the Board in July. 
The Board continued its consideration of the 
pending requests of NYS-NPA, which do not have 
financial implications. In the course of discus-
sion, 
MOTION 
MOTION 
Madeline Naegle moved the Board approve 
the request of New York State Nurses for 
Political Action that NYS-NPA be made a 
visible part of NYSNA's legislative 
efforts by means of these activities: 
Consider including NYS-NPA repre-
sentatives in lobbying of our key 
contacts. 
Feature nurses who are involved in 
politic~l action in our publica-
tions. 
Invite NYS-NPA to join NYSNA 
organizational units in lobby days 
as appropriate. 
Seconded.. 
Jerold Cohen moved to divide the ques-
tion. seconded.. carried. 
The first two components of the above motion were 
. carried. These are: consider including NYS-NPA 
representatives in lobbying of our key contacts; 
and feature nurses who are involved. in political 
action in our publications. 
The last compgnent · of the motion was lost •. 
(Invite NYS-NPA to join NYSNA organizational units 
in lobby days as appropriate. ) · · 
The Board agreed that consideration could be 
postponed of appropriate specific activities 
designed to accomplish the objectives of NYS-NPA's 
requests. 
MOTION Nettie Birnbach moved the Board approve 
these activities requested.by NYS-NPA: 
Assist NYS-NPA in its fund raising 
efforts. 
XII. 
XIII. 
Continue to develop a model for a 
political action conmittee within 
NYSNA. 
Seconded. Carried. 
consideration of the remainder of the NYS-NPA 
requests contained in the summary was postponed. to 
a future meeting. 
The Board considered NYS-~"?A's request to conduct 
a fund-raising pledge period during a break in the 
1989 NYSNA voting body session. 
MOTION Mary Eileen Callan moved the Board 
approve conduct by NYS-NPA of a pledge 
period during a break in the 1989 voting 
body session. Seconded.. Carried. 
BOARD COMMITrEE TO CONSIDER HONORARIA AND EXPENSE 
REIMBURSEMENT FOR BOARD MEMBERS 
Director at large Bonnie Perratto, chairperson of the 
Board Committee to Consider Honoraria and Expense 
Reimbursement for Board Members, reported. that the 
Committee met on September 20. Ms. Perratto directed. 
the Board's attention to the draft document entitled 
"Possible elements of board policy on official travel 
reimbursement and honoraria for Board of Directors."' 
The Board agreed on the following revision in the 
language about honoraria: Deletion of the sentence "No 
honorarium will be requested.." 
Ms. Perratto requested. that Board members notify the 
Committee approximately two weeks before the OCtober 
pre-convention meeting of suggested revisions. The 
Committee will complete work on the draft policy by 
tel~phone conference call and present the proposed. 
policy to the Board at the pre-convention meeting. 
PRESENTATION BY DEPUTY SECRETARY TO THE GOVERNOR 
FOR HUMAN SERVICES 
On behalf of the Board of Directors, President Hunter 
welcomed Michael Dowling, Deputy Secretary for Human 
Services to New York Governor Mario M. cuaao. Mr. 
Dowling•s presentation to the Board represents a con-· 
tinuation of Association leaders• conmunications with 
the Governor that began with the May 10, 1989 meeting. 
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XIV. 
Mr. Dowling informed the Board that the Governor's 
"State of the State" address which is delivered each 
January is in the preliminary stage of preparation. It 
is anticipated that the Governor will--include in the 
address mention of his plans for activity related to 
these issues: nursing recruitment, retention and 
scholarships; drug treatment~ care:ofAIDS patients; 
children's access to primary care; hospital reimburse-
ment. Mr. Dowling emphasized that health care in 
general and access to care in particular will be pre-
dominant in the Governor's plans for 1990. 
Board members discussed briefly specific issues with 
Mr. Dowling. The possibility was discussed of increas-
ing systematic communication between representatives of 
the Governor's office and the nursing profession about 
health care issues and the health care delivery system 
in New York. 
Mr. Dowling assured the Board that work is in progress 
on the public service announcement featuring the Gover-
nor that the Association requested be produced. It is 
anticipated that the PSA will be completed in approxi-
mately two weeks. 
Mr. Dowling informed the Board that the Governor's 
consideration of topics that the Association believes 
should be addressed in the "State of the State" message 
should be requested before oetober 16. 
NURSING PRACTICE AND SERVICES PROGRAM 
A. Council on Nursing Practice 
1. Proposed position statement on registered 
care technologists: training and 
supervision 
2. 
The Board reviewed the proposed statement. 
MOTION William Donovan moved the Board 
approve the Council on Nursing 
Practice's proposed position 
statem~nt on registered care tech-
nologists: training and supervi-
sion. Seconded. Carried. 
Proposed position statement on the 
professional nurse's role in supervision 
Ms. Ballard informed the Board that consider-
ation of this proposed position statement 
must be postponed until after the decision 
has been reached in a pending court case that 
may have implications for the position. 
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B. Functional Unit of Direct Care 
Practitioners 
Proposed position statement on the 
professional nurse and nonnursing 
functions 
Foilowing brief discussion, 
MOTION William Donovan moved the Board 
approve the Functiona1 Unit of 
Direct Care Practitioners Executive 
Col'lli1\i.ttee's proposed position 
statement on the professional nurse 
and nonnursing functions. Second-
ed. Carried. 
The Board concurred that the specific exam-
ples of orders under "miscellaneous" in the 
attachment "examples of nonnursing functions" 
be deleted. 
c. Committee on Impaired Nursing Practice 
Proposed peer assistance manual 
Consideration of the manual was postponed to 
the October Board meeting. 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION MATTERS 
A. Nominations for national awards 
The Board considered nominations for 1990 ANA 
national awards. The following actions were 
taken. 
1. Honorary Recognition Award 
MOTION Nettie B.irnbach moved the Board 
approve renomination of Martha 
Rogers for the ANA 1990 Honorary 
Recognition Award. Seconded.. 
~carried. Vote: 8 yes; 1 no. 
2. Honorary Nursing Practice Award 
MOTION Maggie Jacobs moved the Board 
approve renomination of Ruth Watson 
Lubic for the 1990 ANA Honorary 
Nursing Practice Award. Seconded.. 
carried. 
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. shed Membership Award 
.Nettie Birnbach moved the· Board 
·· approve renomination of Cathryne 
.Welch for the 1990 ANA . . . 
Distinguished Membership Award. 
SecondM. Carried. 
MciverAward 
. Mary Eileen Callan moved the Board 
approve nomination of Gloria Smith 
for the 1990 ANA Pearl Mciver 
Award. Seconded~ carried. 
Miriam·Gonzalez moved the Board. 
approve renomination of Pearl 
Skeete Bailey'for the 1990 ANA Mary 
Mahoney Award. Seconded. Carried. 
Miriam Gonzalez moved the Board 
·approve renomination of Kathleen 
Hoover for the 1990 ANA Shirley 
Titus Award. Seconded. Carried. 
Scott Award 
Jerold Cohen moved the Board ap~ 
prove nomination of Lillie Shor-
tridge for the 1990 ANA JessieM. 
Scott Award. Seconded. Carried. 
Vote: 5 yes; 2 no; 1 abstention. 
Requests for Board consideration of 
nominations . 
eBoardconsidered the nomination requests 
f. other SNAs, groups and individuals. The · 
arddeclined to nominate the suggested 
.individuals. 
Lr~· Yfri . 
...... 
.. 
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10/8/89 
sep-min 
. ·DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
riie:next meeting ls scheduled for Thursday,october 
1989 at 12:00 noon at the Albany Hilton Hotel. · 
' . . . . . . . ' ,-·- ·- ' ' 
ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:2.0 PM • 
Date: 
Revised: 
· Attact.ent 1 
Sect ion 1.11 
Potiag: . Cosponsol'Bhip O'f Educati.ona1. Prog:«orlB · 
Adopted by: Board of Directors · 
ttay 1a-1,, 1,ss 
September 21-22, 1989 
The Association will consider cosponsorshfp of educational programs pro-
vided that the.following guidelines are observed: 
1. Content of the educational program Is consistent with the mission and 
purposes of the New York State Nurses Association. 
2. If the expected participants in the program include registered nurses, 
the program is submitted for continuing education review and approval 
to the New York State Nurses Association. 
3. The Association•s responsibility for administration of the budget, 
determination of objectives and content. selection of faculty, awarding 
of contact hours, record keeping and evaluation is identified. 
., 
~- The primary;: sponsor of the program submits a written coprovidership 
agreement which includes specification of any shared expenses and/or 
revenues. In general, financial parti~ipation of the Association 
shall be limited to waiver of continuing education application fees 
and fees for mai 1 ing labels, unless there is ·specific provision for 
revenue sharing between the Association and the primary sponsor. 
I. 
Attadaent 2 
PROPOSED 1990 LB'GISLAnVB PROGRAlf 
m u·pusBNmD ro mB 1989 ·V01'ING·BODr 
Consumer Advocacy and Health Promotion 
NYSNA Honi.tors and Supports State and Federal. 1egi.s1ative · 
proposals to: 
A. Protect the Health 0£ Vulnerable Populations· 
1.. HIV Epidemic 
• Support funding for increased HIV research, 
prevention and educational programs. 
• Support llDS centers and treatment initiatives. 
• Monitor attemp~s to require mandatory HIV testing. 
Support programs of voluntary, confidential 
testing. 
2. Homeless 
• Support programs which provide comprehensive, 
coordinated health and social sei:vices at the 
community level • 
. • Monitor all housing legislation to eva1uate the 
impact on available housing units. 
3. Long 2'erm Care 
• Support adequate funding for c-omamnity-.based and 
institutional long term care services for al.1 
ages • 
• Support efforts for the development of long tm:m 
c~e insurance. 
• Support efforts to develop a continuum. of services 
to meet the chronic health need.a of the disabled 
of all ages. 
• Support efforts to utilize nurses as case managers 
of long term care services. ' 
4. flelfare Reform 
• Support efforts to enact legislation to enable New 
York State to obtain additional federal funds for 
chil.d care and he4lth care. 
• Support legislation to help welfare recipients to 
gain useful employment and move out of poverty. 
• Support legislation to raise welfare grant to the 
federal poverty level. 
S. Child Care 
• Promote access to quality, affordable child care 
for all families. 
• Support funding· for quality day care. 
• Support the medical and family leave legislation. 
6. . School Age 
• Support efforts to prevent substance abuse 
including alcohol, drugs, and tobacco. 
• Support programs to prevent teenage pregnancy. 
• Support efforts to prevent sexually transmitted 
diseases. 
B. Promote Access to Health Care for All People 
• Support health insurance for basic health care of all 
individuals regardless of employment status. 
Promote legislation for direct access to services 
provided by professional nurses. 
• Expand health care services into_underserved urban and 
rural areas. 
Support access to health services for all children 
through expanded school health services which include 
health promotion, health counseling, and care for 
acute and chronic illness. 
• Poster the development of health sei:vices which are 
culturally appropriate. 
• Advocate for access to a full range of reproductive 
services for all women, including low income 1110DLen, 
adolescents, those with high risk pregnancies, and 
those without insurance. 
• Advocate for a state budget which meets the needs of 
the frail, the elderly, the young,the disabled, and 
the medically indigent. 
c. Obtain Funding/Insurance Coverage £or Preventive E~alth 
Care 
• Advocate for a health system. that encourages disease 
prevention and health promotion • 
• Support drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs • 
• Support prenata.l care and immuni.zation programs • 
• Encourage clean air legislation and smoking cessation 
programs~ 
Support efforts to enhance nutrition and promote 
exercise. · 
• Encourage screening programs for early detection and 
treatment of disease • 
Support employer-paid insurance which adequately 
covers prevention as well as illness regardless of the 
site of care. 
D. Support the Rights 0£ All Individuals 
• Promote passage oi the J!!qual Rights Amendment • 
• Support programs to protect and support vict.:::-.s of 
abuse. 
• Support efforts to study_· the causes of abuse and find 
interventions and alternatives for the causes of 
abuse. 
• Protect the right of each individual to make informed 
choices about all aspects of their health care. 
• Protect the right of all individuals to be protected 
from unsafe health care providers • 
• Support efforts to disBeminate health care provider 
specific infoi:mation which enables individuals to have 
adequate, accurate information for choosing a 
provider. 
· E. Poster Pay Equity and Comparable Worth 
• Support efforts to improve the economic status of 
women. 
• Support legislation to guarantee pay equity for women. 
• Encourage the implementation of a fair and adequate 
retirement plan for all health care workers. 
F. · Protect 'the Environment 
• Promote a safe environment through adequate waste 
management including medical waste and nuclear waste. 
• Support environmental reclamation programs. 
• Support legislation to protect the air and wa~er. 
I:I. Promote Control of the Environment in Which Nursing is 
Practiced 
NYSNA monitors and supports state and federal legislative 
proposals to: 
A. Strengthen the Educational System for ,_Nursing 
• Standardize nursing education within institutions of 
higher learning, maintaining two careers, one 
professional and one technical. 
• Secure increased appropriations for nursing scholar-
ships. 
• Encourage loan forgiveness programs and expansion of 
the State Health Service Cc;,rps Program. 
• Promote the deveiopment of additional nurse-midwifery 
educational programs. 
• Advocate for increased access to publicly funded 
baccalaureate nursing education programs north of New 
York City. 
B. Bliminate the Nursing Shortage 
• Poster legislative and/or regulatory initiatives to 
promo_e recruitment and retention of nurses in New 
York State. 
• Develop incentives to promote r,rofessional practice in 
health care facilities. 
• Oppose any attempts to substitute unlicensed personnel 
for health professional.a • 
c. Protect the Nurse Practice Act 
• Protect the public by assuring that only licensed 
nurses practice nursing. 
• Advocate for expanding nurse-midwifery practice to 
include prescriptive privileges. 
D. ~rovide Adequate Reimbursement to Health Care Facilities 
• Support adequate reimbursement for health care 
facilities to meet rising personnel costs of providing 
health care. 
. 
• Promote adequate reimbursement for health care 
facilities to provide adequate !uncling for nursing 
services. 
E. Protect and Jespect: .Employee Rights 
• Advocate for increasing and indexing the rate of 
payment for Workers• Compensation benefits. 
• Evaluate legislation regarding drug testing in the 
work place • 
• Support the rights of nurses to join tog-..!ther 
collectively for purposes of labor representation • 
• Oppose any weakening of labor laws and anti-
discrimination laws • 
· .•. Support efforts •to protect whistle blowers. 
. • Oppose any efforts to establi.sh state fee structures 
which are inequitable. 
• Promote a tax code which assures that those most able 
to pay contribute a fair share and those least ab.le to 
pay ... are taxed proportionately less. 
• Support.unemployment insurance and worker's 
compensation systems with adequate funding and fair 
distribution of benefits. 
F. Pro.mot;e Professional Practice 
• Support public recognition of nurses as independent 
heal.th ca.re providers with a 1ega1 scope of practice 
which ful.ly entitles them to render and be reimbursed 
for services. 
Obtain mandatory third-party reimbursement benefit for 
registered professional nurses from all payer sources. 
Support nursing research to promote and advance 
_nursing expertise in patient care delivery • 
• Support efforts to prevent and contain practice by 
heal.th care providers whose practice is impaired • 
• Support--continuing education .as a method to ·maintain 
nurses' positions as knowledgeable health care 
providers. . 
• Repeal the exemption clauae in the Nurse Practice Act 
which permits unlicensed personnel to practice · · 
professional and practical nursing in institutions 
under the jurisdiction of the Office Mental Health and 
the Office of Mental Retardation and Developmental 
Disabil.ities. 
G. Jtaintain Liability Insurance 
• Support legislation which maintains affordable and 
available liability insurance for nurses • 
• Support efforts to maintain an ind.ividual•s right to 
seek redress for wrongs while controlling any · 
exorbitant increases in the cost of professional 
1.iabili.ty insurance. - . · 
.. . 
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• Support disclosure of data by insurance companies on 
professional liability claims against nurses • 
H. Promote sa:fet.y in the work Place 
• Support efforts to assess and abate hazards • 
• Support research of occupational health and safety 
hazards in health care facilities • 
• Promote safety programs for workers in heal.th care 
facilities. 
Promote nursing participation in the development of 
safety programs for industry • 
This is an illustrative, but not exhaustive list, of issues the 
Legislative Program will address in working to advance the cause 
of nursing and promoting the health and welfare of all New 
Yorkers. 
..... Lorr. IIN,RN 
Eacua..Dnctar 
DRAFT 
AGENDA #5 
ConaUtuent of The American 
Nu,... AuoclaUon 
NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
2113 Western Avenue. Guilderland. New York 12084-9501 
TEL (518) 456-5371 FAX# (518) 456-0697 
Bovember 1, 1989 
Lucille A. Joel, Ed.D., R.N., F.A.A.N. 
President 
Board of Directors 
Alllerican Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Road 
Kansas City, HO 64108 
Dear Dr. Joel and Board of Directors: 
The New York State Nurses Association is deeply concerned about 
the possib!e results of the recent restructuring of The American ;.,, 
Burses Association's organizational uni ts pertaining to the .• :ht) CV"'" 
Economic and General Welfare Program. The NYSNA Board ftP ,~--
respectfully urges the ANA Board of Directors to revi~the legal 
issues embedded in the new structure, particularly insofar as the 
Institute of Constituent Member Collective Bargaining Programs is 
concerned. 
The New York State Nurses Association believes that the issue of 
actual or potential influence/domination of statutory supervisors 
on the affairs of SNA collective bargaining programs has not been 
resolved in the context of the structural revision, and that the 
new ANA structure may well provide employers with a renewed basis 
on which to challenge SNA appropriateness as a collective 
bargaining representative. 
Therefore, the NYSNA Board of Directors requests the ANA Board of 
Directors to: 
1. Review the structure and functions of the Institute of 
Constituent Member Collective Bargaining Programs in the context 
of the ,North Shore,Highland, and walker decisions_. 
2. Consider obtaining additional legal interpretation of 
the issue of actual or potential supervisory influence on the 
affairs of the collective bargaining programs of SNAs as related 
to the Institute. 
• 
L. Joel 
November 1, 1989 
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3. consider proposing to the House of Delegates a delay of 
implementation of Article X of the bylaws pending further 
analysis of the risks to SNA collective bargaining programs posed 
by the Institute. 
The Association's detailed rationale and explanation for these 
requests is enclosed. We would be pleased to enter into a 
dialogue with the Board of Directors concerning the requests 
and/or the rationale and are hopeful of the Board's earliest 
possible consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Madeline A. Naegle, Ph.D., R.H., F.A.A.N. 
President 
concerns of The Ne~ York state Nurses Association 
re 
American Nurses Association Institute of constituent Member 
Collective Bargaining Programs 
Introduction of Issue: 
Representation of registered professional nurses by state nurses 
associations (SNAs) continues to be threatened by a variety of 
forces in the labor relations environment. In the four months 
following the close of the 1989 ANA House of Delegates, these 
forces have been amply demonstrated by the following examples: 
- Competing national labor unions have escalated their 
attempts to wrest control of SNA collective bargaining units from 
the Washington State Nurses Association. These trade unions have 
clearly stated their intent to focus their organizing efforts on 
professional nurses and are committing enormous financial and 
human resources to their goals. 
- At least two states (Pennsylvania and Maryland) have 
active proposals to detach their collectiv~ bargaining_p~ograms 
from the SNA. Perceived problems of excessive costs arising from 
the representation function, or of intern?l political issues. 
arising frbm divergent goals and expectations of the professional 
association have fueled these decisions. 
- Internal dissension related to appropriate organizational 
structure, finance, and control of the collective bargaining 
programs is stressing at least three other SNAs (Hawaii, 
California, and Massachusetts). 
- The American Hospital Association successfully pursued a 
course of litigation to enjoin promulgation of the NLRB rules 
which would authorize an all-RN bargaining unit. 
In addition to these internal and external destabilizing forces, 
the labor relations environment has been demonstrably hostile to 
SHA representation of nurses in a variety of ways. The New Y~rk 
state Nurses Association has, over the past decade, been required 
to defend our status as a labor organization and our right to 
represent registered nurses through extremely prolonged.and 
expensive litigation. It is clear that employers who wish to bar 
representation of nurses in their facilities have had two means 
to prolong, often for years, the interval between our petition 
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for an all-RN bargaining unit, and the election: 
(1) by challenging the appropriate unit determination and 
(2) by challenging the Association's legal status as a labor 
organization, based upon alleged supervisory domination of 
the collective bargaining program. 
In the past two years alone, challenges such as these have 
effectively resulted in NYSNA (1) withdrawing two valid petitions 
rather than expose the nurses to months ( if not years) of ·· being 
unrepresented while the employers' challenges ran their course; 
and, (2) ultimately losing three elections because of erosion of 
a potential unit's support during prolonged hearings and 
litigation. 
However, NYSNA's ability to deter such challenges and to proceed 
with the work of .the Association was enormously strengthened by 
the affirmative decisions of the NLRB and the Courts in the 
Highland decision. That decision effectively foreclosed further 
challenges to our status as a labor organization. 
Similarly, the proposed NLRB rul.,es authorizing an all-RN 
bargaining unit offer a real opportunity to foreclose the second 
major means of challenging SNA representation proceedings. 
In light of these developments, the Board of Directors of NYSNA 
is deeply concerned about the possible results of :the recent 
restructuring of The American Nurses Association's organizational 
units pertaining to the Economic and General Welfare Program. _ ~L 
The NYSNA Board respectfully urges the ANA Board of Directors to ,'-:J/.,,.r,~_,, 
review the legal issues embedded in the new structure, 
particularly insofar as the Institute of Constituent Member 
Collective Bargaining Programs is concerned. 
The New York State Nurses Association believes that the issue of 
actual or potential influence/domination of statutory supervisors 
on the affairs of collective bargaining m-ograms has not been 
resolved in the context of the structural revision. and that the 
new ANA structure may well provide employers with a renewed basis 
on which to challenge SNA appropriateness as a collective 
bargaining representative. 
If the SNAs which represent registered nurses are again c:-;:!i~-¼u.,..__, 
challenged on the basis of alleged supervisory domination,~ 
{time invoking an assertion of AHA's supervisory involvement in v 
tlie affairs of the rank and file~ our defense will be exceedingly 
complex, difficult and expensive. We cannot afford to lose such 
a challenge•since the potential loss of membership ~f cannot 
successfully represent nurses ranges from 40-90% in"""'tile SNAs with 
large collective bargaining programs. We also cannot afford to 
divert our limited financial resources to another protracted 
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legal battle at a time when the profession of nursing needs our 
leadership in numerous other ways. 
Rationale for Concern: 
. I . t· 'd f 1.. The bylaws of The American Nnrses Associa ion now prov1 e . or 
the establishment of a new Institute of Constituent Member 
Collective Bargaining Programs. The definition of the Institute 
and its listed responsibilities clearly establish that the 
Institute will consider issues related to the conduct of 
constituent member collective bargaining programs. 
The dictionary definition of "conduct" (American Heritage 
Dictionary of the English Language) is of particular relevance to 
our concern: as a verb, the definition is "to direct the course 
of; manage: control;" as a noun, the definition is "the act of 
directing or controlling; management; administration." 
Since the composition of the Institute consists of elected 
representatives of constituent member bargaining units, it is 
necessary to suppose that the intention of the Institute is to 
inform guide, lead, or otherwise influence these representatives 
on matters pertaining to collective bargaining; were this not 
true, there would be no purpose to the deliberations of the 
Institute. 
Further, it is logical to surmise that these elected 
representatives will be expected to ~h~re the info~a~ion, 
voluntary guidelines, standards, positions, and policies 
developed by the Institute with their SNA's elected or appo~nted 
leadership of the collective bargaining programs. It must oe 
supposed, then, that these voluntary guidelines, standards, etc., 
will, at some level, exert an influence on the conduct of SNA 
collective bargaining programs. Whether this influence is 
controlling or advisory may become an issue for-the NLRB to 
decide; more importantly, the mere appearance of an influence, 
however direct or indirect, establishes a need to assure that the 
Institute is itself not influenced by statutory supervisors. 
2. The language of the ANA bylaws contains disclaimer clauses 
which specify that the Institute is not intended to control the 
constituent members in their role as the bargaining agents and 
that the institute's relationship to the SNAs is advisory only. 
The very fact that these disclaimer clauses were adopted draws 
attention to the existence of the issue of concern; in effect, 
these clauses act as an alert to those who may wish to raise the 
issue of supervisory influence and/or domination. 
NYSHA believes that supervisory influence, as described in the 
North Shore decision, is just.as important an issue when the 
influence is (or could be) exercised in an advisory capacity as 
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when the influence is exercised in a controlling capacity. 
In support of this belief, we cite the North Shore decision 
itself, a decision which revoked NYSNA's certification as the 
collective bargaining representative of the 400 nurses at North 
Shore University Hospital: 
"The NLRB's inquiry must extend to all relevant 
circumstances, including the governing structure and actual 
practice of the organization seeking certification as a 
bargaining representative so far as participation by 
supervisors is concerned. 
"Supervisors as a class have interests of their own and an 
organization which is itself governed in part by supervisors 
will tend to reflect at least in part those interests ••• An 
organization in which supervisors play a significant 
governing role will have difficulty in isolating and 
reflecting only the view of the rank and file on that 
issue ••• 
"Evidence of explicit interference in collective bargaining 
of the kind demanded by the Board may not be available even 
in cases i'n which the structure of a professional 
organization leads to a pervasive supervisory influence. 
When supervisors and employees are not members in a common 
union, the former can usually influence union affairs only 
through job-related activities. Where active membership is 
shared, such influence may be internalized in the normal 
course of union affairs and not be subject to direct proof." 
3. The Institute is assigned its responsibilities by the 
Congress on Nursing Economics. Al though it is specified that the 
Institute is autonomous in some respects, its overall 
accountability to the Congress is stated in the bylaws. The 
extent to which the Institute, in its functions related to the 
conduct of constituent member collective bargaining programs, 
would be deemed by the NLRB and/or the courts "accountable• to 
the Congress cannot be prejudged. 
3. The composition of the Congress on Nursing Economics is 
unrestricted by position title or membership in a collective 
bargaining unit. It may be presumed, therefore, that some 
members of the Congress will hold employment positions which 
would be determined by the NLRB to be statutory supervisors. 
4. The Congress on Nursing Economics is accountable to the A.ltfA 
Board of Directors and House of Delegates. All but four members 
of the ANA Board of Directors can be persons who bold employment 
positions which would be determined by the NLRB to be statutory 
supervisors. 
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5. HYSHA believes that the ANA organizational structure 
establishes a clear line of accountability between the Institute, 
the Congress, and the ANA Board of Directors, and that the 
functions and responsibilities of the Institute bear a clearly 
traceable relationship to the conduct of SHA collective 
· bargaining programs. Therefore, we believe that it is imperative 
that the Institute be insulated from the actual or potential 
influence of statutory supervisors within ANA's governance 
structure. 
In the AHA analysis of labor law issues pertaining to the COAR 
report, the following statement is made (p.4): 
"If the intent of the COAR recommendation is that ANA, 
through the Institute of SHA Collective Bargaining Programs 
will become more directly involved in matters affecting the 
representation of local units than is now the case, the 
institute would then be required to be insulated from the 
real or potential influence of supervisory members of ANA 
governing bodies. Insulation of the Institute of SNA 
Collective Bargaining Programs would have to address issues 
of governance, finances, staff and eligibility to serve on 
the institute's governing body. This opinion is based on 
the requirements of section 8(a)2 of the LMRA as 
interpreted. by the courts in the cases of sierra Vista, 
North Shore University Hospital, and Highland Hospital among 
others." 
HYSHA concurs with this opinion and believes that (1) ANA, 
through the Institute, will indeed become more directly involved 
in matters affecting the representation of local units, and (2) 
that insulation as described is essential to the protection of 
the SHA's ability to protect its status as a labor organization. 
6. It JllUSt be emphasized that whether or not ANA is in fact more 
involved in matters affecting the re;>resentation of local units 
is not the basic issue. A challenge to NYSHA or other SNA's 
status as a labor organization can be raised on the mere 
appearance of possible involvem~nt by statutory supervisors. In 
the North Shore case, the name similarity of the Association's 
Council on Economic and General Welfare with our collective 
bargaining program, titled the Economic and General Welfare 
Program, was taken as evidence of such supervisory tainting. 
Further, we do not believe that the absence of direct 
ANA/Institute involvement in the staffing, financing, or decision 
making processes relative to SNA organizing, negotiation, or 
administration of collective bargaining agreements makes us 
lllll.UJle from the challenge of supervisory influence. one has only 
to postulate that representatives to the Institute will in some 
way be influenced in their perceptions of their own SNA's 
co11ective bargaining programs, or will pass along Institute 
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recommendations to their peers or to SHA staf! respons~bl~ for 
the collective bargaining programs, to recognize th~t indirect 
ANA involvement in local affairs can at least be raised as an 
issue for the NLRB and the courts to decide. 
The second circuit court of Appeal~ in th~ Him:tland Ho~ital v. 
NYSNA decision provides helpful guidance in this matter. 
"In an earlier case, NLRB v. Horth Shore.university 
Hospital we expressed concern about various features of 
NYSHA's general organizational structure that suggested. 
imminent danger of supervisory infl~ence_on employee_ 
collective bargaining. The record in this_case provides_ 
substantial evidence that NYSNA has effect7vely changed its 
structure to allay the concerns e~r~ssed 11_11!{o;:th Shore and 
has insulated its collective bargaining activities from 
supervisor influence.• 
our vulnerability to challenge has been demonstrate~; we have 
established the record that insulation is an effective means of 
protection. Let us not revisit this issue again. 
Conclusion and recommendations: 
In conclusion having struggled through more than 10 years of 
litigation to'establish our legal_rights t~ represent nurses as a 
labor organization, while preserving the r~g~ts of_statutory. 
supervisors to hold membe7shi~ and to pa~icipate in ~e affairs 
of the professional organization, NYSNA is deeply_coJlllllltt~ ~o 
maintaining appropriate insulation of our collective bargaining 
prograJll The model which we have developed has been tested and 
found a~ceptable by the courts. We believe such a mod~l could be 
constructed for ANA without doing violence to the multipurpose 
nature of the Association. 
Therefore, the NYSNA Board of Directors requests the ANA Board of 
Directors to: 
1. Review the structure and £1:IDC?tions of the. Institute of 
constituent Member collective Bargaining Pr~ams in the context 
of the North Shore,Highland, and Walker dec1s1.ons. 
2. consider obtaining additional ~egal !nterpretation of 
the issue of actual or potential supervisory influence on the 
affairs of the collective bargaining programs of SNAs as related 
to the Institute. 
3. consider proposing to the House of Oe~egates a delay of 
implementation of Article X of the b1laws pen~i~g further 
analysis of the risks to SHA collective bargaining programs posed 
by the Institute. 
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American Nurses' Association, Inc. 
2420 Pershing Boad,_ City. Missouri 64108 
Lucille A Joel. Ed.D •• R.N.. F .A.AN. 
President 
Barbara K Redman. Ph.D .. R.N~ F .A.AN. 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
Execuwa Dired0r 
Presidents 
· Executive Directors 
State Nurses' Associations 
ANA Board of-Directors 
Lucille Joel. Ed.D .• R.N_., 
President 
October 6, 1989 
(818) 474-5720 
Faz: (816) 471-4903 
Washington Office: 
1101 14th Street, N.W. 
Suite 200 
Washington, O.C. 20005 
(202) 769-1800 
FAX: (202) 842-4375 
OCT IO 1589 
RE: Report of the Task Force cin Strategic Planning and Reproductive 
Health 
Attached is the report and recommendations of the Task Force for Strategic 
Planning on Reproductive Health of the ANA Board of Directors. The task force 
has identified strategies and materials that can be used at the state level to 
address issues surrounding reproductive health. The materials include an 
educational packet and a political education packet. I urge each SNA to 
establish a scudy committee to review the enclosed materials and make 
recommendations to the board of directors of the SNA. A packet of media 
materials wil~ be mailed under separate cover. 
The cask force also determined that regional conference calls with the SNAs would 
enable timely communication between SNAs and ANA on issues related to 
legislation. regulation or other political action underway in each state specific 
to reproductive health. ANA staff will contact you shortly regarding scheduling 
the conference calls. Virginia Trotter Betts, J.D., M.S.N., R.N. task force 
chairper~on and member of the ANA Board of Directors, and another member of the 
t:ask force, as well as ANA staff will participate on each call. 
Please coneact Virginia Trotter :Setts or Karen S. O'Connor, M.A., R.N., director, 
Division of Nursing Practice and Economics, if you have any quastions regarding 
the enclosed materials. 
LJ:ET:ds 
10/4/89 
At:tachments 
ANA An EQUal 0ppor1unily EtnplOyer 
AMERICAN NURSES' ASSOCIATION 
Report of Task Force 
for Strategic Planning on 
Reproductive Health 
to 
ANA Board of Directors 
The Task Force for Strategic Planning on Reproduc:tive Health urges that che 
ANA Board of Directors immediately adopt and implement these four significant. 
SNA-oriented recommendations: 
Recommendation~ 1 
• 
Regional conference calls with the SNAs 
following the model established by the SNA 
Nursing Shortage Task Force to address the RCT 
issue in 1988. It was felt that this would 
allow for group problem solving becween A..~A and 
the SNAs and becween the SNAs on issues related 
to legislation. regulation and/or other 
political action underway in each state specific 
to reproductive health. Recognizing that 
reproductive health is a subject that is 
emotionally charged and potentially polarizing. 
the task force addressed these strategic poincs 
in planning for the conference ~alls: 
o Acknowledge that reproductive heafth is a 
difficult and cont:roversial issue. but one 
which will be impossible to avoid. 
o Reaffirm that ANA is neither •pro-choice" 
nor an anti-abortion organization. Affirm 
that for ANA. reproductive health is a 
significant health related issue and must 
be addressed by the national association. 
o Focus the discussion in a conte.~t that 
emphasizes access to care, basic rights to 
privacy, confidential relationships with 
providers and the provider's own ethical 
rights and obligations in the 
nurse/patient relationship. freedom of 
speech and the need for responsible 
decision making by individual health care 
providers and the professional health care 
organizations. 
o Urge SNAs that are already involved in 
this issue, and are developing positive 
outcomes from their efforts, to provide 
consultation to other SNAs. 
-.:Find co111mon · areas 
betw~en constituents 
constituenes. 
agreement .. and values 
andamong·members of 
ion.and distribution of a packet of 
d/educational materials to each SNA., 
ket includes, . information which: 
Examines who/why women have unint:ended 
pregnancies and their outcomes 
Provides analysis of data on reproductive 
health services in the United States. 
Discusses the impending cases before the 
U.S. Supreme Court related to reproductive 
health 
Outlines ANA's House of Delegates 
resolutions and other activities specific 
to woipen'shealth issues 
Cites the position(s) of other 
professional health care organizations on 
reproductive health issues 
The.task force recommends that each SNA 
designate a study group within its board or 
among its membership to analyze its educational 
packet and make state-specific recommendations 
for SNA action. 
Preparation a~d distribution of a media packet 
to SNAs containing: 
a General information explaining nhow to 
handle the- media• 
Examples of the types of questions that 
the SNAs can anticipate from the 
·. public/media/nurses specific to 
reproductive health issues 
Highlight the need forSNA leadership and 
staff. to participate in media training on 
this.and other health bsues in order to 
: enhance nurs~ng's image as a _significant : 
:Player i_n sta;e health policy development 
packec·including: 
Anticipatory expectations 
actions on reproductive health.for 
example: . 
parental notification 
site certification 
resericted public funding 
Suggested testimony for legislative 
committees from a healt:h provider's 
standpoint 
Development of state health coalitions for 
reproductive health concerns 
Possible electoral posture of SNAs 
considering candidates• positionson 
reproductive health 
A.~ERICA.~ Nu"llSES' ASSOCIATION 
Report of Task Fo~ce 
for Strategic Planning on 
Reproductive Health 
The American Nurses' Association Task Force for Strategic Planning on 
Reproductive Healt:h met at the American Nurses' Association (ANA) headquarters 
office in Kansas City, Missouri on September 7, 1989. Members of the task 
force who attended the meeting are noted in Attachment A. Virginia Trotter 
Betts, J.D •• M.S.N., R.N., member of the ANA Beard of Directors, served as 
chairperson for the task force. 
BACKGROUNQ 
Issues surrounding reproductive health have become the focus of intense 
personal, legal and political debate. Because important health care 
considerations are associated with the issues involving decisions about 
reproductive healt:h, the American Nurses' Association has addressed these 
concerns. 
-On March 27, 1989, t:he ANA Board of Directors released a statement on 
reproductive health (See Attachment B). This statement was written following 
discussions wit:h the ANA Committee on Ethics and the ANA Cabinets on Human 
Rights and Nursing Practice ccncerning the multiple and complex issues 
surrounding reproductive health, _and after a thorough review of applicable 
past House of Delegates actions and resolutions. The Committee on Ethics 
expressed support for a position statement that emphasized access to care, 
right to privacy and freedom of choice. The members believed that this 
position could be supported by all nurses regardless of their personal views 
on reproductive health issues. 
It was the consensus of the members of both cabinets that ANA should develop a 
clearly defined and specific position on reproductive choice. The cabinets, 
like the Committee on Ethics, believed this issue should be addressed from the 
standpoint of individuals' right to privacy and free speech, access to care, 
including t:he ~ight to choose among health care options and a right to a 
confidential relationship with their health care providers. They also 
believed that nurses' rights should be addressed in this same statement. 
Between March 10-27, 1989. the ANA Board of Directors held five conference 
calls to address actions appropriate for the association to take on this 
matter. The board developed an ANA position on reproductive health which 
summarized the association's support for an equitable health care system of 
accessible services unrestricted by consideration of social or economic status 
or t:he nature of t:he healt:h care need. The statement addressed ANA's belief 
that such a health care system is founded on basic rights to privacy, free 
speech and confidentiality between client and provider. The statement 
acknowledged that abortion is a symptom of social failure and gave emphasis to 
fucure plans within the ANA to address the broader social issues impacting on 
reproductive health care. 
Simultaneous to issuing the ANA Statement on Reproductive Health. the A!!'A 
Board of Directors established the Task Force to Address Health and Soc1al 
Problems and Public Policy Related to Reproductive Health. The charge to that 
task force was: 
l. 
2. 
To identify the current health and social problems related to 
reproductive health and suggest public policy alternatives to 
solve these problems. 
To recommend ANA programs that advocate for the implementation of 
policy alternatives that better meet society's reproductive health 
needs. 
A meeting of the task force was held on July 10-1~. 1989. The task force 
compiled a list of policy and program recommendations for presentation to the 
September ANA Board of Directors. 
On March 30, 1989. the American Nurses' Association filed an ~icus brief with 
the Supreme Court of the United States in Yebster v. Reproductive He~lth 
Services. Prior to filing the brief, a member of the ANA Board of D1r~c:0rs 
contacted each SNA regarding the contene of the amicus brief. NAACOG Joined 
ANA in filing the brief. Yebster was an appeal by the Missouri attorney 
general of a decision by the Eighth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals that 
invalidated several provisions of a Missouri law regulating access to care a~d 
to information. The invalidated provisions included banning t~e use ~f p~lic 
funds or facilities for counseling a woman about available options regarding 
reproductive health. 
In its brief, ANA supported the conclusion of the 8th Circu~t that :he 
Missouri statute infringed upon the client's rights to all information 
necessary to make informed health care decisions; infringed upon che_nurse's 
right and responsibility to provide information necessary for the client to 
make informed decisions; and infringed upon the client's access to care. 
on July 3, 1989, the United States Supreme Court issued its rulin~ in che case 
of ~ebster v. Reproductive Health Services (851 F. 2d 1071, 8th Cir:, 1988) by 
rejecting the opinion of the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals and allowing for 
increased state control over reproductive health options. Thus, t:he U.S: 
Supreme Court's decision in Yebster has opened the possibility of potentially 
ferocious political fights at both the national and state level on a variety 
of issues related to reproductive healt:h. It is recognized that immediate 
political debate will occur in the state legislatures as st~tes now have a 
substantial opportunity to restrict women's access to abortlOI_'S on_a state by 
state basis for the first time in 16 years. The ruling and dicta 1n Uebster 
provide further impetus for restricting (or rescinding) the principles set 
forth in Roe v, Uade in 1973. 
On July 11, 1989, in view of the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in the case of 
Yebster the ANA Board of Directors discussed the additional pressures and 
demands' the Court's decision can potentially place on state nurses' 
associations in that the focus on reproductive health now lllOVes to state 
political processes in addition to. the federal judicial system. {It has been 
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reporeed dla.t ac lease 250 anti-abortion bills have been introduced in state 
legislacures since 1988). 
The board voted to est:ablish the Task Force for Strategic Planning on 
Reproductive Health to facilitate organizational planning and strategy 
development in an effort to more fully explicate and implement the ANA 
statement on reproductive health and the report of the Task Force to Address 
Health and Social Problems and Public Policy Related to Reproductive Health at 
the SNA level. 
During the September, 1989 ANA Board of Director's meeting, the board reviewed 
the ANA Stacement on Reproductive Health in light of the recent U.S. Supreme 
court decision in the case of Yebster and reaffirmed its support for the 
statement. The board affirmed support for the health access principles in~ 
v, Yade, a position which the board believes is inherent in this statement. 
Charge to the Task Force 
Subsequent to the above action by the board, the charge to the Task Force for 
Strategic Planning on Reproductive Health was as follows: 
Development of immediate and moderate range strategies to address l) the 
current legal ramifications specific to reproductive health and 2) state 
iaplic~tions of the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in the case of Yebst:er 
v. Reproductive Health Services. 
York of the Task Force 
Chairperson Virginia T. Betts reviewed the charge to the task force and 
determined that health implications must also be addressed. The chair then 
discussed the board's affirmation of support for the ANA Statement on 
Reproductive Health and for tile health access principles in Roe v. Uade. The 
dr~t report of the ANA Task Force to Address Health and Social Problems and 
Public Policy Related to Reproductive Healt.h was also reviewed by the task 
force. The chair explained that the ANA Board of Directors recognizes that 
the issues related to reproductive health are very complex but believes that 
abortions are largely a symptom of social failure. Until the broader issues 
of providing reproductive health care are resolved (i.e. day care, infant 
morcalit:y, child abuse, parental leave and insurance coverage for more than 30 
million Americans, especially pregnant women. adoption laws and quality sex 
education). •ANA cannot support initiatives that ignore individual human 
rights, decrease access to care or increase the potential for adversity in the 
huaan condition,• as stated in the ANA Statement on Reproductive Health. 
•. r 
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The task force accepted its charge and stated its belief that an opportunicy 
exists for ANA and its constituents to share information and work together to 
maximize their effectiveness in the initiation and facilitation of positive 
programs relating to reproductive health issues. 
Assumptions Identified bv the Task Force 
It was recognized that there are a variety of factors influencing reproductive 
health trends in the United States today. The group reviewed and assessed the 
current trends in the extemal environment (national and state) and the 
internal environment (ANA and the SNAs, the profession and the professional 
societies) and prepared a list of assumptions which guided the work of the 
task force. The assumptions are as follows: 
(1) The American Nurses• Association's Code of Ethics is the 
foundation for activities for the ANA and SNAs sp~cific co 
reproductive health. \ 
(2) Issues related to reproductive health are controversial among SNAs 
and their members; 
(3) The responsibilities of a health care profession transcend whac 
the individual nurse feels/believes. 
(4) There is a need for the American Nurses' Association and the Scace 
Nurses' Associations to help their members differentiate becween. 
the nurses' personal views and his/her professional 
. responsibilities. 
(5) The American Nurses' Association and the State Nurses' 
Associations have a responsibility to participate in the evolving 
debate regarding reproductive health policy in order to advance 
the profession's role in patient advocacy. 
(6) While R2!l. remains currently intact (except in limited 
circumstances in Missouri). a plurality of Justices could overrule 
Roe and return broad authority to the states to more closely 
control women's access to reproductive health alternatives. 
(7) As an outcome of the Vebster decision. new challenges will occur 
within the states both legislatively and through regulation. and 
SNAs will be sought out for political parcicipation. 
(8) Activities within the SNAs on matters related to reproductive 
health will differ and SNAs will not be mandated to address this 
issue. 
(9) SNAs have the freedom to utilize/not utilize the ANA Statement on 
Reproductive Health and the produces of the cask forces related to 
reproductive health. in accordance with their own state climates. 
. , -•. 
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Health Implications in Roe v. Yade 
The ask force discussed in great depth the impact of Roe v, wade on the. 
health of t:he nation. It: was noted that prior to t:he U.S. Supreme Court's 
ruling in~ in 1973, even though abortion was illegal in most states, women 
who were determined not to go through with a pregnancy generally sought and 
found ways co end their pregnancy. Following the Roe decision in 1973, a 
national standard was set for legalized terminations of pregnancies. It is 
import:ant co point out that R2!, does not permit "abortion on demand," but 
instead uses a trimester test to determine access. The trimester test allows 
legal termination of pregnancy to be among the reproductive health choices 
available to women on a national basis up to the 24th week (See Attachment C · 
ANA Face Sheet on Roe v. Yade). 
Since Roe, deaths related to abortion have dropped by as much as 90% according 
to some estimates. Although death rates attributable to child birth have also 
declined, deaths attributable to abortion have declined much more sharply due 
to earlier terminations, improved techniques and equipment~ and enhanced 
health provider education. Likewise, the range of reproductive health care 
services have moved from hospitals to ambulatory care settings permitting 
increased consumer access and these health care agencies now provide a broader 
range of reproductive health care services. 
Health Implications in Yebster v. Reproductive Health Services 
The task force identified the following health implications as outcomes of the 
Court•s ruling in Vebster: 
(1) Potentially eliminates a national standard for reproductive health 
options by allowing a variety of state regulations to be 
legisiated. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Returns immediately to state legislatures opportunities to limit 
access to a full range of reproductive health services. 
Generates a dual system of care which potentially separates those 
who can afford reproductive health care from those who cannot. 
Increases potential for the birth of unplanned and unwanted 
children without addressing the roots of the social problems 
leading to unintended pregnancies and attendant social ills. 
Requires an increase in monitoring and decision making about 
legislative, election and regulatory activities that will affect 
reproductive health. 
(6) Potentially creates a multitude of new dilemmas for health care 
providers regarding the provision of reproductive health care 
services. 
(7) · Increases the opportuniti~s for coalition building with other 
health providers on reproductive health options. 
. ' . 
, 
(8) 
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Challenges health care providers to seek and perfect innovations 
in reproductive health. 
Strategies to Assist State Nurses' Associations in their Efforts to Address 
Potential Health Legislation and Regulations on Reproductive Health 
The U.S. Supreme Court's ruling in llebster enhances the possibility that there 
will be different legal standards in each of the 50 states related to 
reproductive health services. The task force believes that differing 
standards bet.Veen the states is inappropriate and will deprive some health 
care clients of "access to basic health services. including services related 
to reproductive health." Moreover, the task force believed that SO fragmented 
state policies will not help to solve the underlying problems and social ills 
related to the number of abortions being performed in the United States today 
and until these problems are solved, a unified national policy which provides 
equal access eo legal and safe reproductive health alternatives should remain 
in effect. 
Therefore, the task force reco111111ends the following activities to immediately 
assist the SNAs in their efforts to plan effective programming on reproductive 
health: 
Recommendation# l 
.. 
Regional conference calls vith the SNAs 
following the model established by the SNA 
Nursing Shortage Task Force to address the RCT 
issue in 1988. It was felt that chis would 
allow for group problem solving between ANA and 
the SNAs and between the SNAs on issues related 
to legislation, regulation and/or other 
political action underway in each state specific 
to reproductive health. Recognizing that 
reproductive health is a subject that is 
emotionally charged and potentially polarizing, 
the task force addressed these strategic points 
in planning for the conference calls: 
0 
0 
Acknowledge that reproductive health is a 
difficult and controversial issue. but one 
which will be impossible to avoid • 
Reaffirm that ANA is neither a •pro-
choice• nor an •anti-abortion• 
organiz~tion. Affirm that for ANA, 
reproductive health is a significant 
health related issue and muse be addressed 
by the national association. 
Focus the discussion in a contex= that 
emphasizes access.to care, basic rights to 
privacy, confidential relationships with 
providers and the provider's o~ ethical 
right:s andobligations in the 
· nurse/patient: relationship, freedom of 
speech and the need for responsible 
decision making by individual health care 
providers and the professional health care 
.organizations. 
Urge SNAs that are already invoh·ed in 
this issue and are developing positive 
outcomes from their efforts to provide 
consultation to other· SNAs. 
Find co1DJJ1on areas of agreement and values 
·between constinients and among members of 
constituents. 
A suggested agenda f~r the regional conference calls is attached. 
An effort will be made to target SNAs with conventions scheduled in the early 
fall for the immediate conference calls. Participants on the conference calls 
vill include Virginia Trotter Betts, chairperson and member, ANA Board of 
Directors. the president and executive director of each SNA or their 
designees. an additional member of the.task force and task force staff from 
ANA1 s Kansas City and V~shington, O.C. office. 
Recommendation #2 Preparation and distribution of a packa~ of 
background/educational materials to each SNA. 
This packet includes, but is not limited to, 
information which: 
0 Examines who/why women have unintended 
pregnancies and their out~omes 
Provides analysis of data on reproductive 
health services in the United States. 
Discusses the impending cases before the· 
U.S. Supreme Court related to reproductive 
health 
Outlines ANA's House of Delegates 
resolutions and other activities-specific 
to women's health issues 
Cites the position(s) of other 
professional health care organizations on 
reproductive health issues 
. . 
• J •• 
Recommendation =3 
Recommendation #4 
Summacy 
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The task force reco1DJJ1ends that each SNA 
designate a seudy group within its board or 
among its membership to analyze its educational 
packet and make state-specific recommendations 
for SNAaction. 
Preparation and distribution of a media packet 
to SNAs containing: 
0 
0 
·ceneral information explaining •bo'f.: to 
handle the media• 
Examples of the types of questions =hat: 
the SNAs can anticipate from the 
public/media/nurses s;ecific to 
reproductive health issues 
o Highlight the need for SNA leadership and 
staff to participate in media training on 
this and other health issues in order to 
enhance nursing•s image as a significant 
player in state health policy development 
Preparation and distribution of a political 
education packet including: 
o Anticipatory expectations for state 
actions on reproductive health, for 
example: 
0 
0 
0 
l) parental notification 
2) site certification 
3) restricted public funding 
Suggesced testimony for legislat:ive 
committees from a health provider's 
standpoint 
Development of state health coalitions for 
reproductive health concerns 
Possible electoral posture of SNAs 
considering candidates' positions on 
reproductive health 
The task force concurred in the prior positions and activities of the ANA 
Board of Directors in reference to reproductive health. The task force urges 
the' Board of Directors to immediately adopt and implement these four 
significant, SNA~specific recommendations: · 
·. Recommendation =3 
Recommendation #4 
VTB:EAT:ds 
10/2/89 
l 
. . . 
Regional conference calls with t:he SN.As .. 
following the model established by t:he SNA 
.Nursing Shortage Task Force to address t:he RC'! 
issue in 1988. It was·felt that this would· 
allow for group problem solving between ANA ar:d 
the SNAs and between the SNAs on issues related 
to legislation, regulation and/or other 
political action underway in each stat:e specific 
to reproductive health. 
Preparation and distribution of a packet of 
background/educational materials to each SNA. 
Preparation and distribution of a media packe= 
to SNAs. 
Preparation and distribution of a political 
education packet. 
. . . 
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AMERICAN Nt.JRSES' ASSOCI-A TION 
STATE~IENTON 
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH 
Attachment B 
As health care providers, nurses have a long and proud history of support for a fair and equi-
table health care delivery system in which all Americans have access to basic health ser-
vices, including sen-ices related to reproductive health. The foundation of such a system 
rests on the broader social rights of privacy. free speech, freedom. of choice, confidentiality 
between client and provider, and equity of access to essential services •. 
The American Nurses' Association (ANA) believes that abortion is largely a sympt.orn of so-
cial failure. The controversy over abortion is just one of many stages on which the critical 
social issues of access to care, freedom of choice, and the right to privacy are being played 
out. 
The American Nurses' Association cannot support initiatives that ignore individual human 
rights, decrease access to care, or increase the potential for adversity in the human condi-
tion. Should the Supreme Court of the Unitsd States rule to reverse the 1913 Roe y. Wade 
decisibn, a serious situation o£ unequal access could be created. States would predictahly 
.choose to take differing positions on the legality and financing,,£ abortion. Therefore, many 
women would inevitably rely on illegal procedures perfozmed in clandestine systems, result-
ing in a ~tum to high mortality and morbidity. 
ANA believes that the health care client bas the right to privacy and the right to make 
decisions about personal health care based on full in£or.matimi and without coemon.. It is 
the obligation of the health care provider to share with the client all relevant information. 
about health choices that are legal and to support that client regardless of the decision the 
client makes. Abortion is a reproductive altemative that is legal and that the health care 
provider can objectively discuss when counseling clients. I£ the state limits the provision of 
such information to the client, au une!hical and clinically inappropriate restraint will be im-
posed on the provider _and the provider-client relationship will be jeopardized. 
Just as the client has rights, the nurse also has rights, includmg the right to refuse to par-
ticipate in a particular case on ethical grounds. However, it the nurse becomes involved in 
such a case and the client's life is in jeopardy, the nurse is obliged to provide for the client's 
safety, to avoid abandonment, and to withdraw only when assured that alternative sources 
0£ nursing care are available to the client. 
The fact that thousands or American women are seeking abortion is a symptom, J10t the dis-
ease. The treatment Ii~ in aqdressing the problems underlying a deteriorating social fabric. 
Health care providers have tjle right and responsibility to seek viable solutions to problems 
that signal social failure, such as inefi"ective family planning, deficient prenatal drug 
and· alcohol abuse, domestic: violence, unsuccessful parenting, sexually transntj.tted disease. 
and inadequate child care. 
As one of the major national health care provider organizations, the American Nurses' As-
sociation believes it has a responsibility to continue its advocacy for a healthier nation. To 
this end, Pu'f A has established a task force to address health and social problems and policies 
that have contributed to the abortion-related concerns confronting society today. Policy 
recommendations from this task force will provide future direction for ANA progr.uns in the 
legislative and regulatory arenas as well as those programs that address nursing practice. 
Adopted by At~A Board of Directors 
March 27. 1989 
2420 Pershing Ro:id • K:i.ns:is City, Missouri• MIOS 
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OD 
Roe T. Vada 
(Case beard by the 1973 Supr a Court of the u.s.) 
Case Summary: In 1973.the U.S. Supreme. Court held. unconstitutional a 
Texas• statute prohibiting abortions except t:o save the 
life of the mother. the decision· held: 
1:hat during the first trimester of pregnancy {12 weeks); the 
abor,tion decision .and tha abortion itself must be left to the woman 
and her physician. 
That during the second trimester of in:-egnancy • the state may 
regulate· the abortion procedure in ways r~onably relat~ to the 
voman's health. 
'that subsequent to viability• the state may regal.ate abortion 
further· or prosecute it. except when necessary to preserve the-
• s life or health. 
hy Issues: 
··4tbe premise behind. the Supreme Court decision that established a 
VOlllaD 1s constitutioaal right to reproq.uctive choice was that women's 
interests in privacy and personal liberty are constitutionally 
protected. Specifically• that states may not abridge the 
traditional c:ommoa law right to termioste an wiwanted pregnancy 
vi~ violating women• s fundamental rights. 
Sin~ 1973. the Suprel!IB Court bas ruled on nearly two dozen cases. 
-eac:h time mainta:fn:lng .the right of the individual to make their own 
personal decision concerning reproduction. 
'l'be Court later ruled that neither federal or state governments may 
be requhed to fund abortions not otherwise provided by statute. 
But is bas CQJ1Sistently st.ruck down efforts to end or complicate 
access to abortion·by regulations such as mandatory waiting periods 
or exposing a1l patients to anti-abortion materials. 
03/30/89 · 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o· 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Cont:enc of· Pas;kecs for Qistrlbucipn to S?fAs Accachaenc O 
ANA Statemenc on Reproduct::ive Health Care 
List of ANA House of Delegaces resolutions and other activities 
regarding reproductive health 
Roe v, Yade Fact Sheet and health analysis 
Yebster Fact Sheet and health analysis 
3 Abortion-Related Cases Pending Before the U.S. Supreme Coun: 
Copies of position statements regarding reproductive health care 
prepared by other professional health care organizations if 
available 
"Why Do Women Have Abortions?• - article from Family Planning 
Perspectives, Vol. 20, Number 4, July/August 1988 
Correspondence on health effects of abortion on women from c. 
Everett Koop, H.D., former Surgeon General of the United States 
The following fact sheets from the Center for Population Options: 
(1) The Facts on Teenage Sexuality, Pregnancy, and Parenthood 
(2) The Facts on Teenagers and Ab~:tion 
(3) The Facts on Teenage Childbearing. Education. and Employment 
(4) Young Men and Teenage Pregnancy 
(5) Sexuality Education 
(6) Adolescent Sexuality and the Media 
(7) Parents and Sexuality Education 
Facts About Illegal Abortions 
"The Focus Shifts From the Court to the States• - The Vashington 
Post Ueekly Edition, July 17-23, 1989 
Louisiana's July 6-7 Resolution - HCRlO 
~tate Laws Since 1973 Vith Provisions Similar to Those Challenged 
in the Yebster Case - The Alan Gutt:macher Institute, July 1989 
Choice. Legal Abortion: Arguments Pro and Con (NARAL) 
11te following additional materials will be available to the SNAs upon request 
from ANA: · · 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
•How Debate Over Abortion Evolved with Changes in Science and 
Societ:y• - article.from The New York Times, July 4, 1989 
•nie Charact:erist:ics and P~ior Contracepcive Use of U.S. Abortion 
Patients" - article from Family Planning Perspeceives, Vol. 20. 
NUJlber 4, July/August 1988 
•Teenage Pregnancy in the United States• - article from Familv 
Planning Perspeccives. Vol 20, NUllber 6, November/December 1988 
-Teenage Aborcion, Birch and Pregnancy Scacistics: An Update• -
article from Family Planning Perspecciyes. Vol. 21. !lo. 2. 
Karch/April 1989 
Concracept:ive Failure in the United Scates: Revised £sci.mates from 
the 1982 !fational Survey of· Family Grovdl - arcicle from Famil v 
Plannipg Perspeccives. Vol.21. Ho. 3. May/.June 1989 
Jleproduct:ive Rights: A Sucus Report 
•Abortion: The Unexplored Kiddle Ground• - art:icle from Second 
Opinion. Vol. 10. March 1989 
•DerendJng t:he Vulnerable• - art:icle from Second Opinion, Vol. 10, 
!larch 1989 
•theology and Policies• (Religious Coalit:ion forAbordon Rights) 
•Persuasion and a.ange• - article from · Health Progress. November . 
1988 
o ·. •Com1t11enc and Tolerance• - article from Health Proqess, November 
1988 
o •Where die scates stand ·on t:he issue• • USA Today. July 5, 1989 
Review of Abortion Right:s 
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"New medical technology obviates old abortion. arguments• - article 
in The Kansas Ciey Star, February 28, 1989 
o Fact Sheet on RU486 
0 
0 
"And-Abortionists' Other Yins Blocking Research on Infertility and 
Cures for Diseases• - ardcle in The tlall Screec: Journal. July ll, 
1989 
•Abortion Kay Go Underground• -- arcicle in The Kansas Citv Star. 
June 18, 1989 
- Actachmen-.: E 
Suggested Agenda for Conference Calls 
l. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
A summary of the background packet of informacion, the media 
packet and the polit:ical packet 
An update on the work of che task force on this issue 
A review of Roe v. tJ;;;de, the impact of Yebst:er on~ and 
resulting implications for the SNAs ' 
Group problem-solving on legislation, regulation and political 
action underway in each st:ace and on problems or actions 
ant:icipated at annual conventions or ot:her professional meecings 
Summary and planning for further action 
.. 
l 
' ' 
A..\.fER.ICA.'l ~'1,;~SES' ASSOCL~ TION 
STATE:\-IE~fr o:-,; 
REPRODt;CTIVE HEAL TH i,;~T I u :?: 
As health care providers. nurses have a long and proud history of support for a fair and equi• 
table health care delivery system in which all Americans have access to basic health ser• 
vices, including services related to reproductive health. The foundation of such a system 
rests on the broader social rights of privacy. free s~ freedom of choice. confide?ltiality 
between client and provider, and equity of access to 83Sential services. 
The American Nw:ses' Association (AA."fA) believes that aborticn is largely a symptom of so-
cial failure. The controversy over abortion is just one of many stageS on which the c:ritic:tl 
social issues of access to care, freedom of choice. and the right to privacy are being played 
out. 
The American urses' Association cannot support initiatives that ignore individual h.wrum 
rights, decrease access to care, or increase the potential for adversity in the human condi• 
tion. Should the Supreme Court of the United States :rule to reverse the 1973 Ree v Wat!e 
decision, a serious situation of unequal access could be creat.ed. . States would pffiiictably 
choose to take differing positions on the legality and financing of abortion. Therefore. many 
women would inevitably rely on illegal procedures performed in clandestine sysiems. result-
ing in a return to high mortality and morbidity. 
A..~A believes that the health care client has the right to privacy and the right to make 
decisions about personal health care based on full information and without coercion. It is 
the obligation of the health care provider to sh.are with the client all relevant infor::iation 
about health choices that are legal and to support that client of the decision the 
client: makes Abortion is a reproductive alternative that is legal and that the health care 
provider can objectively discuss when COullSeling clients. If the state limits the prm,-ision of 
such information to the client, an unethical and clinica11y inappropriate restraint will be im-
posed on the provider and the provider-client relationship will be jeopardized. 
Just as the client has rights, the nmse also has rights, including the rig!lt to refuse to par-
ticipate in a particular case 011 ethical grounds. However. if' the nmse becomes involved in 
such a case and the clienes life is injeopardy. the nurse is obliged to provide for the client"s 
safety, to PGid abandonment, and to withdraw only when assured that alternative sources 
of nmsmc care are available to the client. 
The fact that thousands ot Amer.can women are seeJrin1 abortion is a symptom, not the dis-
ease. The treatment lie\ in aqdressmg the problems underlying a deteriorating social f'abric.. 
Health care provide?S haft the right and responsibility to seek viable solutions to problems 
that sigaal social failure, such as. mefrective family plaDDing, deficient prenatal drug 
and alcobol abuse. domestic vioience, unsua:essfitl parenting. se:mally transmitted c:isease,, 
and inadequate child care. 
As one of the major national health care provider organizations, the American Nurses' As-
sociation believes it has a responsibility to amtmue its aihoc.a.1 for a healthier.nation. To 
this end. A.."fA has established a task fon:e to address health and soc:ial problems and policies 
that have amtributed to the abortion-related coacems confronting society today. Policy 
recommendations from. this task force will provide future direction for &"'L\. progr.acs in. the 
legislative and regulatory arenas as well as those progr.mis that address nursing pr.ictice.. 
Adopted by A.'lA Board of Directors 
March~- 1989 
2420 Ptlshing Road• Kzsas Oty. Missouri• 64108 
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AGENDA 17 
KEHORAN.DUM 
TO: Board of Directors 
Gretchen Crawford, Director, Nursing Education Program 
·Mandatory continuing Education 
DATB: October 18, 1989 
At the s-aptember 25, 1989 meeting of the State Board for Hursing•s 
Licensure and Examination committee, a request was :made for a · 
reso1ution of support for mandatory continuing education from the 
HYSHA Board or Directors. This request will be placed on the 
January Board meeting agenda. 
The attachment to this memo is intended tt> provide basic informa-
tion for the Board in case the :matter is brought up at Voting Body. 
I am representing the Association in discussions with the State 
Board for Nursing and will keep the Board of Directors informed 
about further developments. 
GC/hjk 
10/18/89 
BACKGROUlfD INFORMATION OH·NYSHA 
AND KANDA'l'ORY CONTDIU:ING EDUCATION 
1971 - HYSNA sponsored a :mandatory continuing education bill 
introduced in the state legislature. The bill applied to 
all health professions and was not passed. 
1972 
The Board of Directors appointed a Special COJllllittee on 
continuing education to investigate all matters concerning 
continuing education and make recommendations to the Board. 
The Committee defined mandatory continuing edUQation as 
experiences beyond basic nursing education which are 
consistent with the scope of practice as defined in the 
nurse practice act, i.e., knowledge basic to nursing 
practice or the nature of the nursing process. 
The Committee agreed that the profession itself, through 
the professional organization, establish requirements for 
mandatory continuing education. For others to do so would 
violate-professional autonomy. 
The COl1111littee recOllllended that NYSNA sponsor legislation in 
the 1973 Legislative Session to require continuing educa-
tion approved by the professional association as a condi-
tion for re-registration, and recOllllRended that the Board of 
Directors·establish a Council on Continuing Education 
responsible for all :matters related to mandatory continuing 
education. Proposed Council functions included: setting 
criteria for progralll ap~roval, reviewing and approving 
programs and collaborating with the.State Education Depart-
ment in validating continuing education participation. 
- A resolution was adopted by the voting body affirming 
colllDlitment to profess.ional autonOlllY and accountability by 
activelI supporting HYSHA1s efforts to implement·:mandatory 
continu ng education. · 
1973 - Twenty-two legislative forums were held throughout the 
state to explain the continuing education proposal. in the 
forums nurses were confused and often misinformed, so HYSHA 
postponed introduction of the proposed legislation during 
the 1973 Legislative Session. Lack of readiness within the 
nursing coJ1111.unity was identified. HUrses' concerns includ-
ed: "Do I have to_get a baccalaureate?• "Who will pay for 
it?n "Why are nurses singled out?" "Will I lose m.y li-
cense?" "How can I find the time when I have a faJllily and 
work?n "How can nurses in rural areas have access to 
programs?• "Does inservice count?" "Will this increase the 
cost of care?" · 
The Legislative committee recmmended that the Association 
introduce legislation in the 1974 Legislative session 
calling for mandatory continuing education as a pre-requi-
site for re-registration, that the council on continuing 
Education consider 80 contact hours as the require11SDt, 
· that the Association retain its authority to set criteria 
and to approve programs for mandatory continuing education 
and that it seek support and col1al>oration or the state 
Board. 
1974 - BYSNA's legislative proposal reduced the contact hours 
required to 40 per registration period. •Also the bill 
stated that continuing education activities shall have been 
approved •by HYSNA'• Council on Continuing Education". 
1974 - 1975 Opposition to the legislation continued to build. 
ArgU:aents against :mandatory continuing education had not 
changed. They still concerned the financial burden to 
nurses, difficulties in accessibility due to family and 
work responsibilities and geographic inaccessibility and 
the potential for increasing the cost of health care. 
Further, a question of constitutionality was raised. The 
question concerned a case involving the Podiatry Society in 
which the court determined that Societies cannot be dele-
gated the authority to establish a continuing education 
progrma which is a condition for re-registration. Ir. other 
words, societies ca..winot be the gate keepers deciding what 
11USt be required for approval for re-registration: that is 
a governmental responsibility. NYSNA clarified this in 
response to the constitutionality argument by stating that 
the proposed legislation included language that continuing 
education offerings would be approved by NYSNA in accor-
dance with regulations, and further indicated that NYSNA 
would participate in the approval process with the State 
Board. 
Dile to the aounting opposition to the legislation, support 
for the bill was withdrawn. 
In the latter part of 1975, NYSHA voiced support for 
developing Ollllibus legislation which would apply to all 
heaith professions. This information was included in 
HYSHA's Testiaony at the Regents• Legislative Conference. 
1976 - present - Ro further legislative activity related to 
&mdatory continuing education was undertaken by NYSNA. 
current status and activity - a listing of other states with 
aandatory continuing education is attached. In Rew York 
State, the Board ot Regents has mandated that the profes-
sions look at ways to evaluate the continuing competency of 
their ...:bers. The Licensure and Examination committee of 
the State Board for Nursing has studied the processes used 
by other states anil is formulating a plan for nurses in New 
York state •. Hateri&ls about the plan, sent i:>y Milene A. 
Kegel, were distributed to the HYSNA Board of Directors in 
September. BYSHA was represented at a meeting of the 
Licensure and EXallination committee held on September 25 to 
discuss ways to evaluate continuing competence and to react 
to the plan as initially developed. . 
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Where CE is mandatory 
If YoU work in or transfer your ricense to a state that requires continuing educ:a--
tion, you'll have to comply with those requilements. The table hem lists the 
with ma~tOIJ conlif!Uing education. At least One othefs--Oefaw.n 
Michigan, and Oho-are weighing rtgisfation that would make CE mandatory 
The table shows which states have CE requirements and how many CE houri 
are ~ired within a specified time period. for more information, contact the 
·appropnafe state board of nursing. 
ALASKA 
CAIJfORNIA 
COlOIWX) 
R.DRIDA 
10WA 
KANSAS 
KENTUCKY 
·. MASSACHusms 
MINNESOTA 
N£BRASKA 
.. 
. NEW>A 
NEWMEXICO 
PUERlORICO 
Any two: 15 hours CE. 15 hours of 
professional activities, or 320 hours of 
nursing empfoyment in a two-year period. 
20 hoursllwoyeas 
24 hounltwo ,-s ... 
45 houBIUwee years 
30 hoursllwoyears 
30 hoursltwoyea,s 
30hoursllwojears 
20 hours if more than 200 hours 
of p-actice in the last fweyeass. or 
75 hours if less than 200 hours 
' I 30houl'Slhloyears . 
I ... ~-- 1! 
30 hours/twoyea,s 
45hoursllme,-s : . 
·-:··-
vF. 
f.cluC4-+iOY\, N\JtSi t-1, 
\.,in.,, Y\.s 
NOTICE 
lflls mareri~I may be 
prOfKbf by a,pyrigflt 
,_ (Tdfe 17 U.S. Code). 
r 
I 
I 
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WHEREAS, 
. WHEREAS, 
WHEREAS, 
DRAFT ***** DRAFT 
RESOLUTION ON REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH SERVICES. 
__ _ . . reproductive health services are currently 
-the focus of intense ethical, social, political and 
legal debate; and though controversial, it is impera-
tive to address them as responsible health care 
providers, and r - ··· · · 
society must bear the responsibility and burden for 
social issues related to family planning, prenatal 
care,.substance abuse, domestic tranquility and child 
abuse; and; 
in our nation the individual is guaranteed such basic 
rights as privacy, personal liberty, freedom of 
speech: and: 
the profession of nursing has traditionally supported 
an equitable health.caresystem of accessible servic-
es unrestricted by social or economic status or the 
nature.of the health care need; and: 
The ANA Code for.Nurses supports both the clients• 
and the nurses' · rights in the provision of nursing 
care, while emphasizing the nurse's responsibility 
for not imposing personal beliefs upon clients, and; 
individual professional nurses have a right to their 
own beliefs, including in New York State, under the 
Civil Rights Law, the legal.ly affirmed right to 
refuse to participate i_n the· voluntary termination of 
a · pregnancy where such participation is contrary -.. to 
the nurse's conscience or religious beliefs, there-
. 
that the New York State -Nurses_- Association supports 
the individual's rights to personal liberty, privacy 
and .. •access to ·the provision of unrestricted reproduc ... 
~ive health care. · · 
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WELCOME TO CONVENTION '891 
Since the convention program went to print, the following 
new exhibitors have. joined us: 
.American Irish Nurses Association Base of Egg 
The professional association for nurses of Irish descent 
or surname. Membership is open to RNs and LPNs and retired 
nurses. 'l'he focus is continuing education for nurses. 
Founded in 1988. For more information, ca11 (718) 389-4912 
or (718) 482-0229. 
Dixie U.S.A., Inc. Booth #41 
See the Smooth Hover (R) Body Hover, an economical one 
piece patented polyethylene board that allows one person to 
move a very large person quickly and easily. Also see 
designer colored scrubs and stethoscopes. 
Drustar Drug Control Systems 
Gill Home Care Service 
Booth #39 
Base of Egg 
General Vision Services Booth #63 
General Vision Services, front runner in providing 
optical services, leads the in industry in quality and 
prices. We have expanded our selection to offer you the 
most in total vision services. 
The Leonard Hospital Base of Egg 
Leonard Hospital is an acute care facility located in 
north Troy. Services include critical care, medical/surgical 
and substance abuse detoxification and rehabilitation units. 
Visit our booth in the Base of the Egg for more information. 
Hew Hedi.co Head Injury System Booth #62 
New Medico is a nation-wide constituent of a~ute, post 
acute and outpatient facilities specializing in the 
rehabilitation of children and adults who have been 
traumatically brain injured. 
Hew Rochelle Hospital Medical Center Booth #32 
Hew Rochelle Hospital Medical Center is a 461-bed suburban 
medical center just twenty minutes from New York City, 
affiliated with the New York Medical College. We offer a 
challenging environment filled with growth, change and 
progressive thinking. If you would like to know more, come 
by our booth, or call us at (914) 632-9344. 
(over) 
Bew York Counties Registered Nurses Base of Egg 
.Association/District 13 
Find out about District 13's activities and membership 
services. 
Bew York State Office of Mental Health moved to 
Booth #65 
Burses Bouse, Inc. Booth f64 
Burses Bouse provides short term financial grants to RNs 
who are without income because of illness, disability or 
other life crises. Nurses House needs your support and 
contributions. Help Nurses House help nurses in need. 
Professional Nurses Association of Suffolk 
County/District 19 
Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories 
Base of Egg 
Base of Egg 
(CVPB Jledical Center, Interfaith Medical Center and u.s. 
AnryNarse Corps/ROTC will not be able to be with us for 
t:bis convention.) 
********* 
Bew exhibitor raffle prizes have also been added! 
An 11• bys• crystal dolphin 
courtesy of the Nurses House, Inc. 
Two digital blood pressure cups (batteries included) and 
totehags 
courtesy of St. Mary's Hospital at Amsterdam 
Two AH/FM radio headsets 
Wine 
A baDdmade afghan 
Autographed copies of Political Action and ]!ursing 
Valuable framed historic picture about nursing 
all courtesy of The Hew York State Nurses for Political 
Action 
******** 
One more addition: 
Dorothy Talotta, poster show participant, now is employed as 
Associate Professor of Nursing at the College of Hew 
Rochelle. 
AGENDA·l8 
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·. mB. 11BW YORK ·SD.TE HURSBS ASSOCIATION 
. I. . LOBBY DAYS 
RBPOM'l'O TBB SOARD OF DIRECTORS 
LBGISLATIVB·PROGRAH 
October 26, 1989 
The Council on Legislation has planned a series of lobby 
days for 1990: 
January 30, 1990 (Albany) 
Febrwn:y 21, 1990 (Albany) 
Karch 20, 1990 (In conjunctionwithHurses and Public Policy 
Conference) · 
April 24, 1990 (Albany) 
Jlay 24, 1990 (In legislators' local district offices) 
Jun& 12, 1990 (Albany) 
II. BORSBS ARD PUBLIC POLICY COBFEREBCE 
Center for Women in Government - March 18, 19, 20, 1990 . 
A. On Jlarch 18, 1990-before the conference starts,-the 
Council on Legislation will have a room at the Hilton 
where RYBKA leaders attending the conference can meet. 
Thi.s•will be a tiae to discuss final details on how to 
maximize l!IYS19.'s visibility and participation at the 
conference. 
·an Karch 18, 1990 during pre and post registration, the 
Council on Legislation will have a room at the Hilton 
where liYSRA members attending the conference can obtain ·· 
lffSRA ·buttons, 1990 Legislative Agendas and details for · 
lobbying on Karch 20, 1990. 
On the last day of the conference, Karch 20, 1990, RYSRA 
. will organize lobbying visits to legislators. There 
will .be time to infona RYSRA members about NYSHA's 1990 
Legisl.at.ive Agenda, the current status of legislation 
·· ··sponsored by · RYSHA, ·and· ·infomation on. how to. lobby. 
··-2-
Funding for HYSHA llembera to attend the confm:ence is 
described.on.the attachlllent entitled •Realloca.tion 
$9,500 Budgeted for 1990 Legislative Reception.• 
Council gn Legislation 
Susan_Fraley, Chairperson 
David Clark 
Phyllis L. Collier 
Louise Gallagher 
Kary Ke~e 
Virginia Kemme 
Carole Kuzmack 
Juanita Majewski 
Kattie.wasliington 
BJG/BD/cjp 
10/18/89 
B. ;ai~:Gould, Director .,. 
Leq.l'.islative Prograa 
Rlt•lloral:ic:n 
$9,500 •11get41C1 1'ar 1990 I,eg)B]at:1,re Rlllc:agp foa 
I.; Worbbop for Ch&i.rperaone of District Legialative.CommJ.tteea 
Coat for 15 Diatrict Chairparaona and Chairperson of 
Council on Legia.l.aticn ·· 
.ZI. and Public Policy Confarance . Harch 18 - 20, 1990 . 
Cost for BYSllA INlllbera aarv.ing aa llpl•kars and moderators 
at ~erenco, President, zxecutive Director, and 
Cbairperaon of Council on Lagialation 
PtmcU ng for of Board of Directors and Counci.l en 
I.agialation to attend conterence ( $100 each) 
hading for ftSBA Nabers to attan,J conference. Priority 
will he gi'9811 to l>iet:ricta and CDs requesting funding 
for their %'8preNJltativea ($50 for each BYS& mauberi 
$75 each for two or mor.a RYS!IA 11181Dbera repreaanting the 
8U1e District. or CIIIP.) 
10/l.8/89 
$2,960.00 
$2,540.00 
$2,000.00 
$2,000.00 
$9,500.00 
4 . . 
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ACTION REQUESTED 
THE.NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION 
REPORT·. TO THE BO~.RD OF DIRECTORS 
BOARD COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER HONORARIA AND 
EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT FOR BOARD MEMBERS 
octol:>er 26, 1989 
At the September Board meeting, the committee requested that 
Board members review and conunent about the draft document enti-
tled "possible elements of Board policy re official travel, 
reimbursement and honoraria for Board of Directors." No suggest-
ed revisions were received by the committee after the September 
Board meeting. Therefore,. the Committee requests Board consider-
. ation and approval of the attached proposed policy 5 .• 5 ( in Board 
policy manual) "Policy/ Procedure: Official Travel, Reimburse-
ment.and Bonoraria for Board of Directors." 
BP:WMB:b 
10/23/89 
scr/9a·· 
Board committee to consider 
bonoraria and expense 
reimbursement for board 
members: 
Nettie.Birnbach 
Mary Eileen Callan 
Madeline A. Naegle 
Dorothy M. Williams 
Bonnie Perratto, Chairperson 
. 
• 
A6EIDA 19{a) 
Proposed Section 5 .. 5 
PoUcy/Procedure: Offi(:'[,al, Travel,~ HeimlJU.rsement and Honoraria 
for Board of Directors . 
Date: October 26, 1989 
Revised: 
Definition of Official Travel 
The invitation is issued to the Board member as spokesperson for the Associa-
tion. The invitation is in writing and addressed to the Board member at 
the Association's address. 
The purpose of the-invitation is to represent the Association and/or to speak 
on matters of Association business. 
Process 
In the event the invitation does not request a specific Board member, the 
President and Executive Director will determine whom to designate. Considera-
tion will be given to Board members' geographic location, cost of participation 
and special expertise required. 
Decisions about specific events about which there could be ~uest!on regarding 
appropriateness of the travel will be resolved by consultat1on w1th Executiv! 
Conmittee. Such decisions will be guided by principles of fiduciary respons1-
bility. 
Reimburs2111ent 
Reimbursement of travel expenses will be requested of all parties issuing 
invitations. At the discretion of the Association, reimbursement of part 
or all of the travel expenses may be waived if: 
a) payment of the expens~s would be a financial hardship for the inviting 
group; 
b) the expense is within previously approved budget allocations; 
c) the event is considered to be of importance to the work of the Associa-
tion. 
Travel outside of New York state will not be reimbursed without prior approval 
of the Board of Directors. Budgeted travel to such meetings as those of 
ESREC, ANA Board of Directors, ANA House of Delegates and Constituent-Assembly. 
are exceptions to this poHcy. 
-2-
Honoraria 
.If an honorarium 1·s offered, the Board participant will have the option of: 
a) retaining the honorarium if his/her travel expenses are being paid 
by the party issuing the invitation; 
b) retaining the honorarium and paying his/her own travel expenses; 
c) having the Association receive the honorarium and pay travel expenses 
if party issuing invitation does not underwrite expenses. 
Reporting 
The Board member who represents the Association will complete the "Report 
of NYSNA Board Member Attendance at Official Meetings, 11 in accordance with 
Board Policy #2.5. 
AGENDA #9 
SEP 21 l9aJ 
MEDICAL. SOCIETY OF THE OP NEW YORK 
420 LAKEVILLE ROAD. LAKE SUCCESS, N.Y. 11042 (516) 488-6100 
FAX: (516) 488-1267 
DONALD F • .FOY 
EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT 
Ms. Juanita K. Hunter, E.0.0., R.N. 
President 
New York State Nurses Association 
2113 Western Avenue 
Guilderland, NY 12084 
Dear Ms. Hunter: 
At the meeting of the House of Delegates of the Medical Society of the State 
~f New York in 1989, several resolutions were adopted by our Delegates to 
1mplement short and long range measures to address nursing and other health care 
personnel shortages. One in particular, Resolution 89-31, called on the Society 
t~ strongly s~pport programs that will assist and encourage persons to enter the 
f1eld of nurs1ng, and that these programs be integrated to allow transfer of 
credits toward high levels of education. 
In support of this co11111itment, the Board of Trustees of the Society, on 
September 6, 1989, approved a contribution of $7,500 to the New York State 
Nurses Association to establish a nursing scholarship in the name of Senator 
Tarky Lombardi. 
Senator Lombardi served as Chairman of the New York State Senate Health 
Co11111ittee for 19 years, the longest tenure of any legislator in that important 
p~si~i~n. He has been the principal force in securing passage of many 
s19~1f1ca~t health measures. Senator Lombardi has also initiated laws having a 
pos1~1ve 1mpact on the econo~y, education, higher education, libraries, social 
serv1c~s, the e1der~y an~ ch11dre~ .. He was.named legi~lator of the year by many 
statew1de organ1zat1ons 1n recogn1t1on of h1s leadersh1p and many contributions 
in the area of health care and human services • 
. Please advise us of your plans to establish the nursing scholarship, and we 
w1ll be pleased to forward the check in recognition of the nursing profession's 
and Senator Lombardi's contributions to the finest health care for the citizens 
of New York State. 
Dff/e/lad 
cc: Ms. Martha Orr 
Executive Director 
SenatorTarky Lombardi 
~urs, 
Donald F. Foy 
Executive Vice-President 
SOCIIETY OP TH• STATa OP NIKW YORK 
420 LAKEVILLE ROAD, LAKE success. N. Y. 11042 (516) 488-8100 
FAX: (518) 488-1287 
DONALD F. FOY 
EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT 
The Honorable Tarky Lombardi, Jr .. 
49th District Chairman 
Co1'1111ittee on Finance 
The Senate 
State of New York 
Albany, NY 12247 
Dear Senator Lombardi: 
September 19, 1989 
In response to your letter of August 2, 1989, I am pleased to inform you 
that the Board of Trustees of the Medical Society of the State of New York voted 
to participate in the 1990 Nurse of Distinction Conference and Awards A 
contribution of $7,500 was approved by the Board. · 
In addition, the Board approved a contribution of $7,500 to the New York 
State Nurses Association to establish a nursing scholarship in your name. 
I am enclosing the completed form which designates me as the contact person 
for future correspondence. 
Best personal regards, 
DFF/e/lad 
Enclosures . 
Donald F. Foy 
Executive Vice-President 
cc: Juanita K. Hunter, E.0.0., R.N. . 
President, New York State Nurses 
Martha L. Orr, M.N., R.H. 
Executive Director, New York State Nurses Association 
